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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SERIES AND TO VOLUME 1

With this monograph, the University of Missouri historical archaeological efforts would have to be bol-
l)epartment of Anthropology-American Archaeology stered by a thorough documentation of both the persons
)ivision begins publication of a series ofv OLumes dealing involved in the settlement and the patterns in which they

with select aspects of the Cannon Reservoir -luman distributed themselves across the landscape. While some
Ecology Project. The volumes,. which will be published information relative to this documentation could bc
as time and money permit, will provide results of the generated through conventional archaeological survey
joint University of Nebraska-Universitv of Missouri and a cursory examination of land records, these neth-
interdisciplinary project in the Salt River valley of ods were inadequate for producing the kinds of data
northeast Missouri. needed to make logical inferences concerning the pro-

The Cannon Project. sponsored by the U.S. Army ccsscs of settlement. Rather. tield survev and land
Corps of Engineers, was formed in 1977 to investigate ownership intormation had to be linked to literallh scores
processes of ecological adaptation and change il the of other types of archival and documentary i forniatioi
central portion of the Salt Valley. Specitically. the procect to produce the kind of data base within which the
focused oi isolating significant cultural patterns and archaeological data could be placed. After five years*
processes as reflected in material remains and extant work. Roger Mason has produced such a data base.
historical documents. Prehistoric and historic (nineteenth In this monograph. Mason defines the central Salt
century) occupations oftthcregion were of equal interest. River valley as an integral part of an upper South
;'nd complcnientary data recovery techniques were used agricultural-economic system of the carly and mid-
to address problems comnmon1 to both spheres. As we lileteenth century. In establishing the Bluegrass region
have emphasized many times, the research conducted by of Kentucky as an important emigration field of the earlh
the Cannon Proiect bears not only on the Holocene colonists. Mason notes the siniilaritics in environmental

human ecology of the central Salt River valley, but on a perceptions between settlers of the two areas and, not
broader scale, to a balanced understanding of cultural unexpectcdl., similarities in agricultural production
development in, the greater Midwest. At an even higher methods. Two important aspects of his work arc his
level, our conclusions should be useful for refining documentation of early town and road network develop-
general anthropological theory regarding human re- nient and his analysis of decision-making strategies
spouses to a range of cultural and natural stimuli, relative to land purchase. The study of land perceptions

The Salt River valley proved to be an excellent and locational strategies of colonists of the Midwest has
laboratory in which to test various assumptions cmcern- been, and probably will continue to be. a "'hot" topic
ing man's adaptation to thcs .timuli. The 1108 km2  among cultural geographers. Mason's contribution to
procct area is located along [i,, southern fringe of the this issue is important because his analysis was quanti-
miidcontinentl Prairie Peinsul a. a region characterized tative. i.e.. individual land units were classificd according
as a complex mosaic of prairie and forest biomes. The to attributes of several physical environmenltal dillien-
area was sensitive to climatic change throughout the sions of the biotopc, and his study area was large enough
tllocene-a sensitivity that caused myriad adjustents to cover large sections of the deciduous forist and
by humani populations. As we have documnented else- grassland bionics.
where (O'Brien et al. 1982). many of these adjustments- Mi'son's model ot colonial settlement and spread also
as well as many elements of stability-are reflected in tlc includes social factors such as kinship and religious
archaeological record. affiliation. [Is study has laid the groundwork for a more

For the c +;v nineteenth ccntury-thc period during intensive investigation of the relationships among colo-
which the project area was colonized by westward- nizing tamilies, in which various Kentucky county
nioving Euro-Ainerican groups-cles as to the types records an' amilv histories were searched in ,in effort to
and , agntudes ot these adjtstments are preserved in compile genealogical data oin as many ti amilies as pos-
historical documents as well as in the archaeological sible. What has emerged from these anal. scs is a picture
rectord. From the initial stages of the (anion Pro ject. we of large kin-ba: cd networks, established during the late
contcided that to understand the dynalics behind the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in the Bluegrass
Euro-Anmcrican settlement of the Salt River valley, our region, immigrating to the central Salt River valley

ix



during the 1820s and 1830s. Individual familics within and failures in attaining social prominence with this
each kin-based group tended to settle near one another in transplanted society is the real story behind westward
the frontier, and in many instances apparently functioned frontier expansion. Mason tells this story extremely well.
as corporate work groups. Future research in the dynamics of frontier colonization

As opposed to the Turnerian notion of the rise of in the Midwest should draw heavily from the ideas
democracy in the frontier, the success of these groups in presented in this volume.
transplanting their cultural traditions and their successes

x



PREFACE

Work reported here was carried out as part of the ancient dusty tomes as in "dirt" archaeology. I benefited
Cannon Reservoir Human Ecology Project, funded by from discussing problems encountered during research
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District. and writing with O'Brien and Dennis E. Lewarch,
The purpose of the project was to mitigate damage to assistant director. I was assisted during the data collec-
archaeol.gical and historical cultural resources in the tion phase by Cynthia Wood, Tom Miskell, and Jacque-
area to be inundated by the Clarence Cannon Dam and line Saunders. I thank Robert E. Warren for discussing
Reservoir on the Salt River in northeast Missouri. his work dealing with the nineteenth-century environ-
Documentary research on historical period settlement in ment.
the area originally was planned to supplement excava- Research among the county records was facilitated
tion of nineteenth-century farmsteads by providing in- by many helpful and friendly officials and staff of the
formation on the inhabitants of those farmsteads. Rails and Monroe County courthouses. I am particular-
However, preliminary investigation of federal public ly grateful to Frances Ross, recorder for Ralls County,
land sales and nineteenth-century agriculture in the area and to Oscar Tawney, recorder for Monroe County, for
by Richard Bremer (1975) indicated the potential for a providing me with space to work in their vaults.
detailed reconstruction and analysis of the frontier settle- Creation of the computer data files and the master
ment system employing documentary sources. Archaeo- SIR (Scientific Information Retrieval) file was carried
logical objectives, such as defining settlement patterns out by Steven C. Willis. He also carried out the retrievals
and understanding settlement systems, were to be reached used to create most tables in Chapters 4 and 5. The
by employing data that usually has been considered to multiple regression and discriminant analysis proce-
be the domain of historians and historical geographers. dures described in Chapter 4 were performed by R.

I would like to thank Michael J. O'Brien, project Duncan Mitchell. All figures were drafted by Susan J.
director, for the opportunity to discover that it is Vale.
possible to get one's hands just as dirty among the
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Salt River area of northeast Missouri was settled counties: Rails, Monroe, and Shelby. The project area is
by Euro-Americans during the period 1818-1850. This slightly larger than the area encompassed by the regional
frontier period in the history of the central Salt River survey of the Cannon Reservoir Human Ecology Project
region is the subject of this study. Since this study was (O'Brien et al. 1982; Warren 1976, 1979). Additions to
carried out as part of a larger archaeological research the survey area were made to form complete congressio-
project, the Cannon Reservoir Human Ecology Project, nal townships and to incorporate more of the timber-
research objectives and data analysis were more archaeo- prairie boundary, an important ecological zone for
logical than historical. The present study has been pioneer agriculturists.
particularly influenced by archaeological settlement pat-
tern studies (Parsons 1972). Settlement pattern studies in
archaeology seek to define the spatial relationships of
contemporary sites in terms of the physical and cultural APPROACHES TO THE STUDY
environment. Settlement patterns become settlement OF THE AMERICAN FRONTIER
systems when information about site function is added
(Winters 1969:110).

The goal of understanding settlement systems in Before discussing specific hypotheses and methods
archaeology requires that data be collected in the same of analysis, a brief review of approaches and methods
manner from all parts of each site so that (a) quantitative employed by historians, geographers, and archaeolo-
comparison of data from different sites can be carried gists in studying the American frontier is presented. It
out (Mason 1979), and (b) the full range of site variabili- will be shown that significant differences exist in the
ty can be determined. Quantitative data that provide way frontiers have been studied by these disciplines,
similar information about the members of each house- especially in the degree to which quantitative data have
hold in the central Salt River area for the period been employed. More important, however, are the
1818-1850 are available from documentary sources, such different kinds of problems addressed by the various
as land purchase records and manuscript census schedules. disciplines.
Land purchase records contributc spatial information The study of frontiers and "the West" has been, until
necessary to reconstruct settlement patterns. Spatial recently, a subject primarily for historians, beginning
information, when combined with data on the environ- with Frederick Jackson Turner (1893) in the 1890s.
ment, allows study of the environmental zones pre- Subsequently, most historians of the American frontier
ferred by pioneer agriculturists. Data from the censuses, have found themselves either defending or attacking the
supplemented by other sources, provide functional infor- Turner thesis (discussed below). More recently, histori-
mation on occupations, agriculture, and wealth differ- cal geographers have entered the field, discussing fron-
ences necessary to reconstruct the settlement system. tier development of regions in terms of spatial context.
The ultimate goal is explaining processes involved in the A few models of spatial patterns of frontier settlement
development of the system. Although much of this have been proposed by more theoretically inclined settle-
report is concerned with analysis of settlement patterns ment geographers. Archaeologists have traditionally
(Chapter 4) and settlement systems (Chapter 5), it is concentrated on prehistoric, non-Western cultures, but
useful to understand the historical and cultural contexts the recent development of historical archaeology has
of the region being studied. Therefore, Chapter 2 increased their interest in the American frontier (Lewis
consists of a narrative historical account of regional 1977). As discussed above, the present study is most
development and Chapter 3 provides information on the closely related to archaeological settlement pattern studies,
cultural background and demegraphic characteristics of although the data are derived from documents rather
the population of the region. than from artifacts.

Data were collected for all households within a region
of 544.2 mi 2 (1409.5 kiM2) centered around the area to be Historians and Frontier Studies
inundated by the Clarence Cannon Reservoir. The project
area (Figure 1) includes land in three northeast Missouri Data employed by historians usually consist of narra-

I
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Figure 1. Map of northeastern Missouri, showing the project area, locations ot counties and county
seats, and dates of county formation.

tive accounts that arc intcrprctcd subjectivly-being vcoman farmers. This view was challenged first by
influenced by the social and intellectual climate of the Gates (1931, 1941. 1942, 1945), who believed the public
timcs-as Horsman (1978) demonstrates for historical land systern encouraged land speculation. abscntcc
studies of fcdceral public land policies. Although some ownership, and tenancy, and retarded frontier develop-
historians employ quantitative data (Curti 1959; Okada ment. More recently, Bogue (1963), Swicrcnga (1968),
1971), the questions they ask tend to be philosophical, and others interested in economic history have judged
such as: "Were land speculators good or bad?" or, "Did land speculators in terms of their contribution to local
frontier conditions promote democracy?" Such qucs- economic growth, primarily as providers of credit.
tions cannot be answered objectively, no mattcr how Although the question of whether public land policy
many quantitative data are employed. Thus, conclusions was good or bad is a philosophical one, effects of this
tend to be a product of the educational background and policy in various regions can be examined objectively.
philosophical predilections of the investigator, rather taking into account different economic and social
than a result of objective data analysis. conditions. Overall evaluation of the policy then can

Studies of public land policy by historians demon- become a sampling problem, so that comparable quanti-
strate the tendencies discussed above (Horsman 1978). tative studies can be carried out in each region where
For example, in Turner's original formulation, United variables such as time ofsettlement, economic conditions,
States public land policy was seen as beneficial, since the external transportation links, and settler characteristics
availability of inexpensive land promoted development can be controlled. Historians have not carried out such a
of a democratic system based on many land-owning program of investigation, preferring to generalize from
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particularistic, noncomparable research. Horsman description and attempted explanation" (Jordan 1966:27).
(1978:8)) notes a need for "in depth studies of limited Settlement geography deals with "(i) the facilities built
areas across economic, social, and political concerns," in the process of human occupancc of the land and (ii)
echoing Swicrenga's (1973:111-112) plea for a "new their grouping" in relation to culture and environment
rural history" that would integrate ecological, demo- (Singh 1975:4). Unfortunately, settlement geography
graphic, behavioral, economic, and institutional ap- has been concerned primarily with describing the distri-
proaches, leading to a "coherent, general framework for bution of facilities (farmsteads, hamlets, villages, towns)
an overall history of rural development in America." by such terms as random, regular, or clustered. Research

has concentrated on formulating mathematical expres-
sions for these distributions, as indicated by a recent

Geographers and Frontier Studies collection of readings on rural settlement geography
It appears that historical geographers have come (Singh and Singh 1975). More theoretical work de-

closer to achieving an integrated synthesis of frontier signed to explain processes that create these distributions,
processes, discussing functional relationships of environ- especially at the rural level, is lacking.
ment, agricultural technology, cultural backgrCind, so- One of the few attempts to describe the genesis of
cial differentiation, and economic specialization. The rural settlement patterns was carried out by Hudson
two most notable works of this kind are Lemon's (1972) (1969), who proposed three phases of rural settlement
study of colonial southeast Pennsylvania and Mitchell's development: colonization, spread, and competition. In
(1972b. 1977) research concerning settlement and devel- Hudson's model, colonization is defined as long-distance
opmcnt of the Shenandoah Valley in Virginia. Studies of diffusion or migration, while spread is defined as short-
colonial North Carolina (Merrens 1964), Massachusetts distance diffusion or "budding off." The last phase,
((;revei 1970). and Nova Scotia (Clark 1968) also have competition, is a result of increasing population density
been carried out. These works attempt regional synthe- and, as minimum viable farm size is approached, spac-
ses based both on narrative sources (diaries, letters, ing between farmsteads becomes more regular. Hudson
newspapers, and traveler's accounts) and an unsystemat- investigated the competition phase in Iowa by using late
ic sampling of quantitative data (tax lists, probate records, nineteenth- and twentieth-century county atlases to
land sales, and censuses). However, results are not determine farmstead location, and found evidence for
verifiable by others, since no basic data arc presented. increasingly regular spacing of farmsteads over time. It
Conclusions tend to be normative; that is, certain traits, should be noted that Hudson did not test the first two
adaptations, or processes are said to characterize the phases against empirical data. and that the third phase,
region as a whole and the range of variation is not competition, was tested in Iowa during the period of
specified, transition to mechanized agriculture, a factor not dicussed

Many historical geographers have confined them- by Hudson. The phases of rural settlement proposed by
selves to the colonial period cast of the Appalachians, Hudson may operate under ideal conditions, such as
where reliable quantitative data on regional populations uniform topography and freely competing individual
are not available. These types of data are available for farmers, but should not be seen as universally applicable

Midwestern frontiers, however, in the form of manu- since more complex environmental and social character-
script census data and records of public land sales, along istics could cause serious distortions in this ideal pattern.
with tax assessments and probate records. One of the The relevance of Hudson's model for the project area
few geographers to make use of this kind of data is will be discussed in the concluding chapter.
Conzen (1971), who studied a township (36 mi 2) adja-
cent to Madison, Wisconsin. Conzen was interested
primarily in investigating effects of proximity to an Archaeological Settlement Pattern Studies
urban center on the development of agriculture in the Archaeologists have not dealt specifically with the
township, but he also considered the effects of social and problems of the American frontier to any great extent
cultural tactors on economic development. However, (an exception is Lewis 1977), but the objectives and
the small area studied, as well as peculiar local historical methods of archaeological settlement pattern studies are
variables (such as absentee speculation in land adjacent relevant to the problem at hand. The study of settlement
to a futurc state capital), make it difficult to use Conzen's patterns in archaeology is well developed (Parsons 1972)
work to generate a model capable of being tested in and some progress is being made toward understanding
other areas. settlement systems. Winters (1969:110) distinguishes

Settlement geography also can contribute to an between settlement patterns and settlement systems:
understanding of frontier settlement systems. Settle- Settlement pattern is defined as "the geographic and
ment geography has been defined as "the study of the physiographic relationships of a contemporaneous group
form of the cultural landscape, involving its orderly of sites within a single cultur, ," while settlement system
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"refers to the functional relationships among the sites on and wealth differences. These hypotheses also are
contained within the settlement pattern." While these tested in Chapter 5.
concepts were formulated by Winters to deal with
mobile hunter-gatherers, Parsons (1974:83) applied them
to sedentary agriculturists as well: Location Decisions

The function of occupational loci must be determined . . .
Unless we can determine when a site was occupied, what was Prospective settlers arriving in the project area had a
the age-sex-status composition of its inhabitants, and what wide choice of available land that could be purchased at
activities were being performed there, we can never hope to a uniform price of SI.25/acre ($2/acre before July 1,
understand either the settlentent system, the role of the
particular site within the settlement system, or the number of 1820). Land ownership patterns were a result of hun-
people involved in the settlement system. dreds of individual decisions about land desirability,

which were influenced by perception of the landscape

Thus, in order to investigate settlement systems (func- based on previous experience, available technology,and
tional interrelationships) of sites, farmsteads, or hamlets cultural background (Brookfield 1969; Mitchell 1972b:
and villages, it is necessary to establish contemporaneity, 461). Owsley (1949:56) notes that migrants were "not in
determine demographic characteristics of the population, search of the richest lands of the public domain, but
and investigate the distribution of statuses and activities merely the richest of the particular type of land to which
among individuals or households. For rural nineteenth- they were accustomed." Particularly important variables
century America, this would include a study of social were climate and tree species, frequently used as a guide
stratification, occupational specialization, and exchange to soil fertility (Hulbert 1930:72, 78; Lynch 1943:306).
systems. Environmental zones in the Cannon area tend to be

Reconstruction of the pioneer settlement system of banded by elevation (Warren and O'Brien 1981 and
the project area requires compilation of comparable Chapter 4), with timbered bottomlands and terraces
quantitative data on all households so that propositions located along rivers and streams (some small prairie
about functional relationships can be tested against the bottomland areas also occur), timbered slopes and
entire range of empirical variability. Rather than attempt- ridgetops at intermediate elevations below timber-prairie
ing to gather this data archaeologically, data was gath- slopes, and upland level prairies. Both Jordan (1964) and
ered from contemporary written records generated by McManis (1964) have proposed that zones of mixed
local and federal government agencies, prairie and forest were preferred settlement locations in

Illinois and Indiana. Prairie edges were cultivated more
easily than the tough sod of large open prairie areas or
completely wooded areas that required laborious clearing.

HYPOTHESES The nearby forest provided construction material and
fuel. Access to water also was important and usually was
restricted to forested areas. James Flint, an early traveler

Archaeological methods emphasize the testing of in the Midwest, indicated a similar pattern of land
propositions or hypotheses against empirical data. In selection applied to Missouri lands sold in St. Louis in
this section, brief reviews of the historical and geographi- 1819: "The most advantageous purchases are considered
cal literature pertaining to specific problems in frontier to be those on the edge of prairies, with a part of the
studies are presented. Following each review, hypothe- open land, and a part of the woods" (Flint 1904:130).
ses that summarize propositions about frontier character- However, locations of the few remaining houses from
istics are presented. In later chapters these hypotheses the early period of settlement in the project area indicate
are tested against empirical data from the project area. In that timbered moderately sloping areas also were pre-
the concluding chapter an attempt is made to discuss ferred for farmstead locations.
sonic of the functional relationships among the proposi- Based on the work cited above and a knowledge of
tions about frontier characteristics that were supported the environmental characteristics of the project area, the
by the data. following two hypotheses are formulated:

Hypotheses to be tested can be grouped into several 1. First land purchases by individuals will include
broad categories. The first group of hypotheses deals timbered ridgeteps or timbered moderate slopes
with decisions made by settlers about the location of and prairie edges.
land to be purchased. These hypotheses are tested in 2. Subsequent purchases will include prairie or
Chapter 4. A second set of hypotheses. tested in Chapter bottomland for cultivation.
5, deals with economic development of the area, conccn- Bohland (1972) proposed four dimensions that deter-
trating on degree of participation n external markets. A mine rural dwelling locations: accessibility, site aesthetics,

final set of hypotheses concerns degree of social stratificati- topographic perception, and social interaction. Topo-
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graphic perception already has been considered and site 6. Specialists in craft production and commercial
aesthetics cannot be measured, since concepts of beauty activities were concentrated in a series of regular-
held by the settlers arc unknown. Social interaction ly spaced towns.
probably produced clustering, especially during the 7. Towns with the greatest ntunbcr of functions
colonization phase proposed by Hudson (1969). Accessi- were county seats since they combined adminis-
bilitv requirements may have concentrated dwellings trativc and economic functions (Lemon 1967b:517;
near roads and towns. Consideration of the factors of Voss 1969-1970:65).
social interaction and accessibility leads to the following Mitchell (1972b;478) has suggested town formation
hypotheses: is related to population density, and Davis (1977:138)

3. Initial settlement was composed of discrete clus- has presented specific populations required to support
ters of related families with common religious various services. This suggests it should be possible to
affiliation. identify a minimum population or population density

4. Settlement density was higher near roads and for town formation, as stated in the following hypothesis:
towns. 8. Town formation occurred at some identifiable

population threshold.
It is difficult to measure external trade contacts, but

Economic Development they may be indirectly reflected by road construction
(Mitchell 1972b:477). If a road network that connected

Turner's characterization of the frontier as "a return the project area to outside markets was developed soon
to primitive conditions" with "the simplicity of primi- after initial settlement, it may be concluded that external
tive society" and as "the meeting point between savage- markets were actively being sought. The following
ry and civilization" (Turner 1937:2-3) while romantic, hypothesis tests this:
probably is not very accurate. Frontier residents seldom 9. A road network connecting the project area to
wcrc self-sufficient and isolated completely (Mitchell outside markets was developed within the first
1977:3). Bidwell and Falconer's (1925:165) sweeping ten years after formation of counties.
generalization that "self-sufficiency was a uniform char-
acteristic of all pioneer settlements west of the Alleghenies
from wcstern New York to Missouri" has been chal- Social Stratification and Wealth
lenged by several investigators (Lochr 1952; Hofstadtcr
1956). Bcrkhofer (1964:27) believes frontier economic Status distinctions and social stratification arc cor-
and social systems were more complex than the Turner rolarics of increasing economic complexity. Since status
hypothesis allowed, and that "if a farmer was self- was related largely to land ownership (Berkhofer 1964:27;
sufficient, it was only because he had no access to Lemon 1980:122; Mitchell 1977:238), availability of
market." Mitchell's (1977:4) view is that "commercial large amounts of relatively inexpensive land on the
tondencies were present from the beginnings of pcrma- frontier tended to create a large middle class (Bcrkhofer
nent settlement and werc the most dynamic clement in 1964:27). However, since there were landless tenants and
the emerging pioneer economy." As Berkhofer (1964: artisans, as well as owners of large tracts of land, "status
25) notes, the cultural values and institutions the pio- distinctions existed from the outset" in southeastern
ncers brought with them from the East were more Pennsylvania (Lemon 1980:122). In Trempclcau County,
powerful than the frontier environment. Wisconsin, a social elite emerged within the first decade

In Mitchell's (1972b:462) discussion of the frontier as of settlement (Curti 1959:107-112). It has been suggest-
spatial process, he stresses the need to study economic cd that increasing social stratification occurs in a frontier

development of frontier areas in terms of agricultural area as the amount of available land decreases and
and craft specialization, social differentiation, and de- population density increases, resulting in greater competi-
grcc ofparticipation in the market system. According to tion for land (Billington 1966:103; Mitchell 1977:132).
Mitchell (I 972b:478), developing pioneer economics arc In the upper South, slave ownership also was a status
characterized by: agricultural crop specialization, diver- and wealth indicator (Mitchell 1972b:484; Vilcs 19201:41)),
sification of manufacturing and service functions, clabo- and produced a more class-structured society than in the
ration of low-order central place tendencies, and greater North (Mitchell 1978:86).
commercial contacts with Eastern market centers. Increasing social stratification is reflected in the share
Mitchell's description of pioneer economics suggests the of the total wealth of the region possessed by the
following hypotheses: wealthiest 100% of the population (Lemon and Nash

5. Specialization in production for market of crops 1968; Main 1965:276). Main (1965:276) found that,
.i1nd livestock developed in the project area by based on colonial tax assessments, this share increased
185(l. from 33% to 50% as an agricultural region became
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more commercially oriented. The above discussion indi- gins of settlers, their sociocultural background, and
cates that wealth differences, as reflected in land and demographic characteristics arc summarized in Chapter
slave ownership, should be apparent from the period of 3. That chapter provides the cultural context within
initial settlement of the project area and should increase which decisions made by settlers are analyzed.
through time, as stated in the following hypothesis: Chapter 4 deals with settlement patterns and address-

10. At least 33% of the wealth of rural residents of es temporal and spatial patterning in federal public land
the project area, as measured by land and slaves, sales. Temporal patterns are analyzed in terms of chang-
was in the hands of the wealthiest 10% in 1830, ing land laws and economic conditions. Spatial patterns
reaching 50% by 1850. are analyzed in terms of decisions made by individual

Two other variables are related to social stratification: purchasers. conditioned by their perception of the cnvi-
persistence (length of residence in the same place) and ronmental variation in the project area. A multiple
political leadership. Malin (1935) studied persistence regression technique is employed to determine which
of settlers in Kansas and found that high rates of combinations ofenvironmental variables were preferred.
turnover were characteristic of the first 2 years of assuming date of purchase reflects land desirability.
settlement, after which populations became more stable. Spatial patterning in relation to social variables such as
However, Malin did not correlate persistence with wealth, kinship also is considered.
Curti's (1959:141) study of Trempeleau County, Wiscon- Chapter 5 presents data oil socioeconomic differ-
sin, showed that farmers who had long tenure in the entiation.' The distribution of agricultural and nonagri-
county had higher property, livestock, and crop values, cultural specialization is discussed in relation to town
Wealth also was correlated with length of residence in formation and road development. Social stratification is
frontier Minnesota (Rice 1977:171). Both studies indi- studied in terms of the distribution of wealth (in the
catc there is a relationship between wealth and per- form of land and slaves) among the population and is
sistence, which leads to the following hypothesis: related to persistence (length of residence in the project

11. Wealth will be correlated with the length of area) and political office-holding. Chapter 6 synthcsizcs
residence in the project area. results of the preceding chapters, describes the pre- 180

Billington (1966:103, 110) notes that new leadership settlement system of the project area, and identifies
positions were available on the frontier, making political some of the processes that created it.
leadership available to many \who had not been able to
attain it in the East. However, Mitchell (1978:86) and
Elkins and McKitrick (1954:67) have suggested that in
the upper South (of which Missouri was a part), leader- SOURCES OF DATA
ship positions usually went to members of the "planter"
class (those who owned relatively large amounts of land
and slaves). This can be addressed with the following Research involved compiling and coding material
hypothesis: from documentary sources. The two primary sources

12. Local political offices were held by wealthier employed were land purchase data, mostly consisting of
members of the population, entries of federal public land, and census data. These

data were supplemented by residence data from patents
(federal deeds), poll books, and probate records. Envi-
ronmental data were derived primarily from soil maps.

REPORT ORGANIZATION

Land Entry Data
Before the quantitative data necessary to test the

hypotheses discussed above arc presented and analvzcd l)uring the first phase of research a tile of all original
in Chapters 4 and 5, a brief history of the project area land entries (purchases of land from the federal govern-
and adjacent areas is presented in Chapter 2. An outline nitnt) in the project area was created. All land in the
of early settlement, changing political geography. ceo- project area was originally fcderal public land that was
nomic cycles, and town tormation is required to place the first offered for sale in 1818 and I,') kcxccpt certain
statistical dita into a chronological and regional histori-
cal context. This historical summliarv is necessary so that
patternis that are the rcsult of local historical events and
politically imposed decisions can be diffcrentiated front I).i on f.dcri public oh) ,.ic, wcrc nlIctcd tbr 11w

patterns resulting front more general ccoilomlic anid prolcct .irc.1 but d.it.1 on ioccnnolullL dith.rcntu i,,no pR'cltCd Il
social processes, as revealed by statistical analysis. On- (Chiptcr 5 wcrc not collcctcd from Shlby1 ( o(t1v
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tracts designated as school and swamp lands that were manuscript schedules of the federal censuses for the
ceded to the state; see Chapter 4). Sales continued until years 1830, 1840, and 1850. Schedules for the 1820 census
the last piece of federal public land was sold in 1859. of Missouri are not available. Microfilm copies of the

Land entry data arc found in plat books of original forms completcd by census enumerators arc on file at
entries kept in the office of the recorder of deeds in each the State Historical Society of Missouri in Columbia
county courthouse. Each page of the plat book presents (originals are in the National Archives). Information
in map form the name of entrant and date of entry for a available increases in each census. The 1830 census lists
congressional township of 36 sections (36 ni-i2). Since the names of heads of household and the number of
Shelby County does not have an original entry plat household members by sex and age groups, as well as
book, land entry data were compiled from records the number of slaves by sex and age groups. The 1840
available at the state archives in Jefferson City. Land census lists similar information plus the number of
entry data were transferred to index cards, one card for persons engaged in agriculture, commerce, or manu-
each section. Name of entrant and date of entry were facturing; "learned persons" in each household also are
recorded for each of the 16 quarter- quarter sections in identified. It appears that these numbers include slaves.
each section. Each quarter-quarter section was given a In 1850, the names of each household member are given
numeric code, replacing the more cumbersome legal along with their exact ages, occupation, state of birth,
description and facilitating computer manipulation. and value of real estate owned. There also are separate

schedules for slaves, products of agriculture, and prod-
ucts of industry. Data from the census were entered on

Patents the file card of each land entrant and were coded for
creation of a master computer file.

A second phase of research involved a search for Another computer file was created for the products
copies of patents corresponding to original land entries, of agriculture schedule, which includes most farmers in
Patents were issued as deeds from the federal govern- the project area, not simply those who were land
ment for public land entries. Copies of patents arc found entrants. The products of agriculture schedule contains
interspersed through deed books in the recorder's office, information on the value of farms, number of improved
but can be located through the index to deeds. Patent and unimproved acres, livestock, and crop yields for
information was entered in a card file of original entries each farm which produced over S 00 worth of commodi-
organized alphabetically by name of entrant. At least ties (Wright and Hunt 1900:23) during the previous year
one patent was found for 10)41 of the 1548 original (1849-1850). It should be noted that the population
entrants in the area. schedule lists the value of land owned by the individual,

Patents verify that the entrant became the actual while the agricultural schedule lists the value of the land
owner of the land and list county of residence for the farmed by the individual. Thus, if an iidividual is
entrant at the time of entry. For almost all land units in shown in the population census as owning no land, but
the project area for which a copy of a patent was appears in the agricultural census, it is assumed he was a
available, the original entrant became the patentee. Only tenant.
15 original entrants assigned part or all of their land to Since boundaries of the project area do not corre-
someone else before the patent was issued. Some of spond to local political boundaries (counties and politi-
these involved entrants who died and assigned the land cal townships). it is difficult to use the census inforina-
to an heir. In most cases, the county of residence given tion to determine the population of the project area. The
on the patents was one of the three counties in the censuses in 1830 and 1840 were taken by townships, but
project area: Rails, Monroe, and Shelby. This indicates in 185)) the smallest unit of enumeration was the entire
that the entrant was a resident of the area or intended to county. Since certain townships fall almost completely
become one. However, nonlocal counties are given as within the project area, arid most residents also were
places of residence for 273 of the 1041 entrants for which original entrants during the first years of settlement, the
at least one patent is available. These nonlocal patent problem is not as great for 1830 and 1841) as it is for
residences allow identification of points of origin of 1850. For 1830 and 1840, lists of all persons in townships
immigrants to the area (if it can be shown that they falling within, or mostly within, the project area were
became residents of the project area) and help identify made. whether or not they were original entrants. For
Eastern land speculators. 185), it is assumed that (a) the order of appearance in

the census schedule represents the route of the census
enumerator and (1)) people listed close together in the

Census Data census schedule lived near each other (this was tested for
known locations of some original entrants and appears

The third major source of data employed was the to be a valid assumption, see Conzen 1971, Appendix B
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for an example). Presence in the census schedule of Writs of Ad Quod Damnum
original entrants was used as an indication that people
appearing near them in the schedule also lived within A documentary source useful for determining loca-
the project area. As a rule, if more than four consecutive tions of water-powered grist and saw mills is the writ of
names were not original entrants, they were assumed to ad quod daninupn, found in the circuit court records of
have lived outside the project area. Data on occupations, each county. According to a law passed by the state
value of real estate, and the number of slaves owned for General Assembly on December 3, 1822, anyone who
nonentrants assumed to have lived within the project wished to build a dam on a river or stream had to file a
area were added to a published list of names and ages petition with the circuit court for a writ of ad quod
from the 185(0 censuses of Monroe and Rails counties daitnuiti. Upon receipt of the petition, the court appoint-
(Ellsberry n.d. a, b). ed a jury of 12 men to visit the site of the proposed dam

and to determine whether any damage would result "by
the overflowing of the banks and bottoms to houses.

Supplementary Data outhouses, corn tillages, or gardens," or whether "the
health of the neighbors or the passage of fish and

As a supplement to census information, data from ordinary navigation" would "be annoyed by the erec-
poll books, probate records, and the patent residence tion of a dam" (MCCCR Box 1:1).2 If the report of the
information discussed above, were added to the census jury was favorable, a writ was issued allowing construe-
file. Since no census information was available for the tion of the dam. These early environmental impact
period before 1830, Rails County poll books for the statements allow determination of locations of proposed
years 1822, 1824, 1826, and 1828 (located in the vault of mills, but further research among deed records and
the Rails County clerk) were consulted. Poll books of other sources is required to verify that the mill actually
Spencer Township exist for 1824, 1826, and 1828; for was built.
Salt River Township for 1822, 1826, and 1828; for
Union Township for 1822, 1824, 1826, and 1828; and
forJackson Township (which was created after 1826) for Environmental Variables
1828. Most of the project area fell within these Ralls
County townships during the 1820s (Figure 2). By using Environmental variables for correlation with the
the poll books, it could be determined how soon before land entry data were derived from soil series descrip-
1830 some original entrants became residents of the tions from the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (Watson
area. The poll books also are useful in identifying 1979 and unpublished data). Soil series descriptions
residents who did not remain until the 1830 census was contain information on slope, topographic features.
taken. l)ates of death for residents were determined native vegetation, and drainage, (i.e., variables that may
from probate records and aided in identifying as resi- have influenced prospective purchasers' decisions about
dents those persons who arrived between censuses and what land to buy). A computer file containing informa-
who died before the next census was taken. This tion on the distribution of soil series in the project area
information also was useful in studying persistence was created from soil maps (Watson 1979 and unpub-
since, in many cases, failure to appear in a succeeding lishcd data) by estimating the number of sixteenths of a
census could be attributed to death rather than to quarter-quarter section that was occupied by each soil
emigration. series. Thus, each quarter-quarter section was listed by

Other documentary sources that were employed, location and each soil series present in each was listed

but not coded for computer use, include county road and given a number from I to 16 to represent the
records and marriage records. The Monroe County quantity of the soil series in that quarter-quarter section.
road records arc part of the minutes of the county court,
while the Rails County road records are found in
separate volumes. Besides allowing a tentative recon-
struction of the early county road system, they also PROCEDURES

mention early settlements, local landmarks, and house
locations. County marriage records arc useful in deter-
mining religious affiliation of some families if the Once the files were completed, all names in the land
marriage was performed by a minister of a certain entry file, the population census file, and the 1850
denomination. Unfortunately, the majority of early
marriages were performed by justices of the peace.
Catholics are identified most consistently since they
usually were married by a priest. 2Abbreviations for rct-rcnccs to cotintv records arc on pp. 98-9.
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Figure 2. Map showing local political boundaries (counties and townships) in 1830. with dates for
tormlation.

agricultural census file were cross-checked for variations great enough for them to have been father and son, but
in spelling and use of middle initials. If it was deter- who used junior and senior designations to distinguish
mined that the same person was being referred to (by themselves. The most confusing group was the Smiths,
checking age, land purchase location, etc.). a standard sonme of whom were among the earliest settlers of the
form for the person's name was chosen and used in all area. For example, there were three James H. Smiths.
tiles. The problem of ditferent individuals with the same three Ephraim Smiths, and two Joseph Smiths.
name occurred frequently since it was usual to name one Once cross-checking was completed, the land pur-
of a family's sons after his father or grandfather, some- chase file, the population census, the agricultural census,
times changing the middle name. This causes confusion and the soil series files were merged into a master file
if the middle initial or the designations 'Jr." and "Sr." using the Scientific Information Retrieval system (SIR).
were not used. There also were several cases of men SIR retrievals that produced data for tables in Chapters 4
with the same names whose difference in ages was not and 5 were carried out by Stephen C. Willis using the
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University of Washington CDC-64X) computer system. already as a resident and had a patent residence listed in
A final procedure carried out prior to data analysis one of the following states: Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

was sorting all land entrants into three populations: New York, or Connecticut. Since almost all land entries
residents, Eastern speculators, and nonresidents. A per- by people in this group were made on only eight days il
son was defined as a resident if he met any one of the 1835 and 1836, people who were not residents and for
following criteria: (a) was listed in any population whom no patent was found, but who made large
census, (b) had a local county (Rails, Monroe, or purchases on these days, were also classified as Eastern
Shelby) listed as place of residence on a patent, (c) speculators. The nonresident category includes all per-
appeared in any of the 1820s Rails County poll books, sons not defined already as residents or Eastern spccu-
or (d) was listed in the 1821-1850) probate records as lators. This reorganization into three subtiles produced
dying in Rails or Monroe County. A person was defined 1164 residents. 104 Eastern speculators, and 280) non-
as an Eastern speculator if he had not been defined residents.
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HISTORY OF THE SALT RIVER AREA, 1792-1840

EXPLORATION AND 28. 1810,. ceded all O)sage claim to lands north ot the
EARLY SETTrLEMENT' Missouri River and to land south of the Missouri and

east of a line from Fort Clark (ticar thle ftuture location
ot Kansas City) south to thle Arkansas River (Thomas

Before 1 763 the entire Mississippi Valley was claimed 1909:21-2 10).
by France. There were tfew settlements. but the French The earliest settlement inI the Interior of Missouri
had established themselves at Kaskaskia. inI what is now wa-is alonig thle Missouri River fin an area which came to
Illi1101s. and at Ste. G enevieve. fin what is now Missouri. be known as Boon's Lick. In1 18(47 the Boone brothers
Ste. Genievieve was estabilshe~ in1 17,12 as, a port onf thle began extraeting salt from a spring~ onf the north side of
Mississippi River tor the lead tmnigarea around P~otosi. the river fin what is nowv H-oward County (Figuire 1)
The Frcnch cession of land east of thle Mississippi to Settlement began nearby fin 1810). fin What becaime
Engi.laind in) 1703 cauIsed iany French to iiioveacross the known as the Cooper settlement fin Boon's Lick. This
Mississippi Into MISSOuin . urIa.are of the secret treaty early settlement. founded 1w Benjlanin Cooper nd 0)4
Ceding Louisiana territory to S pain. In 1 704 Pierre others, was located fin the tirst area of deep lbess soils,
Laclede Lig guest, a fur trader from New O~rleans, estab- west of St. Charles. Good soil and the presence of the
lished a trading post ait the fuiturc location of~ St. Louis. Boonies were what first attracted settlers. Settlers also
After 1 770 St. Louis bcameC thle Span1ishI Ad~inistrative wvere following a westward extension of the easterni
center for tipper Louisiana1.. to(rest environmient. with which thle\, w-.ere tamiliar

Amnerican settlement of wvhat wsto bcome Mis- (Thomas 194)9:2 13: Schroeder I1908:2).
souri was promoted by the O rdinanice of 1787 which The Cooper settlement was attacked during the War
prohibited slavery fin the Northwest Territories (Violete ot 1812 1y Sac and Fox Idians led] by Black liIawk. a
1944: 46). T[his had the effect of channeling southern Sac brave who renounced the 18044 treat\-. Further
imminigrants wvest into Missouri. even though it ws settlement ]in the area %vas deterredi by the threat ot
Spanish territorv. The Spanish policy of granting large Indian attack until Black H awk signed a treat\, onf May
tracts of laind to settlers wsalso a t'actor fin the car]\- 10. 1816. contirmning the treat\- of 180 4. 1 lowever
settleiment of the aireai G overnlor C.lark already had issued .i proclamation onf

Louisiana 'Territory becaime a Frech" poSSssesion igJ1i i March 9. 1815. unilaterally defining .ii areai north of the
fin 1844m4 and wspurchased from Napoleon 1\ the Missouri River as being open to settlement. That same
United States fin 18403. Settlement ait this timei wAS daiy it was annexed to St. C hairle's County and later
conitinied to a narrow band Aloui', the Mississippi. the became part of I loward COunty established onf January
only ia , ir towns being St. Louis and Stc. (;cncicvc~. 23. 1810 (Thomas 190 9:2 14, 21'7). C reation of h oward
l-lo\Ae'ver. the United States government. .iiticipaitinig County wa ant inducement to fuirthecr settenent sinice It
settlemniit fin the interior. qicklY m noved to extinguish brought local government and lawv eniforcemient to thle
Indian title to the area. ()n November 3. 184,4 a treat\ area (Schroeder 1968:9).
WAS mleg)tiated with the Sic aind Fox Indians and ratitied I mmigration .in1d settlement increased populaition in)
by Co;ngress onf Februairy 2. 18045. ceding Indian clainis the Boon's Lick area rapidly after 1815. By 18204. one-
to Land betweecn the Missouri and Mississippi rivers third ot the -white population of Missouri lived fi the
(Thomas 19449:2144). A treat\. with the O saige Indians Boone's Lick area (Viles 19241:38). Frainkliji. the county
negotiated onf November W,4 1844. and ratified onf April seat ot I loward County. was .i towvn of over HIM44 people

(Viles 19204:41). As Viles (1 9240:38) notes, ''he Booncslick
%v'as the El IDorado of the im migrants following the
O hio westward, the taingible maiifestation of chip
laind and boundless opportunity.- Timothyv Flint. .1 resi-
dent of St. Charles in 1817. noted that '.fin hundtred

I his uni imuir\ is Ki ii on mrmai iun ini s\i itilcr IS9. persons have been nmiimbered fin a d ay~ passing through
1 loi m4c (I 84), violctc v~ I 4iW111.1, 4 X))} .Ind VOL, 49 St. Chairles, either to Boone's lick, or Salt river'' (FlIiit
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197(l. 11:111)). Flint also coinmen ited onl the wvealth of- seasons of' the Nveait (Ilolcoiibe I1884:133), salt was to
Inlinv of thle Immig~rants. some famiilies having inte or be transported overland by miule or pack hiorse to Bay de

ite agois Car~i~too he osecwt uv (harles and then boated down the Mississippi to Sc.

slaves and cattle: and hiogs. Over lu", of the population of, LOUIS. B~ouvet was granted 84 arpenis at Bay dc Charles
Mfissouri lin 1 82i consisted of' slaves, owned bv a where a settlement was beguni with uip to 25 people.
relacivelov prosperous class of people from I Kentuekv- and several houses. ticlds. anid gardens. Salt was shipped to
VeIIII'C -ese Who0 had taken advantag e of thle ris iniian St. Louis until 1 800f when Indians raided thle settlement
%,aile-, there and nioved to NIissouri with sonic nionev anld k il led Bouvet (H-olconibe I 884: 135).
anld their slaves" Niles 192(1:39). BouIvetS estate 'WAS purchased by Charles Gra.tiot.

Secttlemieiit of' thle Salt River area inI northeast Ni is- who obtained another grant of one leagueC square around
son ri appa ren iiv did nlot beginl until after thle best land inI the salt works and also obtained a grant more precisely
the Boone's Lick area already had been taken. Newspa- deftiingI the boundaries Of ladat Bay do: Charles
Per account's beg .ui men tioningc Salt River as, a destijia- ;ratit tried to reestablish the salt works lin 180i but
tiou ot mitn gcranits lin 1819: "somec turn to the Boons w as driven out b\ Indians. These land g~ranits never we.,re
Lick. soic to thet Salt Ri xer-landls of promise' A Ii oiii surveyed b\' the Span~sh or French and were thle cause Of
(jtv a i' tid IPnbli, Au 'crniet. litine 9. 1819). H eniry inI-1 tilIitig~ationi III later .\ears, (I olcoiiibe 1884:130).
ShoLcr01Iaft 18S53:221 iioted ..raipid]\. progressiiig' Perhaps thle first Aniglo-Amierican settler i ftture
settleimeints onl die 1, mwr Salt River iii 1819. H owever, RAlIs ( oumtv \\as Samutil G;ilbe'rt, a salt-niaker who

ist carl\ v imo Ovf t'Clers into th lia aoas ctirtaiiled III III 1848S located iiear what is, now Saverton. lie joined
laeI81') by w\orsein e c C(iioiii ic con~ditions C3IisIS~ 1w th ree Frenich famiiilices who ilreadv we're livi itcre

the P'aiint of, 119 Anderson 1 93.S:16 9). (Mc'o\vii I878:9). Aniother AneloIt-Aiiiericaii,i sttlcr\was
Lir!v e~ll 'ict i c settleiiic'iit Ot thle Salt Rivc'r Jaiiies mvii ho 111 1811. se'ttle'd at thie itotitli of,

Arca \\I as irricci out at thcend of thic ' ugh centli-cciiu rv Turkey (rec'k on the soth hank of- thle Salt R ivc'r. lii
I, I reui1 Ii rcesidetnts of Sct. Lotus. Mlaxc'it, a fuir tradc'r 1812, C liarles Fteuiioi I c'laturic'r' began iiakuing salt
.iiid pairiiir of Piere Laiclede. meiintionis explorationi otf three lititles, north oftic present locatcioni of Nc'w\ Louidoui.
tihe AtiliiAm tie Indiaii nite tot Silt River) ais tar wc'Nt hilt wisA diriveni otut b\ Inicianis I lolcoiiibe 1884:1 1T. At
is tilt- fntks HI clifittirc Iocin ot' Floriclai (I lolconlibi' least two othecr settlers \X crc' living along tlic Salt River
I S84 I 28 1 lie first red otdcd se'ttlecmc'nt InI the Lcentrlt 111 1812. bit ll A \Cere tortcd bac~k to St. L outs b\ hostie
N-.ut R i~cr itrea ,i ois imidc lin 171)2 totr tlic puirposce ot salt 07Siii uig h a f11 \ezwiI8':)

prochtic tt1011 lit thlt sprintg of- I7) Nittiii lBouvcet ot'St. lit IS8F. at.te r thel, clIi of thiii\'.ar of I'd12. ( ulc'

I nisI Iraivc'Ied upI the Sil1t Rivecr I,\ boat to I poinit lin thi' 1 Io o btiilt a1 cIuII ncar -recitiore's i l-rcinoins
e istirn portion oIt the pro -iet.t area ilid thic'n \c'iit l ick tnorth of Sat Rivc'r andc\\was probabl\, tlic oiilo
ml\cilitichd illtth ibouit I m iile's to a s.lit spring lOCitcc sc'ttlc'-r that fir north I oltonibc I 84:1 43v lounpsoui
eCar thic prcwtit clltiiiitito Of SpiJlcinIg I ilii NW 1 4 \,\ isitecdlin Septc'muber, 181". b-, . part\. of five. tiicii

11f thec sW 1 4 of Scc tiomi 2 1 1N. RhA' (i thle northeast front Boturbon Cotuntv.. IKcnttick\. %\hok had conicm Oct-

k krtter of thle pric I irca. Bouivc't tested thle cjulalutv of- linc froni tic Boon1's It k kniitiir aid weteC loktiiI, for
tiet. slt Itnd rteturtiec to 'st I out fr suipplies A iolcotiibc .ah piC i10 settle'. 111C\ f-Otitich tile' Boon's L itk IsWienItCuIicc

1 S,4 !3'- 13 1 'onsiderabc crtow\ ied. .1id all ofthe1 desirable lItti01

I )it rim-,th lii tittulct inch fill oft 17',2. liouvet id tiken ip''" I lol oiiibe 1884: 1 43;. 'somct pickecd Ot
tlte-c isistitt bimlt A Ait ftrtia1c %,varehluoisc Jild hiolCitiits Iteir Salt iv'r amicd thieni rcttiriied ionic to

J'.\ elltli. licltc. 1cared . I irgc field,. and c'\trA(Ccd Silt1. hotirboti ( citiliii ailt I Thhl iiifltieticcd ttanv frotm

ouIt s1 clit his1 NisIsTAI~it to' St. I otiis for niori' provi- tltit area to initmratc to thle S.it Ri\cT ctiiitro.
'1i1ls for, die I' \111 titer. bd \lcit i'v c not11 return, Ie( Settleitlitt \vi 1 pr()I I Iotcd '\ o. co )I Iplet itm of utilt'
ANso leftt ft, St I outs. Retiurtintg I( ihec slt w\orks iii thc ( ;nteal I ind Ottc~ ( _LO stur\c\v atid tile b'etgiitie of1

5 rue. li t 0Iit d tihle Si' Iluiliais id destro,\cl 1wi ld saIls III ti'e SiAlt River areLa III 178S 11 d IS I)
hti 11dt~ ,tc irriedi 1f rc'titintimc suipplie's (I Io](cotibc hIprer 4'. Earl\ siCttletIlcuit il til' SitRivet \\.Is

" SI 1 oiieetraitcc cast oftllic prof cti arci Aritldc I litistitl

Ifomt tni ci t it tifrther ittitipt tol occutip thle irci Ainh Ne\v [ondclot nir tile Mlississippi RI'ecr I liese
HI I 1-9;c lieul Ilie petintle)d thle SptiL cl\rttot it NMO\' 'CICi' le k01iiit SL ts of Pike i1ic1 R611s k0lttics.

"It I itlil f" I lhnid _,r.itt 1211 ir penis squtare ,iroutilt Ahc rspctviS. d s\ crc, ft1CItiI II IS18-I ), ANili ld

sIl sprmtie \X lict tis \N is ipprovCd Bomtie rebiuilt lit R 161 oiiitv \\,Is ilit estblshch ttu IS21)' I ittrC2

i I, tr% hid hlli, is t liii s mil hd butilt .i 55.itc- ( )iti\ a siifl .iti tit 'f iid iili h 1''l)fIc ttrci \\ Is oild

hotlisc m11 Hit, \Isi'sippl it lii\ i c ( litircs lcirtcilte chil11titlei first \cit 11f public tindh shdes I 1SI8 IN I ' i .
tlltltr 111k ilhil Of I litti il k it ~li d hitccliii tho' sit pro11lh\ cliii too It' relitive iiCccss1bi1i(\ o, lltipac

55I isT \\ ti crtii .1TkCTI111d1 chiffi tilt oif 11i1\ici'tiot it1 I '.i lil i ,111d il 1O ic tO isstsIstpiJJI I i111i "IAi's \\it hld~
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at the land office in St. Louis, and it is probable that which did not reach Missouri until late in 1819. Public
most land sold in the project area in 1819 was entered by land sales (which began late in 1818) continued at a high
speculators who did not intend to settle it. However, rate during 1819, and wealthy immigrants continued to
two settlements in the area probably were established by arrive throughout the year. Much of the economy of
1819: the Ely settlement in T55N, R6W. south of the Missouri at the time was based oil supplying new
Salt River, and the Smith settlement, north of the arrivals with food and other necessities until they be-
Middle Fork in T54N, R9W. (West and Pousc [n.d.] and came established ()orsey 1935:79). Thus, as long as
Henning [n.d.] mention arrival of these families in or immigration continued, the Missouri economy remained
prior to 1819.) "Ely's settlement- is mentioned in a fairly stable. The first sign of trouble was the failure, late
February 14. 1823. entry in the county road book and in 1819, of the Bank of St. Louis, which had opened on
the "Smith settlement'" is mentioned in an August 10(, December 13, 1816 (Cable 1923:56).
1824, entry (RCRI, A:5, 7).- Three Ely brothers are The Bank of Missouri, which had opened in 1817 in
listed in the 1822 Spencer Township poll book (Megown the basement of Auguste Chouteau's house, lasted a few
1878:9). Joseph Smith and his sons, Joseph H1. Smith, years longer than the Bank of St. Louis. The bank's
an11d Alexander W. Smith are listed in the 1822 poll book primary source of income was receipts from the fur
of Salt River and Union townships. Once these early trade. The bank also was the official repository of
settlements were established, there was little further federal land office deposits from Illinois, Missouri, and
immigration to the area, due to the economic depression Arkansas. It was able to survive the Panic of 1819 on the
after tile Panic of 1819. Further settlement and land sales basis of the fur trade, but failed during the succeeding
did not resuime on a major scale until the late 1820s, depression, in 1821 ((able 1923:62-67). Failure of the
clinim ii the ecoioinic boom period of 1831-1836. Bank of Missouri was caused by too much credit for

When immigration did resume, these two settlements land speculation and the fact that much of the original
bec:ame the foci for later settlement (see below and stock (capital) of the bank consisted only of thc personal
Chapter 4). notes of the directors. By 1821 the directors owed the

bank S7,1)00 more than the original stock and the Bank
of the United States was requiring specie payments for
land office deposits (Cable 1923:69).

REGIONAL ECONOMIC CYCLES Failure of the banks meant that all currency they had
issued was worthless and. with a general lack of specie
and the cessation of immigration in 1820, the economic

As mentioned previously, a period of economic boom abruptly collapsed. With no new immigrants
expansion followed the War of 1812, during which arriving, speculators who had bought vast quantities of
immigration and scttiement in Missouri, especially in land ol credit had no one to resell it to and no way to
the Boon's Lick area, increased -t a rapid rate. Economic make payments to tile government for it. Land and
cxpansion was facilitated by the easy credit policy of commodity prices fell precipitously. With no new immi-
numerous state and local banks, with notes being issued grants arriving to buy surplus agricultural products,
far ii excess of the anount of specie available. This was corn prices fell from S3-5/bushel to I O¢/bushel (I)orscy
accompanied by ''exorbitant land speculation." promot- 1935:82). Merchants who had purchased goods for resale
Cd b the federal government's credit policy of public on credit were saddled with unpavable debts. With the
land siles (I )orsey 1935:79). Money was borrowed from decline in prices, the value of loans called in had five
local banks to pay the required 2% down payment with times their value before the collapse (l)orsev 1935:84). A
no thonght of how later payments were to be made considerable amount ot land was sold for delinquent

(Cable 1923:75). taxes and debtors were imprisoned (I)orsev 1935:8).
The economic crisis began in the East in 1818, when The new Missouri state government tried to remedy

the Sccond Bank of the United States curtailc,, credit, the lack of currency in the state by passing the Loan
calld in notes from state banks, and forced state banks Office Act in 1821. Loan certificates were issued in small
to resuimic specie paiyments. This abrupt change in denominations: a maximum value ofSlI(Mll Hwith land as
policy was a cause of the Panic of 1819, the eftects of security and tip to S20 -) witil personal property as

security. Loans were to be repaid at I10% of the certifi-
cate's value per year with 2% interest. Certificates were
to be accepted as payment for all debts to the state.
including taxes, and state employees were paid i certifi-
cates (Cable 1923:76). However, in 1822, the system was

A'bbrt'xi.mio, lor rcfcrcnwcs (m) tuIlt\ rctj'Wr irc . declared unconstitutional. Certificates were discounted
Appcdix 1 50!% and soon became worthless, again leaving the state
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without currency and dependent primarily on barter for banks had deposits of $19,442,224, but only $4,710,416
most transactions (Cable 1923:79). of this was in specie (Cable 1923:170).

There was little economic growth in Missouri until The effects of the specie circular were less severe in
the end of the decade, when in 1829, a branch of the Missouri, where speculation was not as rampant as in
Bank of the United States opened in St. Louis. Its more other areas, due to a belief in "hard money." Missouri
conservative practices restored public confidence in residents, except those in St. Louis, had little use for
bank notes, and Cable (1923:83-84) attributes the build- banks (Cable 1923:170). Business transactions declined
ing of stores, warehouses, and paving of streets in St. 90% in St. Louis by May, 1838, but there were few
Louis in the early 1830s to the influence of the branch business failures (Cable 1923:170).
bank. The stability of this bank was due primarily to The Bank of the State of Missouri, chartered by the
deposits of federal funds from land offices, the army, state legislature, opened on May 10, 1837, in the midst
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. However, President of recession. Capital included state bonds and private
Jackson withdrew all federal funds from the bank in notes, but loans were to be redeemable only in specie.
1834, although final liquidation of all accounts was not The state bank became the federal government deposito-
completed until 1837 (Cable 1923:84). ry on July 1, 1837, and purchased the assets of the

The depression was over in most Ohio Valley cities Cincinnati Commercial Agency the same month (Cable
by the middle 1820s. Wade (1959:190) attributes ceo- 1923:163-164). The Missouri state bank suspended spc-
nomic expansion during this period to improvement in cic payments late in 1837, as did other banks, but it was
transportaion facilities, especially the steamboat, which able to resume specie payments earlier in 1838 than
made two-way traffic on the Mississippi and Ohio rivers other banks. l)uring the period of suspension, the
possible. The number of steamboats in operation in- Missouri bank actually was able to sell S10),000 worth
creased from 33 in 1819, to 77 in 1824, and to 187 in of specie to the federal bank at Philadelphia at a 2%
1830 (Wade 1959:162, 190). River traffic was especially profit (Cable 1923:171-172).
crucial for St. Louis, a commercial supply point that The Missouri bank refused to take risks and did little
originally had served fur traders and lead miners, but to expand circulation. Consequently, notes of other state
which was making the transition to a transhipmcnt banks, especially those of Illinois, circulated widely in
point for agricultural goods and to a supply center for an Missouri as currency, even though they had been su-
expanding rural hinterland in Missouri and Illinois spended. After November 12, 1839, the Missouri bank
(Wade 1959:201-202). River traffic at St. Louis doubled declared it would accept only specie or notes of specie-
between 1831 and 1835 and the population of the town paying banks. Illinois notes were not accepted by the
increased from 50001 in 1827 to 15,000 in 1836 (Cable Missouri bank, although they had been accepted by
1923:96). many merchants. Missouri merchants who were left

The Branch Bank of the United States was replaced holding unrcdccmablc notes retaliated by withdrawing
in St. Louis bv the Cincinnati Commercial Agency, a deposits and refusing to pay back loans to the Missouri
branch of the Commercial Bank of Cincinnati. It bank (Cable 1923:179). The run of withdrawals was
opened on June 1, 1835, with a contract for the deposit of balanced somewhat by fedcral land office specie deposits
federal funds, and it purchased the asscsts of the Branch in 1839. The Missouri bank was the only bank in the
Bank in November. 1835 (Cable 1923:9-96). The (in- West that did not suspend operations during this period,
cinnati Comnercial Agency operated in St. Louis until and it became known as the "Gibraltar of the West"
May, 1837. when it was closed by order of the state until the Panic of 1857 (Cable 1923:18, 187). On March
General Assembly so that a state bank could be char- 12, 1841. the bank again began accepting notes of
tcred (Cable 1923:98). susp :ndcd banks to placate St. Louis merchants. In

Economic expansion that began in the late 1820 s 1843, thc bank instituted suit against the Illinois state
triggered another nation-wide cycle of inflation and easy bank to reclaim the debt on Illinois notes ((able
credit that resultcd in another crash in 1837. Uncon- 1923:184). Expansion of the economy bcigan again in
trolled inflation began in 1834, accompanied by increas- 1843, and with ameliorating economic conditions, the
ing speculation in public lands and a multiplication of Missouri bank also began to expand. The bank enjoyed
state banks that issued unredecmable currency (Cable a nmonopoly iii the state until 1857 (Cable 1923:187-188).
1923:169). The situation was exacerbated by effects of Branches of the state bank wcrc opened in Fayette in
the European crisis of 1836, but the immediate cause of 1837 and in Palmyra in 1839. The Panlvra branch was
deflation was President Jackson's specie circular In July. opened with 11% of the capital of'the main bank (Cable
1836. which decreed that only gold and silver would be 1923:176), and its location there probably was due to the
accepted as payment at fedcral land offices (Cable presence since 1824 of a federal land office (Roohrbaugh
1923:169). A run on specie at st,,te banks caused them to 1968:17). The Palmyra branch had three employees in
suspend specie payments. Indiana. Kentucky. and Ohio 18411 and a circulation of SI601,000111, with S17,223 in
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specie and currency on hand (Cable 1923:211). county expense. Other county officials included a coui-
The history of econoinic and banking conditions in ty clerk, a treasurer, a collector, ail assessor, and a

Missouri documents that the region went through sheriff. Each county also had a circuit clerk and recorder
several cycles of economic expansion and rapid della- of deeds, who was the local representative of the judicial
tion. Inadequate and unsound banking institutions in- branch of state government-the circuit court-that
hibited exchange and development. The state lacked any served several counties.
currency beyond a limited amount of gold and silver Counties were divided into political subdivisions
specie during the depression period of 1822-1828. l)ur- called townships (not to be confused with congressional
ing the 1837-1842 depression, the Bank of the State of townships, which were 36 mi 2 193.2 km 2I quadrants as
Missouri's conservative practices did little to facilitate surveyed by the GLO), each of which had several
exchange and commercial expansion, leaving merchants justices of the peace, a const-ble, and a polling place.
and others to rely on unredeemable out-of-state bank Justices of the peace were at first recommended by the
notes. Town foundation, land sales, and other economic county court for appointment by the governor and in
activities in the project area were tied closely to the later years were elected by the residents of the township.
economic cycles discussed above. Justices of the peace decided simple legal cases and

disputes, acted as public notaries, and performed mar-
riages. One of their number was appointed each year by
the county court to divide roads in the township into

ORGANIZATION OF road districts and to assign lpeople to maintain them.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND The county court designated a polling place in each

COMMUNITIES: 1818-1830 township and three election judges were appointed to
supervise elections.

Originally, all land north of the Missouri River to
Population growth and development of a more which Indian title had been extinguished was part of St.

stable pioneer society are reflected in tormation of local Charles County, formally established on October I,
governments at the township and county levels and by 1812. After the war of 1812 and cessation of Indian
establishment of towns to provide goods and services attacks, the Boon's Lick area along the Missouri River
for the local population. These two processes were began to experience rapid settlement. This resulted in
related, since the most successful towns usually were the formation of Howard County on January 23, 1816
county seats that combined administrative and ceo- (Figure 1).
nomic functions. The beginning of settlement in northeast Missouri

A strong county government with weak townships was reflected by the creation of Lincoln. Montgomery.
as internal subdivisions was characteristic of political and Pike counties on December 14, 1818. Pike County
organization in the South, where leadership was provid- extended north to the border of the Iowa Territory.
ed by a wealthy elite or planter class. County govern- Louisiana, located on the Mississippi River near the
ment in the South usually was directed by members of mouth of the Salt River, was the original county seat of
thii, class through positions in the county court that Pike County, and in 1818, was the northernmost town
coihined executive, legislative, and judicial powers in northeast Missouri (Figure 1). A ferry across the
(Elkins and McKitrick 1954:73). This was the case in Mississippi established at Louisiana provided access to
early Missouri, where county political power was con- northeast Missouri from Illinois.
centrated in the county court, which was composed of Rails. Boone. and Chariton counties were created on
three (or sometimes more) county judges, one of whon November 16, 1820. Rails County was formed from the
was president of the court. County judges were ap- area of Pike County north and west of its present
pointed by the governor before 1824 and from 1828 to boundaries. It originally extended north to the Iowa
1830. The governor also appointed the first county border and west to the border with Chariton County.

judges of newly formed counties. Between 1824 and which at that time was the line between ranges 13 and 14
1828 county judges were elected by, and chosen from (Megown 1878:9), and included the area that later was
among, justices of the peace in the county. After 1831, divided into the counties of Marion (1826), Randolph
county judges were elected by all eligible voters in the (formed from parts of Chariton and Rails counties in
county (Megown 1878:10). County judges established 1829), Monroe (1831), and Audrain (1836). After 1826,
county roads, set County taxes, appropriated county the area north of the line between townships 50 and 57
funds, organized political townships, set polling places, becane part of Marion County, and in 1836 the part ot
issued business licenses, and acted as a probate court. Marion County west of the line between ranges 8 and 9
They also had the power to bind orphans as apprentices, became Shelby County (Figure 1).
to declare people insane. and to help support the poor at New London, platted in 1819 by William Jamison.
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was designated the county seat of Rails County by a Ely settlements before reaching New London. The
commission appointed by the governor (Figures 1 and route was laid out more formally and cleared by order of
2). The first county court met at Jamison's house on the Rails County court in 1825 (RCRR A:8). It became a
March 2, 1821, and appointed Stephen Glascock county mail route with Middle Grove as the half-way house
clerk, circuit court clerk, treasurer, probate judge, and (NHC 1884:178) between New London and Fayette,
justice of the peace. Green DeWitt was appointed sheriff which became the county seat of Howard County in
and collector. A two-story log combination court house 1823 (Voss 1969:76).
and jail was built in 1822 (Megown 1878:9). Roads connecting the Ely and Sinith settlements

The county court divided the county into four with the New London-Fayette road were established in
political townships: Spencer, Salt River, Mason, and 1824 and 1825, respectively (RCRR A:6, 8). The road
Liberty. The boundary of Spencer Township began at through the Ely settlement led to Bouvet's Lick in the
the Mississippi River and ran west along the line be- corner of the project area, where it connected with roads
tween townships 6 and 7 until it intersected the line to Hannibal and New London. The road through the
between ranges 4 and 5. It followed this line south to the Smith settlement went to Palmyra (Figure 3). Both
Salt River, continued west along the river to the middle Palmyra, which became the county seat of Marion
of Range 6, and then turned east along the Montgomery County in 1826, and the river port of Hannibal (also in
County line to the Pike County line, following it to the Marion County) were founded in 1819 (Holcombe
Mississippi (Figure 2). Salt River township comprised 1884:146).
everything west of this line to the Chariton County line. Further settlement in the project area during the
Mason and Liberty townships were composed of land early 1820s appears to have taken place south of the New
north of Spencer and Salt River townships (Megown London-Fayette road, along the Elk Fork of Salt River in
1878:9, 10), and were incorporated into Marion County the southwest part of T54N, R9W, and the southeast part
in 1826. Union Township was in existence by 1822 of T54N, RIOW, where the earliest settlers probably were
(Union Township Pollbook 1822) and probably consist- members of the McGee family, who arrived in 1824
ed of land west of the line between ranges 9 and 10. (NHC 1884:74), and members of the Donaldson and

The area of Rails County was reduced considerably Roberts families. Robert Donaldson appears in the 1822
when Marion County was formed, and it is probable poll book of Salt River Township and James Roberts
that a new political township was created in Rails appears in the 1824 poll book of Union Township.
County at this time. Since the pre-1854 minutes of the Another area settled early in the 1820s was along Pigeon
Rails County court are not available, precise informa- Roost Creek, near the New London-Fayette road,
tion concerning the county's organization is lacking. where the Scobee family and the Rogers brothers
The 1828 poll books reflect the creation of Jackson (Andrew, Aleri, and Ariel) purchased hundreds of acres
Township from land formerly included in Salt River and early in the 1820s. Stephen Scobee, Sr. arrived in Rails
Union townships (Figure 2). By plotting first land County in 1821 (NHC 1884:496) and Andrew Rogers,
entries of those persons listed as residents of Spencer and who purchased 1440 acres in 1819, was in the county by
Salt River townships in the 1830 census, it appears that 1824 (RCRR A:7), if not before. A post office that
the boundary between Spencer and Salt River townships served most of the project area was established in the
south of the Salt River was the middle of Range 6 (the Pigeon Roost Creek settlement on December 28, 1825,
boundary north of the river is unclear but may have and was known as the Mount Prairie post office (Perry
been on the line between ranges 6 and 7). The boundary Enterprise, April 26, 1962). There also were early settlers
between Salt River and Jackson townships lay along the along upper Lick Creek, where Peter Grant (who was a
line between ranges 8 and 9, and the boundary between justice of the peace during most of the 1820s) and
Jackson and Union townships probably lay along the George Purvis had settled by 1822 (Poll Book of Salt
line between ranges 10 and II (Figure 2). Saverton River Township,1822). North of the Ely settlement in
Township, which appears in the 1830 census, was east of sections 2, 3, 10, and 11, of T55N, R6W there was a
Spencer Township along the Mississippi River. group of early settlers, including Thomas V. Norton,

An important function of the county court was who was in the county by 1822, according to a poll
creating public roads. At the time of the establishment book for that year (Megown 1878:9).
of Rails County, the only road (probably nothing more A road from Bouvet's Lick (in the northeast corner
than a rough trail) through the project area led from of the project area) that ran along the west side of Salt
Franklin (the county seat of Howard County and center River, crossed at the future site of Cincinnati, and
of the Boon's Lick area) to New London, passing connected with the New London-Fayctte road, was
through Middle Grove, a settlement established in T53N, established in 1828 (RCRR A:12). A road running
R12W, by Ezra Fox and others in 1820 (NHC 1884:91). parallel to the 1824 road through the Ely settlement was
This road passed within a few miles of the Smith and established in 1829 (RCRR A:14). This made three
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Figure 3. Map of roads, towns, mills, rural nonagricultural specialization, schools, and churches in
the project area in 1840.

parallel roads connecting Bouvet's Lick to the E!y area of densest settlement in Salt River Township
settlement and to the New London-Fayette road. around the holdings of the Elys and Thomas Norton in

T55N, R6W, connecting Bouvet's Lick and the New
London-Fayette road. Roads from Bouvet's Lick led to
both Hannibal and New London, the only nearby
towns.

SETTLEMENT IN 1830 Scattered settlement was located north of the Salt
River in ranges 6, 7, and 8 with a settlement cluster in
the SW corner of T55N, R8W (Figure 2). However,

The influx of settlers in the late 1820s increased the west of Range 8 and north of Township 54, settlement
population density of Salt River Township by 1830 to was almost nonexistent in 1830. Settlement was fairly
2.7 persons/mi 2 (1.04/km 2), not ncluding slaves. Popu- substantial along Spencer Creek in the southeast corner
lation density in Jackson Township, to the west, was 1.7 of the project area, and along Lick Creek and Pigeon
persons/mi 2 (0.4/km2) (calculated from the Rails Coun- Roost Creek. The Smith settlement increased in size to
ty census of 1830). This probably reflects greater accessi- the north of the Middle Fork in Range 9 and there was a
bility of the eastern part of the project area (Salt River continuous area of settlement along the Elk Fork in the
Township) at this time. As noted previously, there were west half of Range 9 through Range 10 along the New
three parallel roads running north-south through the London-Fayette road.
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Figure 4. Map showing local political boundaries (counties and townships) in 1840, with dates for
formation.

Organization of Monroe County Audrain County) was attached administratively to Mon-
roe and Callaway counties. In the same act, Hancock S.

Monroe County was created by the state General Jackson of Randolph County, Stephen Glascock of Rails
Assembly on January 6, 1831 (NHC 1884:93). The area County, and Joseph Holliday of Pike County (who later
included in Monroe County was all of Rails County moved to Monroe County JNHC 1884:941) were named
west of a line running north-south one mile west of the commissioners to locate the county seat.
line between ranges 6 and 7 (Figure 4). The north The first county court met on February 16, 1831, at
boundary was the Marion County line along the line the house of Green V. Caldwell, located on the New
between ranges 6 and 7; the west boundary was the London-Fayette road in the corner of Section 24, T54N,
Randolph County line located between ranges 12 and RIOW. Caidwell came from New London, where he
13. The south boundary was the line between townships probably had been a storekeeper, and opened a store in
52 and 53. The area south of this line (which later became his house, hoping it would become the site of the
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Monroe County scat (NHC 1884:132-133). Caldwell's land was located across the road from Caldwell's house.
location was logical since it was one mile west of the William P. Stephenson probably was from Union Town-
intersection of the Palmyra and New London-Fayette ship (the Middle Grove area) and Andrew Rogers was
roads. The original and new (1829) routes of the New from the Pigeon Roost Creek settlement located in what
London-Fayctte road diverged at Caldwell's house. In later became Jefferson Township. At this meeting
addition to Caldwell's store, there was a blacksmith Ebenezer W. McBride was appointed county clerk and
shop nearby, at the intersection of the Palmyra and New posted a S3000 bond. John S. McGee was appointed
London roads, operated by James H. Smith (MCCR county assessor and posted a S400 bond (MCCR A:l).
A: 141). When the county court next met on May 1, 1831, at

The county court did meet at Caldwell's house on the house of the late Green V. Caldwell, there were two
five occasions (February 16. May 1, June 4, August 1, new justices: Robert Simpson and Recse Davis. No
and September 12, 1831), but Caldwell died sometimc explanation is given in the record for this change,
between the first and second meetings (MCCR A:2). although John Curry may have opposed the Paris loca-
The commissioners appointed to choose the site of the tion for the site of the county scat. Robert Simpson.
county scat did not choose the area around Caldwcll's elected president of the court, owned 400)) acres along the
house and store, where nearby road intersections pro- New London-Fayette road about two miles cast of
vided access to towns outside the project area. Instead, Caldwell's house. Rccsc Davis was from Union Town-
they chose a site about 2.5 miles to the northwest, near ship (probably from the Middle Grove area) and owned
the Middle Fork of the Salt River (Paris on Figure 4) on four slaves. Andrew Rogers was from the eastern part of
land owned by James C. Fox, the son of Ezra Fox, the Monroe County, having entered 1440 acres in 1819
first settler in the Middle Grove area (Union Township) between Pigeon Roost Creek and the South Fork of Salt
in the southwest part of the county. Fox purchased this River. He previously had served as a county judge of
piece of land (the west half of the northwest quarter of Rails County from November, 1827. to June. 1828
Section 11, T54N, RI 0W) on January 3, 1831, three days (Mcgown 1878:10), and ran unsuccessfully for the state
before the act creating Monroe County was passed. Fox legislature in August, 1828 (Ralls County poll books
donated 4 acres of his 80-acre tract tor the "scat of 1828). Andrew Rogers apparently was living with a
Justice" of Monroe county on June 3, 1831, as recorded brother, Aleri Rogers (Rails County census 1830)). to
in a decd from James C. Fox to the commissioners whom he had sold 640 acres along Pigeon Roost Creck
named above, oil behalf of the county (MCI)R A:7). in 1828 (RCI)R A:478-479).
James R. Abernathy sold () acres of an adjacent 80-acre At this meeting of the county court, a sheriff (Williaml
tract (purchased oil September 16, 1830) to the conmils- Runkle) and a collector (Samuel H. Smith of the Smith
sioners for S25 (MCI)R A:9). Ab thy married Rosanla settlement) were appointed. The county was divided
l)avis (NBlC 1884:505), probably. ;tcr of Rccsc l)avis, into three townships running north-south. Jefferson
o1 of the first judges of the corn. / court, also from Township, to the cast, was 10 niles wide, the central
Union Township. Abernathy was appointed conlmis- township, Jackson, also was I) miles wide; and the
sioncr of township school lands and county treasurer western township, Union, was 11 Imiles wide. A polling
during )avis' tenure on the court. The remainder of the place was designated in each township and election
town tract selected by the commissioners was located on judges were appointed. Elections in Jefferson Township
25 acres of land owned by Hightowcr T. Hackney. were to be held at the house ofJohn Witt, near the site of
Hackney sold this to the commissioners for SI)))) and Florida, and elections in Jackson Township were to be
apparently left the county, since he does not appear in held at the house of Rcesc Davis, one of the county
the 1840) ceusis. judges, A constable also was appointed for each township.

After selecting the townsitc, tile commissioners were The third session of the county court was field on
guests in Janies Fox's house near Middle Grove. "Per- June 4, 1831, the day after the land for Paris was deeded
haps as some consideration for the kind hospitality to the county by James C. Fox, Janies R. Abcrnathv. and
extended to them. Mrs. Fox was pernlitted the honor of Hightower T. Hackney. At this session James C. Fox
naming tile new town, which she called Paris. after was appointed commissioner for the sale of Paris town
Paris, Kentucky, her old home'" (NHC 1884:133). Mrs. lots, and he posted a bond of S8000. James R. Abcrnathy
Fox was Ann Smith (H-cniing iid.), a member of the was appointed coninlissioner of township school lands
Smith family who began the Smith settlemnent. and posted a bond of S1,)))01). This position involved

At the first mceting of the county court oil February selling the lands in Section 16 of each congressional
16, 1831, at Caldwell's house, John Curry. William P. township in the county and collecting the proceeds for
Stephenson, and Andrew Rogers presented their corn- the support of schools. Both Fox and Abcrnathyv wcrc
missions from the governor to serve as county judges allowed to collect commissions on the sales they made.
for four years (MCCR A: I). John Curry's house and John S. McGee was appointed county surveyor (as well
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as assessor; see above) and was ordered to survey the having an opening 8 inches square "for the purpose of
town of Paris. Lots in Paris were ordered to be sold at handing in nourishment" to the persons within the
auction on September 12, 1831, on credit, with one- "debtors' room" (MCCR A:154). The jail, for which
third of the price payable after 6, 12, and 18 months SI(XX) had been appropriated, was completed in February,
from the date of sale (MCCR A:45). 1834, a foot higher than specified (MCCR A:91).

James C. Fox presented the town plat of Paris to the The county was funded from several sources: property
county court on August 1, 1831, in Caldwell's house. taxes, license fees, sale of town lots in Paris, sale of
The county court ordered town lots to be sold on township school lands (Section 16), and the state road
September 12 to the highest bidder and reserved block and canal fund (see below). Property taxes were set at
I, lots 1 and 2, for a jail and block 2, lot 8, for a market 12.50 on every S0)) of assessed value (MCCR A:33).
house. The site of the court house already had been Licenses were required for merchants, grocers, retailers
designated on the plat as the public square. The next of "wines and spiritous liquors," inns and taverns, and
meeting of the county court was to be held in Paris ferries. Grocers' licenses were SIO in 1831 and mer-
(MCCR A:9). chants' licenses and tavern licenses probably were also

Sale of Paris town lots was successful, with 127 lots SI0 at this time. In 1837, merchants' license fees were set
being sold for S20-30, except for about 30 lots that had at S22.50, grocers' licenses were S10, and tavern licenses
commercial potential along Main Street and around the were S20. These fees were split evenly by the county and
square. These lots must have stimulated competitive the state (MCCR A:530). Merchants' and grocers'
bidding, since they were sold for S50-150 each. The licenses were good for six months and tavern licenses
highest price paid was for lots 6 and 7, in block 12, were issued for one year.
opposite the court house site (MCCR A:128-134). They The town of Paris (Figure 3) was "owned" by the
were purchased by Marshall Kelley, who opened the county and proceeds from the sale of lots (IcssJ.C. Fox's
first inn and tavern in Paris. He was issued a tavern commission) became county funds. More lots were
license by the county court in February, 1833, rctroac- platted and offered for sale in September, 1835 (MCCR
tive to November 12, 1832 (MCCR A:43). This inn later A:255). Occasionally, the source of funds disbursed by
became the Glenn House hotel. L, _ounty court is specified in the records, and it

The August, 1831, meeting of the county court was appears that the town lot funds were used in part to pay
mostly concerned with establishing roads and road for the construction of the court house. Proceeds from
districts. Road districts were established for maintaining the sale of Section 16 lands went to support county
roads already in existence (the New London-Fayettc schools and was supervised by J. R. Abernathy. who
road and Palnivra road), and petitions were received for received a commission on each sale. Trustees were
roads to be established joining Paris with the New appointed to receive the school funds for each con-
London-Fayettc road to the southwest, southeast, and gressional township where sales of Section 16 lands had
sooth. The road to the south was to extend to the Boone taken place. The state road and canal fund, also known
Countv line in the direction of Columbia. Petitions for as the 3% fund. consisted of 3% of all revenue from
roads froin Paris to Florida (Figure 3) and from Paris in federal public land sales in Miss'ur, which was given
the direction of Hannibal also were received. These to the state to distribute among ihc counties for bridge
roads wcre laid out and declared to be public ruadN Il construction and road maintenance (Peters 1845c:674-
1832. 675).

At the November 19, 1831, meeting of the county The collector was responsible for sale of licenses and
court in the house of Matthew Walton in Paris, S310) collection of property taxes. Money collected by the
was appropriated to build a brick court house 5(0 feet collector and the commissioner of town lots was turned
square and two stories high (MCCR A:16). Sylvester over to the treasurer, who was allowed 3% of all money
I lagan. who had been appointed superintendent of received. There was a different collector every year until
cottV land in Paris at the November 7 meeting (MCCR 1837, but the positioii of treasurer was held by Ebenezer
A:i 1), was directed to advertise for bids. Also ordered W. McBride frorn 1831 to May, 1833. McBride also was
to le built was a wooden jail with dimensions of 32 x 21 county clerk throughout the decide. James 1. Abernathy,
tfct. containing two i wols each 7 feet high (MCCR commissioner of township school lands. was appointed
A:iS). This was to be a substantial structure with walls county treasurer in Ma%. 1833, and retained the position
31 inches thick. I )oors were to be covered with quarter- throughout the decade.
inch iron plate having spikes 4 inches apart. Apparently i)ue to the lack of banking facilities, county funds
one room of the jail was for criminals and the other were loaned or given in trust to local citizens. Proceeds
roori\ was for debtors, since modifications to the "debtors' fromn sale of school lands were given to trustees in each
roon" wcrc ordered to be made iin November, 1834. congressional township or school district. This was
and wcrc to consist of the addition of an inner door done as early as February, 1833. when funds from sale of
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school land in Section 16, T54N, R8W, were entrusted 1835 (MCCR A:183, 202). In February, 1836, Joseph
to Edmund Damrell of Florida, who was a judge of the Hagan and other commissioners were appointed to
county court at the time (MCCR A:42). Funds from decide if alterations in the bridge plan were required.
T54N, RI OW, were entrusted to George Glenn. In May, They reported in May that the bridge abutments were
1835, new trustees were appointed for school district 11, complete and that all material except weatherboarding
which was in T54N, R8W, (MCCR A:207). However, was on the site. It was decided that Abernathy should be
Damrcll (who was no longer a county judge) apparently released from his contract but would be paid S760.35 of
did not give up the funds entrusted to him, since in May, the S929.87 specified in the contract (MCCR A:316).
1836, he was ordered to pay into the treasury all money This occurred at the same time that the position of
he had in his possession as trustee of the school district, commissioner of school lands (held by Abernathy) was
and in June, 1836, the county treasurer (Abernathy) was abolished.
sent by the court to recover school funds from Damrcll. A new bridge commissioner, William K. Vanarsdall,
If he refused to pay, the treasurer was instructed to was appointed on June 1, and a new contract was let to
institute suit for recovery of funds (MCCR A:316, 325). Joseph Hagan, who posted a SI 184 bond (MCCR

Apparently, the court was becoming dissatisfied A:327, 328). Hagan also was appointed public adminis-
with the performance of Abernathy as commissioner of trator of the county for two years, for which he posted a
school lands, since he was required to post a new SI,0)0 $10,0)0 bond (MCCR A:328). This position apparently
bond in November of 1835 (MCCR A:272). In February, involved administration of estates without heirs. Mean-
1836, the position of school land commissioner was while. Abernathy was granted a license to operate the
abolished and Abernathy turned over all proceeds from ferry at the bridge site (MCCR A:444) and Vanarsdall,
sale of school lands in his possession to the county the bridge commissioner, was named superintendent of
court, which loaned them out to Samuel Curtright public buildings in Paris (MCCR A:469).
(president of the county court), Ebenezer W. McBride The bridge still had not been completed by August,
(county clerk), and four others (MCCR A:303). In 1836, 1837, when George M. Buckner and Alfred Orr were
the sheriff, Thomas Pool, was empowered to sell school appointed to examine the bridge and to judge the worth
lands. Pool also served as county collector in 1837, 1838. of the work (MCCR A:531). On May 7, 1838, new plans
and 1839. and a new contract were drawn up. This is the last

The state road and canal find (3% fund) also was reference to the bridge through June, 1840. Thus, it
loaned to individuals. In September, 1834, the bonds of appears that after six years, three contractors, numerous
the road and canal fund were given to the constable of commissioners, and the expenditure of hundreds of
Jackson Township for collection (MCCR A:136). The dollars, there still was no bridge across the river at Paris.
money in the fund was given to Ebenezer W. McBride, J. R. Abernathy, although he had lost his position as
county clerk, in June, 1835 (MCCR A:229). In Sep- commissioner of school lands and his contract for
tember, 1836. Thomas Pool, the sheriff, received S503 bridge construction, was still county treasurer and was
from the road and canal fund, and in November. 1836, receiving 3% of all incoming cottv funds and $1.00 for
Thomas B. Ragland, the collector, was given all money every wagon and team that crossed the river on his ferry
from the same fund (MCCR A:371, 397). Ebenezer W. at Paris. Abernathy served as treasurer until 1843. when
McBridc was given S697 from the road fund in May, he was appointed prosecuting attorney for the circuit
1837, and Samuel Crow was given S347.50 from the court. Abernathy later served as a county judge and was
fund in trust tor the county in May. 1837 (MCCR an owner of the Paris Mhercur)y from 1844 to 1851 (NHC
A:466, 489). 1884:199, 505). James C. Fox, the commissioner of town

Money from the state road and canal fund was lots, participated less in county government than
appropriated for construction of a bridge across the Abernathy, being concerned principally with running
Middle Fork of the Salt River at Paris in March, 1834. to his store, the first in Paris (NHC 1884:552). The county
replace a ferry being operated by Edward M. Holden, court met in a room on the second floor of his store
the circuit clerk, recorder, and a justice of the peace before the court house was completed (MCCR A:43.
(M(:(R A:24, 41. 94). Commissioners appointed to 70).
draw up plans and to take bids included James R.
Abcrnathv. Samuel Crow, and John Curry. On June 9,
1834, the commissioners gave the contract to James R.
Abcrnathv and on August 6 lie was given S250) from the TOWNSHIPS AND TOWNS, 1831-1840
road fund to begin the bridge, using plans drawn up by
Jesse Pavc (MCCR A:94, 106, 114, 118). A subscrip-
tion was taken fr additional funds for the bridge and Florida, located at the confluence of the North and
Joseph Hagan was appointed commissioner in March, South forks of the Salt River in eastern Monroe Countv
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(Figure 3), actually was the first town platted in Monroe that the Salt River was navigable for several months each
County, predating Paris by several months. The town year and that arrangements had been made with the state
site of Florida was surveyed March 26, 1831, and the legislature for clearing and dredging the Salt River from
plat was recorded on May 24, 1831. The original town its mouth to Florida. In preparation, the legislature
contained 94 lots in 15 blocks. Florida was located in the passed an act in 1831 prohibiting dams being built below
south half of the northwest quarter of Sc on 3, T54N, the forks of the Salt River (Gregory 1965:19). In March,
R8W. which was purchased at the Palmy,.. land office 1834, the Monroe County court appropriated S50)0 for
on February 10, 1831, by a group of six local residents: clearing the Salt River from the forks to the Rails
Hugh A. Hickman, John T. Grigsby, Willian Keenan, Count, ' line, to be supervised by Andrew Rogers.
William W. Penn, John Witt, and Richard Cave. Richard Cave, and Hugh Hickman (MCCR A:95). A

Florida was located at what was thought to be the later attempt to make the Salt River navigable to Florida,
head of navigation on the Salt River, where two water- by the Salt River Navigation Company, is described
powered grist and saw mills were located. One mill was below.
located on the south bank of the South Fork in the Three of the original founders of the town died
southwest quarter of Section 3, T54N, R8W (Edwards within five years: William Keenan in 1834, Robert
Bros. 1876). The mill was built by Peter Stice, I)onaldson in 1835, and John (;rigsby in 1836 (MCPR).
who purchased the property on September 2, 1828 John Witt was inmprisoned for debt in Randolph County(MCPBOE). Hugh Hickman and John Saling pur- in 1833 but was released in February 1834, "on petition

chased the mill and 810 acres of land on November 19. of various householders of Monroe County' (MCCR
1830, for S)10001 (RCI)R B:43). Hickman was the actual A:74). Richard Cave sold his mill in August, 1835, but
operator of the mill, since Saling was operating a mill had a store in Florida in 1837 (MCCR A:443). He was in
west of Paris early in 1833 (MCCR A:45). Saling sold the iowa Territory in 1840 (MCI)R B:405, E:15). By
his half-interest in the Florida mill to Hickman on May 1838 at least 75% of the lots had passed out of the hands
11, 1835, for S7001 (MCI)R B:88). Hickman lived on a of the original purchasers.
farm about 1.5 miles southeast of the mill on land pur- The first house in Florida (probably located just
chased in November and Deccembcr of 1830 (MCPlK)E utsidc the town limits to the cast) was built by Edmund
NIC 1884:152). The other mill was built by Richard I)amrcll (NHC 1884:14). who arrived in the spring of
Cave in the thl of 1830 on the North Fork. in the 1831 (Powers 1931) and became a judge of the countysoutheast corer of Section 33. T5SN, R8W (Powers court in May, 1832, replacing Andrew Rogers, who

1831; MCI)R 1:405). Cave was living in a house near resigied. I)anirell opened a "house of entertainment" in
the mill in 1835 (MCI)R 1:405). Florida in July, 1833, where elections were held in

The other tunders of Florida consisted of a store- subsequent years (MCCR A:58. 11). Penn noved his
keeper. a lawyer or a doctor, and several farmers. store to Florida and a grocery was opened by Robert
William N. Penm had a store at Hickman's mill in the fill George and James Porter in 1834, if not earlier (NHC
of 18311, which may have been the first store in what was 1884:92; MCCR A:96). Judging by the grocery licenses
to become Monroe Countv (NHC 1884:92). William granted, there were three or four groceries in operation
Keenan was either a doctor (NI-IC 1884:92) or a lawyer simultaneously in Florida in the latter half of the 1830s
((;rcgory 1965:9) and resided in Spencer Township in (MCCR). Two merchant's licenses also were issued for
18311 (Rails Couinty Census. 18301). John Witt and John Florida in 1834 (MCCR A: ll5). Trades represented in
(Grigsby both were farmers, Witt having purchased land the 18301s in Florida included a blacksmith, a tailor, a
adjaccnt to the Florida town site in 1828 (MCPBOE). shoemaker, a saddler, a firniture maker, a tanner, a
Richard Cave (the mill owner) sold his interest in the harness maker, and a doctor (Gregory 1905:10).
town lots to Robert I)onaldson oil February 16, 1831. John M. Clemens (father of Samuel Clemens) was a
for S18.510. and Grigsby sold his interest to )onaldson resident of Florida from 1835 to 1839. arriving during the
on (,)ctobcr 1, 1831. for S310 (MCI)R A:476, 477). period of economic expansion and inflation prior to the
I )onaldson probably lived on 320 acres in the north half Panic of 1836. Clemens was urged to come to Florida
of Section 21). T55N, R8W. several miles north of from cast Fcnessec by his wife's brother-in-law. John
Florida. which lie purchased on October 13. 1829 Quarles, a merchant in Florida, who expected the town
(MCIPO)E). I )onaldson wVas a taricr andjusticc of the to develop rapidly as a supply point for the surrounding
peace. area (Roberts in. d. :11). Clemens entered 241) acres cast of

Town lots in Florida were advertised on April 16, Florida in June, 1835, and purchased another 40 acres
1831. tii the .Xfi wuri Intclli ,c'ur. a (olumbia. Missouri, aLdjoning one of his cm, ic':; IMNCPBOE; MCI)R 1:87).
newspapcr. A public auction of lots was to be held June All this land, with the exception of 80 acres. w\as
1. 31. 1 lowever, no deeds to lots in Florida were made bottonfland along the river and included the forks area.

until Iulv 5. 1832 (M(I)R). The advertisement stated Clemens alsko purchased a house and store in Florida
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previously owned by James Bryant (MCI)R C:266) in little if any construction was ever carried out. Gregory
May, 1836. Clemens was living in another house located (1965:20) states that a lock and dam was begun at
on 2.75 acres of land on the north edge of Florida when Cincinnati in Ralls County but cites 11o evidence for
he left for Hannibal in 1839 (MCI)R E:298). this. It is not known if the Florida Academy ever

Clemens' enterprises in Florida provide an example functioned. It is probable that these ventures were
of the activities of a frontier entrepreneur. According to proposed to the General Assembly in 1836 before the
Holcombe (1884:914), Clemens had studied law in recession began and were not acted upon until early
Columbia, Adair County, Kentucky, and had married 1837. However, by this time contraction of the econo-
Jane Lampton, the daughter of a Columbia dry goods my made capitalization of these ventures impossible.
merchant. He then moved to Tennessee where he partici- The charter of the navigation company was extended for
pated in the organization of Fentress County and served two years in February, 1839, but to no avail (State of
as the first circuit court clerk. While in Florida from Missouri 1838-39:239).
1835 to 1839 Clemens engaged in farming and merchan- John Clemens did not discontinue his activities in the
dising (Holcombe 1884:914). area. Florida was incorporated on March 1, 1837, proba-

Clemens was actively engaged in promoting and bly through the encouragement of Clemens. He was
developing Florida, and his name appears first on the list appointed county judge in November, 1837, replacing
of commissioners appointed by the state General Assem- Edward Shropshire (who resigned) until the next elec-
bly to take subscriptions of stock for the Salt River tion in the fall of 1838 (MCCR A:542). Clemens proba-
Navigation Company, incorporated by an act of the bly hoped he could promote the development of Mon-
General Assembly on January 2, 1837. This company roe County and Florida through this psition. The same
was empowered to enter on any land along Salt River day he was appointed, the county court granted a ferry
for the purpose of making the river navigable for steam license to Hugh Hickman for a ferry at his mill south of
boats from its mouth to the forks at Florida by dredging, Florida. During Clemens' term on the court in May,
changing the course of the river, and erecting locks and 1838, S50(1 was appropriated for a bridge on the North
dams (State of ,\issouri 1836-37:229-234). The company Fork of Salt River near Hugh Meredith's mill, and
was to be funded by subscription (the selling of stock at another S50) was appropriated for a bridge on the South
S51 per share). Other commissioners included Edmund Fork near Hickman's mill.
1)amrell, Hugh Meredith (who purchased Cave's mill in John Clemens' last attempt to make his fortune in
1835), two Florida merchants, and Paris businessmen, Florida was the construction of a saw mill located just
including James C. Fox. There also were commis- above the forks of the Salt River on some of his
sioncrs from Rails and Pike counties. As noted above, bottomland adjacent to the river. Clemens filed a pcti-
John Clemens had purchased 40 acres-which included tion with the circuit court to build a dam fivc feet high
the forks of Salt River-upon his arrival in 1835. for a water saw mill on March 20, 1838, and the request

Clemens also was first on the list of commissioners was approved on September 17, 1838 (MCCCR, Box
appointed to sell stock in the Florida and Paris Rail Road 21, No. 431). Apparently, something was constructed
Company, incorporated February 2, 1837, by the state on this land since when he sold it to Ira Stout of
General Assembly (State oftMissouri 1836-37:237-238). Hannibal in November 1839, along with other land
The railroad was to run from the proposed head of totaling 160 acres plus his house and 2.7 acres on the
navigation at the forks of the Salt River to Paris. Other edge of Florida, he received S3000. The house was
commissioners included Edmund l)amrell and Hugh worth less than S500, since Stout sold it for S480 one
Meredith from Florida, and James C. Fox and James R. month later (MCI)R E:321). This means that Clemens
Abernathy of Paris. received 315.75/acre for his 160 acres. Unimproved land

A third Florida venture in which John Clemens at this time probably was worth about S2/acrc and
participated was the Florida Academy, incorporated on certainly less than S5/acre during that depression period.
February 6, 1837, with Einiund Damrell as president Ira Stout sold the 80 acres containing the mill site to
and John M. Clemens, James W. Herndon, Braxton George T. Cannon of Jefferson County, Kentucky. in
Pollard, John A. Quarles, Philip Williams, and James R. September, 1840, for S1600 (MCI)R E:394), or S20/
Abernathy as trustees. The academy was to have junior acre, thus indicating the presence of a valuable structure.
and senior branches with literature, reading, writing, Sale of Clemens' house and other land to Stout marks
and arithmetic in the junior branch and English and Clemens' departure for Hannibal in the fall of 1839.
"other languages and sciences" in the senior branch. I 1837, there were 60 families in Florida and "an
Orphans, the poor, and females were to be educated extensive hemp manufactory" was "nearly completed"
when funds allowed (State of lissouri 1836-37:146-148). there (Wetmore 1837:120-121). In 1840. there were 209

The navigation and railroad companies apparently free and 72 slave inhabitants in Florida, plus 7 stores and
never acquired the necessary capital to operate, since 21 "manufacturing" businesses, according to the census
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for that year. Paris at that time was similar, having a during the major period of land speculation in 1835 and
population of 218 plus 71 slaves, 6 stores, and 21 1836.
"manufacturing" businesses. Newport was the original name of Joanna, located

Three more towns were founded in Monroe County oil the north bank of the Salt River in the northeast
during the period of economic expansion and land quarter of Section 22. T55N, R7W (Figure 3). Newport
speculation that culminated in the Panic of 1837. The was platted sometime between January 10, 1834, when
towns of Clinton andJonesburg were platted on August the land was purchased byJohnJ. Lyle. and May . 1834.
2, 1836, and September 19, 1836, respectively (MCI)R when Newport is mentioned in the description of a road
13:400, 419). Clinton and Jonesburg were competing established by the Rails County court (RCPBOE; RCRR
towns with only an alley separating them, both located A:36). The exact date is not known since no plat was
in Section 33 of T56N. R9W, ol the North Fork of the filed in the county deed records. There were only two
Salt River (Figure 3). Clinton was platted by George purchases of lots in Newport. The first recorded sale
Glenn, Spotswood S. Williams, and Samuel Bryan. was to Allen Rouse, a Methodist minister, who ol
Glenn was a merchant with stores in Middle Grove and January 8, 1835 (RC1)R C:132, Rails County Census
Paris. A mill and ferry (operated by Williams) were 1850), bought a lot on Main Street for S6.37. The
located near the town, which consisted of 48 lots second purchaser was Charles L. Taylor who bought a
arranged along one street that led to the ferry at the lot oil Water Street on September 13, 1836, for S20.37
river. A grocer's license was issued for Clinton in (RCDR C:188). In 1838. Taylor owned three other lots.
February, 1837 kMCCR A:443). but there is no record of their sale by Lyle (RCI)R

J onesbtrg was platted by Gabriel Jones and Greenlee ):69). Taylor was a merchant as shown by a July 12,
Hays and had 81 lots arranged around a central town 1837, mortgage for S400)0 taken out on all his property
square (MCI)R B:419). A grocer's license was issued to in Newport, including the stock of goods and groceries
Gabriel Jones for a store ol the "north part of Salt in his store (RCI)R C:265). Taylor. who may have been
River' on August 1, 1836, so it appears that a store was the only resident of Newport besides Lyle, defaulted oil
in operation before the town was platted (MCCR A:33). his mortgage and his four Newport lots were sold by the
Another grocer's license was issued to Lewis Saunders In sheriff to Thomas L. Anderson of Marion County oil
February, 1837. and a merchant's license was issued to July 3, 1838, for S87. No other lots were sold through
Gabriel Jones and Company ofJonesburg in May. 1837 1878. although William Greathouse, who probably was
(MCCR A:443, 533). The competition between the two Lyle's father-in-law, bought one-third interest in all
towns is reflected in conflicts over the routes of proposed unsold Newport lots and the 40-acre parcel in which
county roads. Both groups of town proprietors wanted Newport was located on February 24. 1841, from Lyle
county roads to run through their town and not through for Siuo (RLII)R 1D:231). In 1856 Greathouse sold his
the other (MCCR A:431). In Clinton 27 of the 48 lots interest to Henry Snyder of Rails County for S100
had been sold by 1840 and inJonesburg. 57 of the 81 lots (RC1)R ):231). Snyder also acquired Lyle's and Ander-
had been sold (including two blocks containing 21 lots son's interests and sold the entire plat of Newport and 80to Gough and Gough). In 1841) there were three stores in acres surrounding it to George Newell of Pike County.

(7linton-Jonesburg and 11 'manufacturing' concerls Illinois, on October 7, 1865. for S550) (RCI)R Q:42).
(Monroe County (cnsus 1840). Combined population Newell still owned this land in 1878 (Edwards Bros.
of the two towns in 1840 was 83 plus five slaves. 1878).

The third town founded at this time was Santa Fe. Cincinnati was platted on June 5, 1834. by David
located on the South Fork of the Salt River in Section 17 Blue in Section 8 of T55N, R6W. on the north bank of
of T53N. RSW (Figure 3). Santa Fe was platted ol the Salt River (Figure 3), where a county road,
October 6, 1836, by John Bybec (MCDR B:427), a established in 1828, forded the river (RCRR A:12,
doctor who had moved from Bootie County, Missouri. RCI)R 13:317). Blue, who classified himself as a farmer
Santa Fe consisted of 84 lots with 2 lots reserved for a in the 184) census, purchased the land on May 8. 1833,
meeting house (MCI)R B:427). By 1841), there were and May 13. 1834 (RCPBOE; Rails County Census
one store and five "'manufacturing' businesses (Monroe 1840). The original plat contained four blocks of 8 lots
Countv Census 1844)). and a population of 24 plus three each and two half-blocks of 4 lots each. One half-block
slaves, was made into a full block, another half block was laid

Four towns were platted in western Rails County in out, and 3 smaller lots were laid out along Main Street,
the 183)s: Newport. Cincinnati, Bloomfield, and Rails when an addition to the plat was filed oil May 1, 1836
To\ n (Figure 3). The first three were platted in 1834 and (RCI)R C: 1). On August 31, 1836, another block and a
were located on the banks of the Salt River. Rails Town, half were platted (RCI)R (:91), making a total of 63 lots.
located on the edge of the upland prairie. vas platted in Although these additions to the plat might indicate that
1839. It is interesting that these towns were not founded Cincinnati was a successful, expanding town, only 28 of
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the 03 lots had been sold by 1844 when I)avid Bluc died. contained two iercantile houses.
All original sales of lots took place between 1835 and Audrain County was established on I)ecember 17.
1838. The additions to the plat arc more understandable 1836, and was foirmed front territory that hao been
when it is noted that they were made during the height administratively attached to Monroe and Callawav coun-
of land speculation in 1830. Cincinnati was a moderately tics (NHC 1884:41; MCI)R 13:263). The county seat,
successful town, however, since in 1837 there were two Mexico (Figure 1), was platted as a town on April 2.
stores, one tavern, a post oftice, and a Catholic chapel 1836, before the county was formed. byJames H. Smith
(Wetmore 1837:155). and Robert C. Mansfield (MCI)R 1:263). This James

Bloomfiheld was platted by William C. Phelps on H. Smith is probably the same person as the Monroe
October 31), 1834, on the north bank of the Salt River in County James H. Smith-who had a blacksmith shop
Section 33, T56N, ROW (Figure 3). It consisted of four on the New London-Faycttc road near Paris in the early
blocks of eight lots each, and was located across the river 1830$s (see abovc)-since he had a blacksmith shop in
from the Walker steam mill, ovned by William Muldrow Mexico when he died in 1847 (MCPR. Box 48).
and.Iohn McKee, two wealthy speculators from Marion Increasing population in Monroe Cou nty during the
Cotintvy (R :I)R B:348, (:359). McKee and Muldrow 1830s made necessary the creation of new political
bought Bloomfield from Phelps and sold it along with a townships in addition to the three established in 1831
half-interest in the mill to Andrew Woods on August 7, (Figure 3). Washington Township was tormd in August.
1837, for S7000$$ (RCI)R C:359). Woods defaulted on a 1833, and was located in the northeast and northcentral
mortgage on this property on July 7, 1841), and it was parts of the county (MCCR A:55). South Fork Town-
purchased by Foster Ray of Marion County at a sheriff's ship was located in the southeastern part of the county
sale for S486.05 (RCI)R ):592). The property passed and was created in June. 1834 (MCCR A: 13). and
back to McKee in 1849 (RCI)R N:5015). There is no Marion Township, located in the western part of Mon-
record of any lots in Bloomfield having been sold roc County (outside the project area). was formed in
through 1860). March, 1835 (MCCR A:192). Indian Creek Township

Shelby Countv was tormed from the western part of was fortied in the northeastern part of the county in
Marion County In January, 1835. The southeastern part November, 1839 (MCCR 13:155). New political town-
of Shelby County is within the project area (Figure 1) ships wcre also formed in Rails County in the 1830s:
and is drained by the North Fork of the Salt River. A Saline Township in the niorthwest, Clay in the north-
correlation of land purchase and census data demon- central, andJaspcr in the southeastern part of the county
strates there were no settlers in this area in 1830. (Figure 3).
Acwr ding to the county history (NHC 1884:626), the From the above, it can be seen that the decade of the
first settlers arrived in what was to become southeastern 1830$s was a period of rapid economic and political
Shelby County in late 1831 and 1832. Settlement must development in the project area. The founding and
have proceeded rapidly after 1831 since, after only four growth of towns and political subdivisions was accompa-
years, population was sufficiently high to warrant forma- nied by construction of county road systems that made
tion of Shelby County. A store and post office were most areas accessible to wagons and facilitated farm to
established in 1834 at Oak I )alc, located in Section of market transactions (see Chapter 5). l)cvclopmcnt of
T57N, R9W (outside the project area) (NHC 1884:629). the area was promoted by rapid in-migration during the
The first county court met at Oak 1)ale, but the 1830s, which increased population density fro.n about
commissioners appcintcd by the state to locate the two persons/mi 2 in 1830 to II persons/mi 2 in 184).
county' scat chose the site of Shelbyville (also outside the Some of these new settlers probably were attracted by
project area). where land was probably donated by early road and town construction, so that economic
Thomas .1. Bounds. the county clerk, who also was ap- development and local improvements wcrc related to
pointed county seat conlmiss mer (NHC 1884:643444). population density increases in a positive feedback cycle.
Bounds presented the plat of Shelbyville to the county Increases in population density, as reflected in land
court in l)ecember, 1835. and the county court held its purchasing patterns, are examined in (hapter 4, and
first meeting in Shelbyville in July, 1836. The court- both town development and occupational specialization
house was completed in )ecember, 1838. In 1836, there arc studied further in Chapter 6. The origins and
was a store and tavern at Oak I)ale and two stores in cultural background of these settlers arc discussed in the
Shelbyville (NUtC 1884:44-45). Wetmore (1837:220) re- next chapter.
ported that Shelbyville was "in its infancy" in 1837 and
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CULTURAL BACKGROUND AND
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SETTLERS

ORIGINS OF SETTLERS families from a state for which no specific county of
origin is known. Table 2 lists Counties in Missouri given

as previous residences of settlers of the project area.
Settlers in the Boon's Lick area along the Missouri Locations of these Missouri countiCs are shown in

River were primarily from Kentucky and Tennessee, Figure 5.
bringing to Missouri an "Upper South tradition" (Voss Sixty-three percent of tamilies in the proJect area for
1969-197)) that aft.ctcd their political, social, and eco- which a specific county ot origin is known were from a
nomit decisions. Settlers in the Salt River area of 34-county area (marked with the letter h in Table 1).
northeast Missouri also were primarily from the Lipper known as the Bluegrass region of Kentucky, as detined
South, especially from the states of Kentucky and by lavis (lu27:Figure 0). This area surrounding Lexing-
Virginia. A study of biographies in county histories ton was the first area inl Kentucky to be settled as . result
(Holcombe 1884: N-tIC 1884: Owen 1895) and of places of the westward expansion of'settlement from picdmont
of residence given on land patents (see Chapter I) Virginia during the colonial period. By 1820, popula-
provides a sample of origins of settlers (residents as tion densities in the Bluegrass counties had rtached 25-4(
defined in Chapter I) of the project area by county perons/mi-2 (calculated from Flint 1970 11:181-182).
(Table I). Locations of these countits and the number of which probably contributed to further westward cxpan-
tanilics from each county are shown ill Figure 5, along sion to the Boon's Lick area of Missouri during the
with probable migration routes to the proj,'ct area. period of cconomic prosperity following the end of thc
(:ircled numbers in Figure 5 indicate the inbiler ot War of 1812. This migration probably followed thc
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Figure 5. Map showing origins of sctth'rs .ind probible III ILration routcs (--------) to the pro tct
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TABLE 1. wagon road (a regular stage route by 1837 IPeck 1837:3781)

Origins of Settlers by Number of Families from Louisville through Vincennes to St. Louis and then
per County, According to Patents and up the Missouri River to the Boon's Lick area. Others
Published and Unpublished Sourcesa may have trave!ed by steam boat down the Ohio River

from Louisville and then up the Mississippi to St. Louis.
County State Patent Published Total The Boon's Lick area was largely settled by 1820 and

Anderson Kentucky II the best land was sold during the first public land

Bath' Kentucky 2 4 6 auctions, held in 1818 and 1819. Late arrivals probably

Boone h  Kentucky 1 2 3 began exploring the area to the north and became aware
qourbon5  Kentucky 4 4 of the Salt River valley. One such exploring party, from
Bullett Kentucky I I Bourbon County, Kentucky, traversed the area in 1817
Casey Kentucky 2 2 (Holcombe 1884:143; see Chapter 2). l)escriptions of
Clarkh Kentucky 1 4 5 the Salt River area reaching families dissatisfied with
Fayettc5  Kentucky 2 3 5 opportunities in the Boon's Lick area of Missouri and
Franklin5  Kentucky 2 1 3 the Bluegrass region of Kentucky influenced them to
Garrard Kentucky 1 1 2 migrate to the project area and resulted in the pattern of
(Green Kentucky 1 1 2reenu Kentucky 1 - migration shown in Figure 4. Information about the
Harrison" Kentucky 1 2 3 area probably was disseminated primarily through kin-Jessaine Kentucky 3 3 ship networks. An example of a letter describing the

Lawrence Kentucky I I area to relatives "back home" is rhct of Richard 1).
Lincoln Kentucky 5 2 7 Powers (1931).
Madison h  Kentucky 1 3 4
Marion Kentucky 2 2
Mason h  Kentucky I I TABLE 2.
Mercer" Kentucky 7 1 8 Previous Missouri Counties of Residence of
Nelson Kentucky 2 1 3 Settlers by Number of Families per County,
Nicholas" Kentucky I I According to Patent Information
Oldham" Kentucky 1________________________________

Owen h  Kentucky I I Number of
Scotth Kentucky 7 4 11 County families
Shelby" Kentucky 3 2C 5
Simpson Kentucky 2 2 Boone 26
Union Kentucky 1 1 2 Callaway 12
Warren Kentucky I 1 2 Cole 2
Washington' Kentucky 3 3 Cooper I
Woodford' Kentucky 1 2 3 Chariton I
Fentress Tennessee I I Howard 22
Robertson Tennessee 1 1 Lincoln 2
Rutherford Tennessee I I Pike 8
Sullivan Tennessee I I St. Charles 3
Augusta Virginia 2 2 St. Louis 4
Bedford Virginia I
Caroline Virginia I
Franklin Virginia 1
Louisa Virginia I
lPagc Virginia I I THE UPPER SOUTH
Patrick Virginia 1 I CULTURAL TRADITION
Rockbridge Virginia 1
Tazewell Virginia 1
Franklin Pennsylvania 1 1 Since most settlers of the project area came from one
Northampton Pennsylvania I I region of Kcntuckv, they probably formed a relatively
Champaign Ohio I I homogeneous group that shared a similar cultural tra-

"Sources: National Historical Company 1884; Holcombe 1884; dition, that of the upper South. As mentioned above.
Hcnning n.d.; ()wen and Conpany 1895. Voss (1969-1971:212-213) describes settlers of the Boon's

"(ountics located in Bluegrass region of Kentucky. according to Lick area of Missouri as participatit,,' in an upper South

l)avis (1927). cultural tradition. Power (1953:93-119) characterizes

emigrants from Kentucky as bearers of a "corn and hog
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culture" and Ne\&,on (1974:152) lists important "pre- land to Lexington merchants.
adaptive traits" of "Upland South Culture." Mitchell The beginning of two-way steamboat transport on
(1972a:740) defines a pre-1860 upper South agricultural the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers stimulated thL levelop-
region consisting of the states of Maryland, Virginia, ment of Louisville on the Ohio River as a port and
North Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Missouri, commercial distribution center during the 1820s. Lexing-
and a similar agricultural region has been defined by ton was unable to compete with Louisville, due to its
Jordan (1967). Kniffen (1965) defines essentially the same inland location (Wade 1959:169). Before 1820, Lexington
area on the basis of the diffusion of rural house types. A had six bagging factories and numerous ropewalks for
discussion of the upper South cultural tradition as hemp processing (producing material for cotton baling
expressed in the Bluegrass region of Kentucky occupies in the South), plus brass and iron foundries, and woolen,
the remainder of this section. cotton, and paper mills. During the 1820s, most of these

Kentucky originally was part of the colony of Virginia industries disappeared (Gronert 1919:321). While other
and was settled primarily by people from there, begin- western towns recovered after the Panic of 1819, Lexing-
ning before the Revolutionary War. Early settlements ton did not, due to the movement of commercial
were established during the 1770s at Harrodsburg, distribution points to the Ohio River (Wade 1959:169).
Boonesborough, and Logan's Camp (Flint 1970, 11:210). In the 1820s, Lexington had lost its commercial leader-
The county of Kentucky was formed by the Virginia ship, but was trying to establish itself as a cultural center
legislature in 1776 with Harrodsburg as the county seat. revolving around Transylvania University, which came
Lexington and l)anville wL 1- founded in 1779 and a land to be known as the "Harvard of the West" (Wade
office was opened in the same year. Kentucky land was 1959:185, 234).
offered for sale by the government of Virginia for Kentucky was part of an upper South agricultural
£40/100 acres and a land court was established to and sociocultural region as defined by Mitchell (1972a:740;
adjudicate conflicting claims (Gray 1958:622). In 1780, 1978:76, 83-86). The central portions of both Kentucky
the price was increased to £160/10) acres. No system of and Tennessee "were key locations in the interior expan-
land survey was established and boundaries were de- sion of tipper Southern cultural landscapes" (Mitchell
scribed vaguely by the "metes and bounds" system. In 1978:76). Kentucky and the upper South in general were
some cases three or four land warrants were issued for characterized by mixed farming with a balanced system
the same piece of land, causing endless litigation (Flint of crops and livestock including corn, wheat, rye,
1970. 11:21). Most grants were large, which tended to tobacco, hemp, flax, hogs, beef cattle, and horses,
concentrate land in the hands of a few who later resold it supplemented by vegetables such as peas, beans, okra,
at a profit to actual settlers. Sixty percent of land grants collards, and turnips (Newton 1974:152). Society was
were for parcels of 1000-5000) acres and an additional more class-structured than in the North, due to the
four percent of the grants were for parcels of 5000- presence of slaves, which created a class of wealthier
10,0)) acres ((;ray 1958:624). small planters who grew tobacco and hemp (Mitchell

In 1792, Kentucky became the first state formed west 1978:83). Upper South culture began to develop in
of the Appalachians. Lexington, located in the center of western Virginia, especially in the Shenandoah Valley,
the Bluegrass region, developed as a distribution center where the fusion of elements from the southeastern
for imported manufactured products. In 18442. 70% of Pennsylvania "hearth area" (corn, wheat, hogs, and beef
all nianutcturcd products came from England (Michaux cattle) with elements from the Chesapeake "hearth"
19044:20 3), although local production of clothing, paper, (tobacco, hemp, and slavery) occurred (Mitchell 1972a:
Icathcr. spinning wheels, and hats had begun by 184)0 741 1978:81-82). Upper South culture was carried by
((;roncrt 1919:31). emigrants from western Virginia to central Kentuckv.

The Bluegrass area participated in the triangular The practice of fattening cattle on corn during the
trade characteristic of the early Midwest before the winter, which later became characteristic of the corn belt
advent of the steamboat (Atherton 1939:91: Wade north of the Ohio River. probably began in western
1959:39). Agricultural products were floated down- Virginia (Mitchell 1978:84).
stream on flatboats for sale at New Orleans, where the Corn and pork could be produced by all tarmers in
proceeds wcrc used to buy cotton and sugar that wvcre central Kentucky, whether thev owned slaves or not,
shipped to the Northeast by sea. Sale of these coin- and quantities of these commodities in excess of that
iodities in Philadelphia and other cities allowed pti r- necessarv 6or local consunption could be shipped down

chase of English manuatctured goods that were trans- river to New Orleans, forming the basis of a market
ported by wagon to Pittsburgh. From there, \here economy in Kentucky. Those taners who had slave

locally produced iron and glass products also were labor available to them soon began to produce more
available, goods wcrc floated down the Ohio River to conitnercial crop such as tobacco and hemp. Tobacco
Maysvillc, Kentucky. and then were transported over- production was stimulated by high prices during the
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inflationary period of 1815-1819, but when tobacco pric- and little shelter was provided for stock. Regarding
es declined after 1820. many farmers switched to hemp manuring, Bidwell and Falconer (1925:342) note that the
production, which benefited from high prices between custom of feeding corn to cattle grazing in woodland
1826 and 1828 (Gray 1958:876-877). The production of pasture meant that all manure was wasted in the woods.
tobacco and hemp with slave labor, along with a more "As late as the beginning of the fifth decade [of the
diversified group of food crops, differentiates the tipper nineteenth-centuryl there was said to be comparatively
South from the North, which had no slaves and had little interest in fertilizers in Kentucky" (Gray 1958:807).
wheat rather than corn as its principal grain. The upper It is probable that the strategy of most farmers was to
South is differentiated from the lower South by the ratio purchase enough land to be able to put virgin land or
of nonfood cash crops to food crops and the number of land that had long been fallow into production to replace
slaves present. The lower South was characterized by land exhausted by continuous cropping.
the development of a plantation economy specializing in Upper South agricultural technology was based on
cotton production using large quantities of slaves, al- wood (McManis 1964:90), especially in frontier areas,
though slaveless yeomen farmers also were present where it was used by farmers to make houses, furniture,
(Owsley 1949). tools, and wagons (Bidwell and Falconer 1925:162). In

The 1830s in the Bluegrass region saw a shift from early nineteenth-century Kentucky, corn fields were
commercial production of tobacco and hemp to live- plowed first with a light wooden moldboard plow, and
stock production (Gray 1958:877). Horses and mules sometimes a wooden harrow was used to complete soil
were bred for sale to the lower South and West and cattle preparation (Bidwell and Falconer 1925:342). Seeds were
were fattened on bluegrass and corn stalks, then driven planted by hand and covered with a hoc. Cultivation
to eastern markets (Henlein 1959). Pasture was created by was carried out with a shovel plow. The number of
sowing bluegrass on exhausted crop lands and in wood- cultivations, and whether or not hand hoeing was
lands. Trees were not closely spaced since, as Braderman carried out, depended on weed growth and the initiative
(1939:452) notes, the woods made excellent pasture of the farmer. By 1840, farm machinery was "still
when the underbrush was cleared. The shift to stock largely the product of the farm or local blacksmith
raising required larger farms and in the 1830s stockmen shop" (Bidwell and Falconer 1925:281). The major inno-
bought the land of many tobacco and hemp producers vation in the North by this time was the cast iron plow,
(Gray 1958:877). Bourbon County, Kentucky, exports which began to replace the wooden moldboard plow,
in 1835 emphasized livestock and corn (as whiskey and reducing human and animal labor requirements and
feed for livestock): 40,00) hogs, l0,000 cattle, 3000 decreasing plowing time per acre (Bidwell and Falconer
horses and mules, S50,000 worth of bacon and lard, and 1925:282). However, it is not known whether cast iron
S70,000f) worth of whiskey were produced ((;ray 1958: plows were a factor in the expansion of upper South
877). agricultural frontiers. According to Rubin (1975:364), in

Although tobacco, hemp, cattle, and horses were the upper South, "the direction of agricultural change
commercially viable agricultural products for men of followed that of commercialized Northern agriculture,
means (who usually owned slaves), the majority of the though often with a considerable delay.' The most
population of the Bluegrass region supported them- important innovation in agricultural technology was the
selves by raising corn and hogs. Early Kentucky society steel plow, invented by John l)eere in 1837, which made
was based on "corn and hog culture" and a diet that cultivation of prairie much easier since it did not stick in
consisted mainly of pork and cornpone (Power 1953:109). heavy prairie soils (Bidwell and Falconer 1925:283). Steel
Hogs often ran wild in the woods in herds of hundreds, plows were introduced into Kentucky in 1845 and were
but were fied on corn before slaughtering (Bidwell and widespread in the Midwest by 1851). Factory-made steel
Falconer 1925:167). Corn was fed to cattle and hogs and plows began replacing plows fashioned by local black-
distilled into whiskey, and was marketed in these forms smiths in the 1850s (Bidwell and Falconer 1925:28).
rather than as grain due to high transportation costs The upper South developed a characteristic house
(Bidwell and Falconer 1925:349). In 1840, corn was construction style in both log and frame construction.
worth more than all other crops in central Kentucky (;ernan log construction techniques and the English
(Bidwcll and Falconer 1925:342). "I-frame" house style, which diffused throughout the

Power (1953:93-109) describes poor pioneers from upper South, originated in southeast Pennsylvania
Kentucky in Indiana and Illinois in terms of the charac- (Kniffen 1965:561). Log houses were built only as
tcristic hog and corn culture, a lack of hay (since cattle temporary structures in the North, but were con-
Could be fed corn stalks in the winter), a lack of structed as permanent houses by many in the upper
manuring, anid little interest in orchards or dairy South, where the use of corner notching techniques,
products. Farmstead layout was irregular. with log especially half-dovetail and V-notching, produced per-
houses not oriented to the road. There were few barns mancntly locked box corners that could be covered with
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siding (Kniffen and Glassie 1966:56). Larger upper (Viles 1935:13). Trcxler(1914:19), quoting an "old-timer,"
South frame houses were usually "I-houses" that were states that "every decent Missouri family had at least one
two rooms wide with a central hall, one room deep, slave, and usually from two to four, as house servants."
and two stories tall. Replacement of a log house with However, possession of six or more slaves entitled one
a frame "I-house" usually signified attainment of small to be addressed as "colonel" (Gray 1958:874). Trexler
planter status: also states slavery was "much more a domestic than a

commercial institution," and that masters and slaves
Early in its movement southward the "' house became worked in the fields and in the house together (Trcxlcr
symnblic of economic attainment by agriculturalists and 1914:19). However, slaves did make a significant eco-
remained so associated throughout the Upland South and its
peripheral extensions [Kniffen 1965:5551. nomic contribution to tobacco and hemp production.

Tobacco production provided constant (yearvround) la-
Barns usually were small log crib barns that later were bor for small numbers of slaves, who required close
replaced by heavy frame transverse-crib barns, which supervision (Gates 1960:103), and hemp required heavy
became the dominant upper South barn (Kniffen 1965: labor in breaking, drying, pressing, and baling opera-
565). tions from December through April (Gates 1960:116).

The upper South also had a characteristic social Consequently, production of these cash crops probably
structure (Elkins and McKitrick 1954:567-572). The was restricted to the more well-to-do or "gentry" class
presence of slavery "provided a different framework for who owned more slaves than the usual few household
social evolution than that farther north" (Mitchell servants.
1978:86) and produced a more class-structured society: Immigrants to the Salt River area of Missouri thus

possessed a relatively homogeneous cultural back-
A landholding elite of larger planters and ambitious yeomen ground formed in the Bluegrass region of Kentucky.
about to enter the planter ramks provided a traditional leader- This upper South culture was based on corn and hog
ship structure for the conduct of political and civic affairs.
Life was more oligarchic than egalitarian; liberal individual- production and a wood-oriented technology. It empha-
ism was an ideology less widely shared by the smaller sized acquisition of land and slaves as a means to gain
yeomen, the poor white, and most obviously, the slave, social status and to become one of the rural landed

gentry. The above summary of Bluegrass economic and
Mitchell (1978:86) also notes that towns vere less im- cultural characteristics suggests reasons for migration
portant in Kentucky than in Ohio and that Kentucky west. Some of these might have been the uncertainty of
tended to have fewer professional people, craftsmen, land titles and lack of available land that may have been
churches, and schools. tied up in large estates. Formation of large estates may

The dream of most emigrants from the upper South have accelerated during the early 1830s as stockmen
was to become a member of the planter class or landed bought out smaller general farmers. Sale of smaller
gentry and to found a leading family on a large tract of farms may have been connected with soil depletion
land (Voss 1969-70:212). This socially and politically resulting from continuous cropping without manuring
dominant class established small plantations and aspired or fertilizing. Rathr than undertake such operations,
to live a life of refinement and ease. The center of the small farmers may have preferred to sell their land and
estate was a two-story country home or "mansion" seek virgin lands 'n the West. Rising land values con-
(probably a large "I-house"), and wealth was based on ncctcd with the general economic expansion of the late
tobacco, hemp, or blooded stock (Voss 1969-70:213). 1820s and early 1830s may have made sale of the home
The most important basis of wealth, however, was land. place in Kentucky economically feasible. Finally, the
Most Southerners shared the conviction that "the opportunity to acquire large amounts of inexpensive
ownership of land was both a means to, and a mark of, public land in Missouri probably was a method for
success'" (Anderson 1938:179). satisfy ing aspirations of becoming "landed gentry.' The

Slave ownership probably was more important for physical environment to which the Kentucky Bluegrass
its prestige value than for its economic contributions. In population was adapted will be discussed in Chapter 4
early Kentucky slaves and owners worked together when factors that conditioned location of land purchases
(Braderman 1939:451). In Missouri the ownership of are discussed.
slaves seems to have been a mark of greater wealth and
higher social position, rather than the basis for a distinct
economic system of special products (Viles 1921:4)). DEMOGRAPHY AND SOCIAL
Slave owners "set the tone and determined atmosphere' ORGANIZATION OF SETTLERS
and slave owners "with some capital came into the
virgin wilderness, secured the more desirable land and
to a surprising degree furnished the political leadership" Most settlers arrived in the project area as parts of
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Figure 6. Graphs showing the age-sex
distributions of the population of the proj-ect area for the years 1830, 1841). and 1850.

social units: families that acted as corporate groups in The age-sex distributions of the population of the
the development of the region. Although many students project area for the years 1830, 1840. and 1850 are
of the frontier in America have suggested that the summarized in Tables 3-5, and are shown as age-sex
agricultural frontier was composed of a disproportion- pyramids in Figure 5. The populations for 1831) and 1840)

ately high number of single young men (Eblen 1965: are composites of data for Rails County and Monroe
399; Peterson 1961:629), a statistical study of census County political townships located within the project
information from nonslave frontier agricultural counties area.' Since sonic of these political townships extend
in the period 1840-1860 has demonstrated that the beyond the boundaries of the project area, the totals
percentage of men between 20 and 40 was only 20-25% include people living outside the area, especially for
higher than the national average, and that only one-third 1840. However, the percentages and sex ratios probably
of them were unmarried (Eblen 1965:412-413). A
demographic analysis of the project area shows that
single young men played even less of a role in an upper
South frontier with slaves, and that large, sometimes 'These townships arc Salt River and Jackson in 1830) Salt Rivcr.
extended, families were the basic social and economic Saline, Jefferson, South Fork. Indian Creek. Washington. and Jackson
units. in 1841) (see Figs. 2 and 3 for locations).
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are fairly representative of the project area. The figures TABLE 4.

tor 1850 represent an attempt to conform to the bound- Age-Sex Distribution of the
aries of the project area, excluding Shelby County, as Project Area Population and Adjacent Areas
discussed in Chapter 1. in 1840 Compared to the Age-Sex Distribution

Tables 3-5 and Figure 5 also provide further compara- of the Population of the United States in 1840

tive data. The 1830 population of the project area is
compared to Eblen's (1965: Table 1) average frontier Project area
agricultural county. This is a statistical composite based Males Females Sex
on data from 88 counties located between Lake Michi- Age group Number Percent Number Percent ratio
gan and the Pacific Coast for the period 1840-1860. The 0-9 1377 35.7 1307 38.0 105

data were obtained from the first census taken after the 10-19 (X)2 23.4 841 24.4 107

initial settlement of each county. All counties used by 20-29 649 16.8 557 16.2 116

Eblen were in nonslave states and territories. 30-39 429 11.1 359 10.4 119
The 1840 and 1850 populations of the project area arc 40-49 294 7.6 204 5.9 144
Thaed 1844) andh18 population ofthe pecStaeas a 50-59 118 3.1 102 1.0 116

compared to the population of the United States as a 60-69 51 1.3 45 1.3 113
whole in Tables 4 and 5 and in Figure 5. Figure 5 shows 0-69 3820 99.4) 3415 99.2 112
that the percentage of children under 1) years of age was All ages 3852 100.0 3441 10(1.0 112
much higher in the project area in 1830 than in the
average northern frontier county, and that the percent- United States
age of males 20-29 years of age was less than that Males Females Sex

Age group Number Percent Number Percent ratio

(1-9 2294793 31.6 2190)259 31.5 10)5

TABLE 3. 11-19 1635636 22.5 1628853 23.5 104)
20-29 1322453 18.2 1253490 18.1 106

Age-Sex Distribution of the 30-39 866452 12.0 77912) 11.2 111
Project Area Population in 1830 40-49 536606 7.4 502183 7.2 107

Compared to the Age-Sex Distribution 5(0-59 314528 4.3 304852 4.4 1(03
of the Population of the Average (Non-Slave) 6(0-69 174238 2.4 173329 2.5 101

Frontier Agricultural County" 70-79 80067 1.1 80565 1.2 99

(4-79 7224773 99.5 6912651 99.6 1445
Project area All ages 7261078 100.0 6940413 1(1.0 1)5

Males Females Sex
Age group Number Percent Number Percent ratio

0)-9 245 39.1 242 42.8 101
11-1) 119 19.4 132 23.4 90 characteristic of northern frontier counties. There also
2-29 123 19.6 95 16.8 129 were a few more older men (60-69) in the project area in
30)-39 73 11.6 53 9.4 138 1830 than in northern frontier counties. These data are
401-49 32 5.1I 25 4.4 1284-49 19 3) 1 2.3 146 consistent with the hypothesis that settlement of the
60-69 14 2.2 2 0.4 7141 project area was primarily by families. The low percent-

0-69 625 99.6 562 99.5 111 age of persons, especially males, 10-19 years old proba-

All ages 627 100.4.) 565 1(1.0 1 bly can be explained by the fact that most families were
young and would not have had many children in this age

Frontier agricultural counties group. The slightly higher percentage of females in this
Males Females Sex age group probably is due to the arrival of some of them

Age group Number Percent Number Percent ratio in the region as wives of 20-29-year-old men.

04-9 289 29.8 274 35.3 106 The age-sex pyramids of the project area for 1840

10-19 191 19.7 172 22.2 111 and 1850 are similar to those of the United States as a
21-29 224 23.4) 152 19.6 147 whole, except for the higher percentages of children in
30-39 147 15.1 89 11.5 165 the project area (Figure 5). In 1840, the 10-19-year-old
40-49 69 7.1 49 6.3 141 age group expanded and slightly exceeded the national
5(0-59 34 3.5 29 3.7 116 average, as young children ((0-9) present in 1830 moved
60-69 16 1.6 10 1.3 160 into the next higher age group. The high percentage of
0)-69 974 99.8 775 99.9 125 children (-9 years old in 1840 probably represents a

All ages 971 1(K). 0 776 1(N.0 125 frontier "baby boom." By 1850, the effects of this baby

"Source: Eblcn 1965: Table 1. boom can be seen in the 10-19-year-old age group while
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the percentage of children 0-9 years old declines from 301-39-year-old group. rather than the 21-29-year-old
37% in 1841 to 31 % in 1851. Evidence for a frontier baby group, as in the northern agricultural counties. This
booim also can be found in fertility ratios (number of mav indiate that a somewhat older group of male
children !itder 5 divided by nuniher of females 15-39). immigrants settled the project area than settled northern
In 1831) the fertilitv ratio was 139.3, declining to 111.8 in frontier counties. In succeeding censuses (1840 and
1841, and to 79.2 in 185(). 1850). this same male age group (who were 30-39 years

Figure 6 shows sex ratios (number of males divided old in 1830) continues to outnumber females of the
by nunber of females) by age group for the project area same age, while the rest of the sex ratio curve is
in 1830), 184(), and 1851, and, for comparison, sex ratios similar to the national average. Perusal of the manu-
for Eblen's average northern agricultural frontier county script census schedules shows that most of these men

and for the United States as a whole for the period were married to younger women. The low sex ratios in
18410-18611 (Eblen 1965:Figure 6). In general, sex ratios the 15-19-year-old group in 1830 and 1841) probably are
for the project area fall between those of northern due to greater numbers of females in this age group who
frontier counties and those of the United States as a arrived as wives of older men, as discussed above.
whole. The sex ratio curve for the project area in 1830 is The age distribution of male heads of households
similar in shape to that of the frontier counties but is (Table 6) for 1830 shows that immigrating males were
lower in magnitude, indicating that the number of by no means all youthful. There were almost as many
single voting men was not as great in the project area as household heads in their 3(0s as in their 20)s. while men
in northern frontier counties. It also is of interest that the over 40 accounted for 31% of household heads. Heads
highest sex ratio for 18301 in the project area is the of households in their 21s decreased from 3 6% in 1831

to 13% in 1851) and the percentage of household heads

over 41 increased to 9%.
A frequency distribution of numbers of persons per

TABLE 5. household in 1831 (Table 7) indicates most families were

Age-Sex Distribution of the fairly large (averaging 5.6 persons) when they arrived in
Project Area Population in 1850 the late 1820s. Thus, most niale immigrants arrived

Compared to the Age-Sex Distribution with already established families, which is in accord
of the Population of the United States in 1850 with the age structure of male heads of households

shown in Table 6. The very low number of single-
Ilroject area person households shown in Table 7 indicates whatever

Males Females Sex unmarried men were present werec members of larger
Age group Number Percent Number Percent ratio families or households. It is probable that being the head

of a household ecant owning land, since 86.4% of all
1)-9 878 31.1) 819 31.2 11)7

10-19 775 27.4 751 28.6 1)3 heads of household appearing in the 183) censuses of

21)-29 416 14.7 42t) 16A) 99 Salt River and Jackson townships were purchasers of

31)-39 289 10.2 264 I().() 109 federal publ c land. Combining this information with
41 -49 22o 8.n1 213 7.7 111 the data on household size from Table 7. it is apparent
50)-59 157 5.5 1)3 3.9 152 that most early settlers of the project area were members
6W-69 58 2.() 51 1.9 114 of large households, with the head of the household

0(-69 2799 98.8 2611 99.3 1)7 owning land. This pattern continued in 184), when
All ages 2832 1)).() 2626 1)).() 1I)8 701% of the heads of rural households in Jefferson

United States Township (located entirelyv within the project area) were

Males Femals Sx purchasers of federal land. The actual percentage of land

Ag~e mgrop Number Percent Nmemi r Percent ratio owncrs probably was higher, since sone of the remain-
ing 30% probably bought land that already had passed

1-9 2844491 28.4 2756)95 28.9 1)3 out of the public domain.
1)-19 2266691 22.6 22)4154 23.8 1)) A study of the manuscript census schedules shows
2)-29 18690192 18.7 1758469 18.5 1)6 that the large households shown in Table 7 wcrc coni-
3)-39 1288682 12.9 1128257 11.8 114 posed of large nuclear families and, sometimes, joint
40-49 84)222 8.4 748566 7.9 112 families (i.e., composed of more than one marriagc).
50-59 498660) 5.0) 459511 4.8 18 A
60-69 264742 2.7 2i648) 2.7 1)3 Although the 1831) and 184() manuscript census sched-
7)-79 111416 1.1 112648 1.2 y) ules do not list names (other than that of the head of the

0)-79 9983996 99.7 948418) 99.6 1(15 household) and do not indicate how household nimon-

All ages 1)M19249 11)W.1) 9523512 1I)).) 1)5 bers are related, the distribution of ages and sexes does
indicate that most households were composed of
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TABLE 6.

Ages of Male Heads of Householdsa in the Project Area in 1830, 1 8 4 0 ', and 1850

1830 1840 1850
Age group Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

15-19 4 2.0 3 0.3 1 0.1
20-29 72 35.6 215 21.5 103 12.6
30-39 63 31.2 330 33.0 232 28.4
40-49 30 14.9 263 26.3 231 28.3
50-59 18 8.9 113 11.3 164 20.1
60-69 13 6.4 50 5.0 61 7.4
70-79 2 1.(0 24 2.4 22 2.7
80-89 0 0.0 1 0. 1 2 0.2

'Not including residents of towns.
Including residents outside the project ara.

families. Most were nuclear families (i.e., a husband, a it is apparent that the household was composed of a
wife, and their children) but many were more complex, joint family (i.e., one with more than one marriage), the
containing what probably were unmarried adult siblings most frequent of which probably was composed of two
of the head of the household, and/or older persons, generations (e.g., the original nuclear family plus the
probably parents of the household head. In some cases, family of a married son or daughter). Because of the

uncertainty of the relationships involved, no statistical
study of the kinds of families present was undertaken.

- - - ~Somewhat better data are available for 1850, since namesfronet Co0'$1840-60

U S 840.60 of all household members are listed in the manuscript-- - study area. 1830
.... st.udy a,. 80 schedules. A count of households containing people

.with surnames different than that of the head of the
household showes that 30% of all households in the
project area contained in-laws or tenants, but it is not
possible to distinguish them because relationships are
not indicated.

The above discussion does not include slaves, which
, " . . are discussed in Chapter 5. If slaves are included, mean

household size was 6.7 in 1830 with a maximum of 19,
. 7.5 in 1840 with a maximum of 29, and 8.2 in 1850 with

a maximum of 36. The presence of slaves, in-laws, and
Stenants shows that households tended to be large and

,, complex.

",, -I.... SUMMARY

do- F .' 20, 'o " 0
T

49 50'. !" 80 '9 MI. Settlers of the middle Salt River region were pri-

AGE GROUP marily from the upper South, with a majority of them
being from the Bluegrass region of Kentucky. They
participated in an upper South cultural tradition that

Figure 7. Graph showing (a) sex ratios featured a specific agricultural complex, a wood tech-
by age group for the project area in 1830, nology, and shared social and economic goals. Upper
1840, and 1850), (b) sex ratios for Eblen's
(1965: Figure 6) avcragcnorthern agricultur- Soulyruralth s e early nineteenth-century was pri-
al frontier county, and (c) for the Unitid narily rural with a subsistence base dominated by corn
States as a whole for the period 1840-1860. and pork. Technology was based on the use of wood as
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TABLE 7.

Persons per Household' in the Project Area in 1830, 18 4 0 ', and 1850

1830 1840 1850
Persons per Number of Number of Number of
household households Percent households Percent households Percent

1 5 2.4 14 1.3 6 0.7
2 17 8.2 70 6.7 57 6.9
3 24 11.6 93 8.9 64 7.7
4 28 13.5 123 11.7 102 12.3
5 30 14.5 136 13.0 83 10.0
6 22 10.6 133 12.7 108 13.0
7 26 12.6 102 9.7 100 12.0
8 26 12.6 111 10.6 93 11.2
9 10 4.8 92 8.8 79 9.5

10 12 5.8 83 7.9 48 5.8
11 3 1.4 45 4.3 42 5.1
12 2 1.0 22 2.1 16 1.9
13 1 0.5 14 1.3 9 1.1
14 1 0.5 6 0.6 11 1.3
15 0 0.0 4 (.4 3 0.4
16 0.0 0 0.0 5 0.6
17 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 0.2
18 0 0.0 1 0. 1 0 0.0

Households 207 1049 830
Population 1192 6766 5502
Mean number of
persons per household 5.6 6.4 6.6

'Not including slaves and residents of towns.
hlncluding residents outside the project area.

the primary material, supplemented by iron axe bits, considered to be part of the family as long as they
plow shares, and hoe blades. Most farmers, especially contributed labor to the family enterprise. The "coin-
on the frontier, were skilled in wood-working, but the pelling ties of family" also have been noted in frontier
forging of iron implements required a specialist-the northern Texas, where young adult males delayed mar-
local blacksmith. The socioeconomic goal of the upper riagc because of "the need for total and united effort
Southerner was to become a member of the landed Lwhichl heightened the ingroup feeling," and "the de-
gentry class, with wealth and social position measured mands for survival in order to conquer the hazards of
in terms of land and slaves. Members of this class were the primitive conditions" (Williams 1969:63).
the political and social leaders. Ownership of slaves Although Eblcn (1965) has demonstrated that the
allowed production of cash crops such as hemp and percentage of men in their 20s was not as high in
tobacco, which supplemented income from the more northern agricultural frontier counties (23%) as some
basic corn and pork production. scholars have predicted, this percentage was even lower

The basic socioeconomic unit of upper South society in the project area (19.6%), where it was more similar to
was the family, a corporate group in terms of landhold- the national average (18.4%). This lack of single young
ing and labor. Based on a demographic analysis of the men on the Missouri frontier probably was due to the
project area, it appears that there was a definite correla- presence of slaves, who decreased the de'mand for
tion between family units and landholding, such that agricultural laborers, and to the stronger family tradi-
adult offspring of the head of the household remained to tion characteristic of the upper South. Thus, young men
contribute their labor to the family until they could in the upper South may have been more likely to remain
afford land or were given land by the family head. In within their families, contributing their labor for the
some cases, adult offspring remained at home even after b,-efit of the family as a unit, rather than leaving home
they were married. The presence of in-laws and tenants t- pursue their own self interests or to "seek their
in households was common and they probably were fortunes" on the frontier.
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LAND ENTRY PATTERNS

This chapter examines temporal and spatial pattern- which the federal government held title by means of
ing in the sale of public lands (land entries) in the project treaty or purchase from Indians and other nations) were
area. Temporal patterning of entries (amount of land formed to deal with land in Ohio (Peters 1845a:2 7) and
entered per year) was influenced primarily by changing the Northwest Territories Pctcrs 1845a:464, 728; Peters
laws relating to disposal of public lands and by changing 1845b:73). A law passed on May 18. 1796, (Peters
economic conditions. Economic conditions, which tend- 1845a:464-469) provided for appointment of a surveyor
ed to follow a cyclical pattern of inflationary upsurges general to subdivide land in the Northwest Territories
accompanied by speculative investments ii public land, into square townships six miles on a side and divided
followed by crises or "panics" and periods of depression, into 36 one-mile-square sections (640 acres). The gover-
were summarized in Chapter 2. Public land laws are nor of the territory was to be in charge of the sales,
summarized in the following section. supervised by the secretary of the treasury. The federal

Spatial patterning in public land sales was a result of government was to issue a patent (deed) to land sold,
choices made by individual entrants based on their which was to be signed by the president.
perception of the environment, as conditioned by their A law passed on May 10, 1800, established the
cultural background, available technology, previous system for the sale of all public land in the United States
experience, and knowledge of the new environment. (Peters 1845b:73-78). This law, which was employed
The environment included both physical and social until 1820, provided for the sale of public land from an
dimensions, or variables. In studying patterning with office within the district where the land was located.
respect to the physical setting, it is assumed that land Each office was directed by a register and a receiver who
with preferred environmental characteristics was en- were responsible to the surveyor general and to the
tcred first, allowing determination of what these pre- secretary of the treasury. Land was to be sold at public
ferred characteristics might have been. In studying sale (auction) for three weeks and then, if still unsold,
patterning with respect to the social environment, analy- was to be offered at private sale for the minimum price
sis is limited by a lack of complete data on social of $2/acre plus a survey fee of S6/section. A credit
variables such as kinship, community affiliation at place system was established that required a deposit of one-
of emigration, and religious affiliation. However, some twentieth of the total price at the time of purchase, plus
suggestions about the effects of these social variables on the survey fee. One-fourth of the price was to be paid
the resultant spatial pattern (settlement pattern) are within 40 days and the remaining three-fourths (plus
offered. The land entry patterns of residents, nonresidents, 6% interest) were to be paid within two, three, and four
and Eastern speculators will be discussed separately. years from the date of sale. In addition, there was a
since they may have made land entry decisions based on discount of 8% per year for early payment. The mini-
differenit perceptions of the situation. The first part of mum purchase under this law was a half-section. Plat
this chapter focuses on patterns of land entry through books showing the sections for sale in relation to rivers
time and the second on patterns across space with and streams and timber-prairie boundaries were avail-
respect to environmental and social variables, able for inspection at the land office for a fee of 2¢.

A law passed on February 11, 1805, further specified
methods of survey and directed that all sections should
be divided into quarter-sections (Peters 1845b:313). In

PUBLIC LAND LAWS 1812 the General Land Office (GLO) was created in the
Department of the Treasury, and assumed responsibility
for all survey and sale of public land in the United States

Before data on temporal patterns of public land sales (Peters 1845b:716-718). The chief officer was given the
are considered, the system by which public land was title of commissioner and was responsible for all land
sold will be discussed. )uring the last quarter of the accounts and receipts. He also co-signed (along with the
eightccnh-century, beginning with the Ordinance of president) all patents.
1785, laws relating to the sale of public lands (land to In 1803, a vast area of public land was added to the
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United States as a result of the Louisiana Purchase. A only about 10% of the land offered for sale (assuming 30
law passed on March 3, 1811 (Peters 1845b:662-666) townships were offered) was sold at public auction, at an
provided for tile survey of land in the territories of average price of S2.52/acre (Rohrbough 1968:134).
Orleans and Louisiana. Land offices were established at As discussed in Chapter 2, the Panic of 1819 was
New Orleans and Opelousas, Louisiana, and at a site to largely a result of the calling in of all outstanding debts
be determined by the president for the district north of by the Second Bank of the United States after a period of
the Red River. This office later was opened at St. Louis. easy credit and inflation. Money to make payments for
Although an "avalanche of settlers" arrived in the public land had been issued by hundreds of new small
Boon's Lick area of Missouri territory in 1816 and 1817, banks with little specie to back it up, so that this paper
land sales did not begin until August, 1818, due to the currency was suspect and rapidly became devalued. In
time consuming process of land survey and the need to 1820, the unpayable debt on public land sales, caused by
settle preemption and private claims (Rohrbougii the Panic of 1819, was S23 million (Rohrbough 1968:138).
1968:133). Survey of the Fifth Principal Meridian in Credit relief acts were passed in the 1820s, that extended
Missouri was not begun until October 27, 1815, and was the time for payment and allowed application of money
completed on May 29, 1816 (Thomas 1909:228). Survey already paid to be used to buy other land, usually
of Missouri land into townships and sections did not smaller tracts (Peters 1845c:612, 66, 781; 1846:286).
begin until a surveyor-general for Illinois and Missouri The massive default on land payments after the Panic
territories was authorized by Congress on April 29, 1816 of 1819 resulted in passage of a new land sales act on
(Peters 1845c:325-326), and until the Black Hawk Treaty, April 24, 1820, which replaced the credit sales policy
which formally ended the War of 1812 in Missouri, was with a cash-only policy as of July 1, 1820 (Peters
,itlncd on May 13. 1816 (Thomas 1909:230). William C. 1845c:66-67). This act also reduced the mininium pur-
Rector was appointed survcyor-general of Illinois and chase price to Si.25/acre and the minimum entry to a
Missouri on May 10, 1816, and began letting survey half-quarter section (80 acres), the long axis of which
contracts during the summer of 1816. Survey in north- ran north-south. This greatly reduced the amount of
east Missouri was completed during the summer of 1818 cash an entrant had to have in order to enter land.
(Thomas 1909:230). In 1824 the St. Louis land district was divided and

Additional land offices and districts were created in the northern part became the Salt Rivet iistrict, with its
Missouri by an act of Congress on February 17, 1818 land office at Palmyra (Figure 1). The boundaries of the
(Peters 1845c:406-407). In addition to the one at St. new district, according to an act of Congress passed on
Louis, offices were established at Jackson in Cape May 26, 1824, were as follows: from the Mississippi
Girardeau County and at Franklin in Howard County, River west with the north line of T48N, then north with
as well as in what was to become Arkansas. The project the east line of RI I W to the north line of T52N, then
area fell within the district of St. Louis, which included west with this line to the east line of R14W, then north
all the area north of T34N between the Mississippi River with this line to the state line and east with the state line
and the west line of RIOW. This act also authorized the to the Mississippi River (Peters 1846:50). The entire
president to direct that land in these districts be sold project area was included within the Salt River land
whenever the surveys were completed. district.

On April 30. 1818, the following presidential procla- The 1820 land sales act was modified on April 5,
mation was issued: 1832, to further reduce the minimum entry to a quarter-

1, James Monroe. I'resident of thc United States. dt hereby quarter section (40 acres) if an affidavit was filed that
declare and make known, that public sales for the disposal stated the land was to be used for cultivation by the
(agreeably to law) oftertai lands in the territory of Missouri. purchaser (Peters 1846:503). This act went into effect on
,hall be held as fllos, viz.: At St. Louis. in the said May 1, 1832. On May 8, 1846, the proviso of the 1832
tcrritory. on the first Moiliay in August. October, I)ecember,
Februairy. and April next, and three weeks after each of the act requiring the affidavit was repealed (Minot 1854:9).
s.id days. tor tile sale of lands in the land district of St. Louis. Most land in the project area was sold at private sale
I hir townships sliall be offered at each sale. comnencling under the provisions of the acts of 1820 and 1832.
with the most eastern ranges west of the fifth principal
mcridt.n linc. and proceeding westerly [tissuri Giamette and However, during the latter part of the period (1847-1859)
I',t,, Ah,'rti,'r. J.muary I. 18l'91 during which public land in the project area was sold

(1818-1859), sales were affected by the military bounty
Public sales of land in the project area began I)ecember acts and the Graduation Act. The military bounty acts
7, 1818, when land in T54N, RO-8W was offered. Land in gave public land to military personnel who had served
R9W and RIOIW of T54N was first offered for sale on during time of war. The first military bounty act, passed
February I, 1819. and land in T55-57N and R6-9W was on February 11, 1847, provided a warrant good for 160
first offered for sale on April 5, 1819 (,Aissouri Gazette ,11d acres redeemable at any land office, to each noncommis-
Pubikc Adt('rtis(r, January 1. 1819). At the February sales sioned officer, musician, and private who served 12
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months or more in the war with Mexico. (Those who
served less than 12 months received warrants for 40 a
acres [Minot 1854:123-12]). On September 28, 1850, the -,

... ... ... ... ... .. .. t.... auao,
right to bounty land was exLended to officers who .

served in the Mexican War and to all military personnel 9
who had served in the War of 1812 or in any Indian war
(Minot 1854:520-21). Most recipients of military war-
rants sold them, frequently for less than $1.25/acre, to
speculators, agents, and loan sharks whc resold them to
settlers, usually on credit with high interest rates (Gates
1942:325).

The Graduation Act, passed by Congress on August
4, 1854, reduced the price of poor land that had remained ---
unsold for 10 or more years (Minot 1866:574). Land that 63 It ..23 I2 633 1630 13 11 . 65...4

remained unsold 10 years after it originally was offered YEAR

for sale was to be sold for $1/acre and the price was
reduced by 25¢ every five years thereafter until it reached b
25C/acre after 25 years on the market. If it was on the--t
market for 30 years, the price fell to 12.5C/acre, after

0which no more reductions were made. In order to be
eligible for reduced prices, the entrant had to sign an
affidavit affirming that the land was to be used by the
entrant for settlement or cultivation and that the purchas-
er already had not entered more than 320 acres of 2

2
graduated land.

TEMPORAL PATTERNING A 1123 .633 'an 153 'U5

t6U11 t123 IN 1 6133 ,l l( 11 11 11

IN LAND ENTRIES YEAR

Figure 8. Graph showing the percent of
the project area sold per year for (a) en-Temporal patterning in the sale of federal public trants, residents ( ), nonresidents

lands in the project area is summarized in Table 8, which (- -- -- ), and Eastern speculators
shows the number of acres sold per year and the percent (....... ) arid (b) total purchasers.
of the project area sold per year for all entrants, residents,
nonresidents, and Eastern speculators (defined in Chap-
ter 1). Percent of area sold per year also is presented
graphically in Figure 7. The numbers of persons making under the credit sales policy. The period of depression in
entries each year are listed in Table 9 and shown the first half of the 182 0s, combined with the cash-only
graphically in Figure 8. policy, severly limited the amount of land sold in the

From Figure 7 it is apparent that entries by residents area bctwccn 1820 and 1826. When the economy began
accounted for most public land sales and that economic to expand in the late 1820s, land sales increased
cycles had a profound effect on the timing of land dramatically, culminating in 1836 when land speculation
entries. Residents comprised 75.2% of all entrants and peaked nationally. In the ten year period of 1827-1836,
accounted for 65.9% of all land sales in terms of area 84% of the land in the project area was sold, with the
entered. First entries were made during the inflationary period 1835-1836 accounting for 50% of all land sold. By
and speculative period preceding the Panic of 1819 the end of 1838, 90% of the public domain in the project

area had passed into private ownership. The probability
that the remaining 10% was undesirable land, combined
with effects of the depression following the crash of
1837, served to delay sale of remaining land.

The decrease in land sales during the years 1832-1834
'School (Section 1(6) land and swamp land ccded to the statc by the may have been due to unknown changes in local cconon-

federal governmcnit is not Included. ic conditions or to passage of the 41)-acre law on May 1,
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TABLE 8.
Number of Acres and Percent of Federal Public Land in the Project Area Entered per Year

by Residents, Nonresidents, and Eastern Speculatorsa

Residents Non-residents Speculators Total
Year Acres Percent Acres Percent Acres Percent Acres Percent

1818 240 0.1 320 .1 0 0 56) 0.2
1819 3520 1.1 4480 1.3 0 0 80(m) 2.4
1820 320 0.1 0 0.0 0 0 320 0.1
1821 320 0.1 0 0.0 0 0 320 0.1
1822 320 0.1 (1 0.0 0 0 320 0. 1
1823 1040 0.3 0 0.0 0 0 1040 0.3
1824 80 0.0 0 0.0 0 0 80 (.(0
1825 640 0.2 0 0.0 0 0 640 0.2
1826 640 0.2 160 0.0 0 0 8(X) 0.2
1827 2360 0.7 0 0.0 0 0 2360 0,7
1828 7520 2.3 480 0.1 0 0 8(XX) 2.4
1829 8880 2.7 640 0.2 0 0 9520 2.9
1830 18720 5.7 2120 0.6 0 0 20840 6.3
1831 23760 7.2 656(0 2.0 (1 0 30320 9.2
1832 15880 4.8 1560 0.5 0 0 17440 5.3
1833 112(X) 3.4 1840 0.5 0 0 13040 3.9
1834 10960 3.3 1080 (.3 0 0 12(040 3.6
1835 354W O 10.6 6880 2.1 34200 10.3 7648(0 23.0
1836 47720 14.3 15280 4.6 26520 8.0 89520 26.9
1837 6160 1.9 480 1.1 80 (.0 672(0 2.0
1838 1560 0.5 480 O. 1 80 0.0 2120 0.6
1839 2160 0.6 240 1. (1 ( 24(X) 0.7
1840 560 0.2 40 O. (1 0 600 (.2
1841 1280 0.4 40 0.0 0 0 13 (0 0.4
1842 280 (). 1 80 O.1 0 0 360 1.1
1843 281 0.1 (1 0. ( 0 0 280 0. 1
1844 520 0.2 80 0.0 80 0(0 680 (.2
1845 48( 0.1 80 0(.0 0 0 56(0 0.2
1846 360 0. 1 0 0.( 0 0 360 0. 1
1847 84 0 (.3 40 (M 0 0 880 (1.3
1848 1640 0.5 360 (.1 0 2(XX) 0.6
1849 2640 (.8 1160 0.3 0 (1 38(g) 1.1
1850 1520 (.5 520 (.2 0 0 2040 (.7
1851 4280 1.3 12(X) (.4 0 0 5480 1.7
1852 680 0.2 54(X) 1.6 0 0 6(080 1.8
1853 320 (1.1 160 0.0 0 ( 480 (). I
1854 600 (.2 0 0.0 0 0 6(M) 0.2
1855 2160 0.6 48(0 (1). 11 0 2640 0.7
1856 6() .2 120 0.0 1 ) 721 0.2
1857 1040 0.3 160 0.0 0 0 12(W) 0.4
1858 40 (.0 120 0.0 0 (4 160 0.0
1859 0 0.0 160 0.0 0 0 160 0.0
Total 219520 66.4 528(X) 15.3 60960 18.3 333280 I(1.0

'Does not include 1030 acres with unknown entry dates and 13.820 acres of school and swamp land ceded to the state.

1832, which reduced the minimum entry from 80 acres 40-acre parcels. However, the number of entrants also
to 40 acres. During the period July 1, 1830, to April 30. decreased, and perhaps the peak in sales in 1831. rather
1832, 50% of the individual entries by residents were than the drop in 1832, requires explanation.
80-acre parcels, while in the period May 1, 1832, to July The slight peaks in land sales in 1849 and 1851
30, 1835, 30% were 80-acre parcels and 4 1% were probably are the result of the military bounty land acts
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Figure 9. (Graph showing the numnber of persons making entries each year.

of 1847 and 1850, Military land warrants usually could be acres in the period 1818-1826 to 104 acres in the period
obtained for less than $1.25/acre (Gates 1942:)-',,._, which 1827-1834. The speculative years 1835-1836 showed a
served to lower the price of undesirable land in the slight increase in the size of first entries with an average
project area. Undesirable land was reduced fulrther in of 108 acres, but in the succeeding period 1837-1847 the
price by the (;raduation Act of 1854, and since all land in average size of first entries dropped to 60} acres. An
the project area had been offered for sale for more than increase during the period 1848-1858 to 108 acres proba-
301 years, the price of all remaining public land was bly was due to effects of the military bounty acts and the
reduced to 12.5c/acre. The effect of this price reduction Graduation Act. Table 10 also shows that the end of'the
can be seen in a slight rise in land sales in 1855. followed credit policy in 1820 had a noticeable effect on the size of
by the sale. in 18.59, of the last remaining piece of federal first entries by residents, with the average size decreas-
public land. ing from 296 acres in 1819 to 1018 acres in 1821. The

Assumiung that the time of the first land entry by effect of the 1832 law that reduced the minimum entry
residenits represents their arrival in the area, it is appar- from 80 to 40 acres is less noticeable. The average size of
ent from Table I10 that the major period of settlement a resident's first entry in 1831 was 1201 acres, in 1832 it
was from 1828 through 1836. The size of first entries by was 10X) acres, and in 1833 it was 88 acres. It is
residents decreased through time "- m an average of 164 interesting that the percent of land entered by residents
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TABLE 9. The project area differs from the Boon's Lick area
Number of Individuals Making Entries Each Year and land along the Mississippi River in that it had few if

in the Project Area any residents prior to the first land sales in 1818. Thus,
the time of first land entry probably is a good indicator

Eastern of the time of arrival in the area. The only resident in
Residents Nonresidents speculators All entrants 1818 may have been Jesse Burbridge, the only entrant to

Year (n = 1973) (n = 141) (n= 110) (n =2224) take advantage of preemption rights. A law passed on

1818 2 2 0 4 April 29, 1816, (Pete'r, lR4Sc:330) extended preemption
1819 11 18 0 29 rights to settlers in Mis, ning that those cultivat-
1820 2 0 0 2 ing and inhabiting land bei. it tirst was offered for sale
1821 3 0 0 3 could buy the quarter-section (160 acres) they occupied
1822 3 0 0 3 at a minimum price of S2/acre, thus avoiding bidding
1823 8 0 0 8 against others at public auction. Since preemption claims
1824 1 0 0 1 and the initial deposit had to be made before the first day
1825 5 01 0 51825 6 1 0of public sale, entry dates should indicate preemption1826 6 1 0 7

1827 16 0 (1 16 sales. Burbridge entered the northeast quarter of Section
1828 62 4 0 66 29inT54N, R7W on November 26, 1818, 12 days before
1829 64 7 0 71 the first public sale of land in the township. Although
1830 139 20 0 159 Burbridge may have been the first resident to enter land
1831 172 30 0 202 in the proj 'ct area, he did not remain long, since he does
1832 159 15 0 174 not appear in any of the poll books during the 18210s nor
1833 132 18 0 150 in the 1831) census. His land passed through an unrecord-
1834 130 16 0 146 ed transaction to James Underwood, who first appears
1835 314 46 62 422 in the 1840) census. Bur',ridge probably was the only
1836 379 64 45 488
1837 87 9 I 97 one to exercise preemption rights, since all other entry

1838 24 5 1dates for land in the project area fall on or after the first

1839 33 4 0 37 day of public sale (which varied depending on township

184) 11 1 1) 12 location; see above).
1841 17 1 0 18 )emand for !and in the project area was low when it
1842 3 2 0 5 was first offered for sale in 1818-1819, as demonstrated
1843 5 0 0 5 by the fact that only 1360 acres of the 333,360 acres
1844 7 2 1 10 available in the project area were sold at auction (purchased
1845 6 1 1 7 by three men at the April, 181), auction). This probably
1846 5 I) 5 5 was due to the remoteness of the region and its distance
1847 11 1 ) 11 from established routes along the Mississippi. Portions
1848 14 3 0 17 of the remainder of the lnd in the project area were sold
1849 25 10 0) 35 at the minimum price after the initial three-week auction
1850 1 4 0 23 period was over.
1852 ) 146 9) 2 It is apparent from Figure 7 that sales to nonresidents

1853 3 1 1) 4 followed a temporal pattern similar to that of residents,
1854 5 0 5 although at a much reduced scale. Nonresidents com-
1855 18 6 0 24 prised 18.1%/o of all entrants and entered 1.9% of the
1856 11 3 0 13 land in the project area. The only years when sales to
1857 5 2 0 7 nonresidents exceeded those to residents were 181) and
1858 I 3 1) 4 1852. This is to be expected for 1819 since, as noted
1859 I 0 1 above, there were few persons in the area; most sales

were made to residents of the St. Louis area where the
land office was located. However, as Table 8 shows,
almost half (44%) the land sold in 1819 vas entered by

that was part of a first entry dropped below 50% for the people who later became residents of the project area.
first time in 1835. This indicates that the majority of laud The other year when sales to nonresidents exceeded
entcied by residents during the speculative period sales to residents was in 1852. This is due to the large
1835-1836 represented secondary entries by already amount (4480 acres) of land granted to the Hannibal and
established residents, rather than the arrival of new St. Joseph Railroad to help finance its construction. It is
settlers. probable that the railroad did not realize much financial
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TABLE 10.

Number of Residents Making First Entries, Number of Acres in First Entries,
Total Number of Acres Entered, Percent of Area Entered That Was Part of First Entry,

and Mean Size in Acres of First Entries by Year

Number first Acres first Acres all Percent first Mean
Year entrants entries entries entry size

1818 2 240 240 IX).0 120
1819 10 2960 352) 84.1 296
1820 2 320 320 100.0 160
1821 3 320 320 10W.) 108
1822 3 320 320 100. 108
1823 7 800 1040 76.9 116
1824 1 80 80 100.0 80
1825 4 560 640 87.5 140
1826 6 640 640 100. () 107
1827 15 228) 2360 96.6 152
1828 58 6560 7520 87.2 113
1829 42 5560 888) 62.6 132
1830 107 12360 18720 66.0 116
1831 110 13040 23760 54.9 120
1832 96 9440 15880 59.4 1 0
1833 76 6720 11200 60.0 88
1834 84 648) 1096(0 59.1 76
1835 175 15480 3540) 43.7 88
1836 181 23(080 4772) 48.4 128
1837 40 2600 6160 42.2 64
1838 14 880 156) 56.4 64
1839 18 1)o)o 2160 46.3 56
184) 7 280 560 50.0 40
1841 7 4)) 1280 31.3 56
1842 2 120 28) 42.9 60
1843 3 160 28 57.1 52
1844 4 240 520 46.2 60
1845 3 240 480 50.0 8
1846 1 40 36) 11.1 40
1847 3 120 840 14.3 44)
1848 8 1160 1640 70.7 144
1849 13 12)) 2640 45.5 92
185) 8 76) 152) 544.) 96
1851 21 1684) 4280 39.3 80
1852 5 364 68) 52.9 72
1853 3 32) 32) 1). ()0 1)8
1854 3 40)0 600 66.7 132
1855 11 1560 2160 72.2 140
1856 3 2(9) 60) 33.3 68
1857 3 88) 1040 84.6 292
1858 1 40 40 1)0.)) 40
1859 4) 4) 4).)) )

benefit, since the land it received had remained unsold 60,96) acres in the project area. Thus, 6 .7 % of all
since 1819. The value of the railroad land was reduced entrants were Eastern speculators. who entered 18 .3 %
further by the Graduation Act of 1854. of the land in the project area. The majority of entries by

Entries by Eastern speculators (not included in the Eastern speculators were made on only eight days in the
nonresident group discussed above) were confined al- year from August 31, 1835, to August 31, 1836. This
most entirely to the years 1835 and 1836. A total of 104 may be due to the use of the same land agent in Palmyra
speculators from the states of Pennsylvania, New York, who made entries for all his clients on the same days.
New Jersey, and Connecticut (see Table 11) entered The above discussion has summarized the total amount
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TABLE 11. high mean for the first period is in part due to the large
Counties of Residence of Eastern Speculators' entry of one man who bought 1440 acres; without this

individual the mean drops to 208 acres). The increase in
Number of the mean after 1826 can be attributed to improving
speculators economic conditions, while the drop in the mean after

State County/town (n = 10 4)b 1832 probably represents the influence of the 40-acre

New York New York 56 law. This was followed by an increase in the mean
New York Saratoga I during the speculative year of 1835-1836 and a marked
Pennsylvania Bucks I decline during the succeeding depression. Increases after
Pennsylvania Canonsburg 1 1847 and 1854 reflect effects of the military bounty acts
Pennsylvania Philadelphia 23 and the Graduation Act.
Pennsylvania Pittsburgh 7 The statistics on public land entries discussed above
New Jersey Essex I represent only land sold directly by the federal govern-
New Jersey Morris 2r ment and do not include school lands, swamp lands,New Jersey Mrhi 2 and transactions between individuals. Sections 16 inNew Jersey Rahway I
Connecticut Hartford 4 each congressional township were reserved for support
Massachusetts Pittsfield I of schools at the local level, and titles to these lands were

given to the state, which in turn delegated responsibility
"Based on patent iuktormation. for their sale to the counties. The county usually
i s three of unknown origin, appointed a commissioner of township school lands

who conducted an auction of land in each Section 16 on
of land sold by year to various groups (residents, dates set by the county court. Thus, land in Section 16
nonresidents, and Eastern speculators). Table 12 summa- was not available for purchase until several years after
rizes data on the average amount of land entered by formation of a county government. In Monroe County,
individual residents during 1) time periods that were sales of township school lands during the 1830s were
chosen to correlate with changes in land laws, economic made as follows (MCCR A:5, 63, 298, 312, 354): T54N,
conditions, and with census years. The mean amount of R8W June 1831; T54N, R9W August 1833; T55N,
land entered by a resident during all time periods RIOW February 1836; T54N, R8W May 1836; T55N,
combined was 189 acres, slightly more than a quarter- R8W May 1836; T56N, RIOW August 1836. It is
section. The means for the 1) time periods show the probable that Section 16 land in T54N, RIOW was sold
effect of land laws and :coiiomic conditions on individu- in 1831, and that land in Section 16, T53N, R8W was
al purchasers. The combination of the cash-only policy sold in 1836, judging by state patent dates (the dates
and the depression of the early 1820s had the most of these sales were not recorded). The concentration
marked effect on the amount of land entered by an of sale dates during 1836 indicates that county officials
individual, with the mean dropping from 300 to 124 were well aware of economic conditions and took
acres per person after 1821) (it should be noted that the advantage of the boom in land speculation that occurred

that year. The appearance of Section 16 land in T54N,
R8W, in sales of both 1831 and 1836, indicates that the
entire section was not sold in 1831 and that the remain-

TABLE 12. ing land was again offered in 1836. This is confirmed by
Mean Amount of Land Entered by Residents patent dates. The 1836 sales were successful, since all

During Ten Time Periods school land in T54N, R8W, T55N, R8W, and T55N.
RIOW was reported sold by August, 1836 (MCCR

Number of Mean Number A:356). No sale dates arc available for Rails County,
Period Entrants of Acres but judging by patent dates, it is probable that sections

1- 1-18to 6-30-20 13 300 16 in T55N, 116W, and in T54N. R7W were sold during
7- 1-20 to 8- 7-26 21 124 the 1830s, probably during 1836. School lands in the
8- 8-26 to 6-30-30 163 152 other two Rails County townships in the project area,
7- 1-30 to 4-30-32 278 152 together with lands in the northern part of Monroe
5- 1-32 to 7-30-35 408 1() County and in Shelby County, were not sold until at
7-31-35 to 7-31-36 462 134 least the 1840s. Most purchasers of school land appear to
8- 1-36 to 6-30-4) 261 84 have been established residents of the area with farm-
7- I-40)to 2-10-47 46 742-11-47 to 8-13-547 422 74 steads adjacent to sections 16. A few were residents of8- 4-54 to 12-31-59 33 116 towns in the project area or were wealthier residentswith land in other parts of the area who probably
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bought school land as a speculative investment, caused them to judge the quality of soils by the kinds
Tracts determined to be swamp land by state swamp and sizes of trees characteristic of an area. Referring to

land commissioners also were ceded to the state by the Kentucky and Tennessee in 1802, Michaux (1904:228)
federal government. Most of this land was sold after reported that:
185(4 at auction by the state for a few cents an acre. All1850 atucson bdhe state folan fewonts n t proect AIn these two states they appreciate the fertility of the land by
6240 acres of declared swamp land found in the project the different species of trees that grow there: thus when they
area were ill Monroe County. Dates of sale are unknown. announce the sale of an estate, they take care to specify the

particular species of trees peculiar to its various parts. which
is a sufficient index for the purchaser.

Flint (1970, 11:174) noted that "trees which indicate the
SPATIAL PATTERNING IN richest soil, are everywhere abundant" in the Bluegrass

LAND ENTRIES: region. Fortescue Cuming (1904:16), traveling down the
THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT Ohio River in 1807, commented on tree size: "The

appearance of the timber since we passed Little Sandy,
indicated the soil to be not so rich as above that river, it

The question of how settlers chose available tracts of being of a much smaller growth."
land is a complex one. Obviously, characteristics of Given this forest-biased perception of the environ-
both the physical and social environment were important. ment, avoidance of prairies could be predicted. The case
Here, the concern is with what physical characteristics of the Kentucky Barrens, a treeless grass-covered area in
of the land were perceived as desirable by prospective south-central Kentucky, confirms this prediction.
settlers. Data on this subject come from narrative Michaux (1904:220) encountered only 18 houses in 65
accounts, map analysis, and statistical analysis. miles of road while crossing the Barrens in 1802. The

Kentucky legislature, endeavoring to overcome the for-
est bias, offered 400 acres free to every man who would

Narrative Accounts become an actual settler in the Barrens (Flint 19704,
11:17). Flint (1970, 11:17) reported that the grassy Bar-

When the first settlers arrived in Kentucky, they rens afforded "fine range for cattle" but that "so much
found "a kind of open forest; in which the lawns were of the land was incapable of clearing and cultivation
tangled with cane, and other luxuriant vegetation, and from a variety of causes, that the range will probably
grass" (Flint 1970 11:208). Francois Michaux, a French remain unimpaired for a long time."
botanist who traveled through the Bluegrass region of Jordan (1964:206) sought to test the hypothesis that
Kentucky in 1802, nwoed that there was little "herbage' southerners from Kentucky and Virginia in the Old
between trees and that trees wcrc far enough apart that Northwest before 183) avoided prairies because of (,I)
"a stag may be sccn a hundred or a hundred and fifty the absence of timber for construction, fuel, and fencing:
fathoms of& (Michaux 190 4:231). Areas between trees (I)) the lack of surface water sources and (c) the difficulty
originally were covered with an evergreen cane or reed of breaking sod. Both Jordan (1964:2)8) and McManis
up to eight fcct in height (Michaux 1904:231). The (1964:38) believe that the major objection to prairies was
park-like nature of the Bluegrass region was described lack of timber rather than a belief in the infertility of
by Timothy Flint (19704. 11:174-17): Trees were "pro- prairie soils. Jordan (1964:216) concluded, on the basis
,niscuously arranged for the effect of a pleasure ground." of narrative sources describing settlement, that mixed
seemingly "having been transplanted to the places. vegetation areas (where timber and prairie intcrdigitatcd)
which they occupy." were preferred by people of varied origins (not just

Since emigrants from the Bluegrass region of Ken- southerncrs). There was often an extensive transition
tucky likely sought land with a similar environient, the zone between forest and prairie where trees were widely
above description of the region is necessary in order to spaced and sod was not as thick as in the center of large
undcrstaid decisions about land purchases madc by prairies. Thus, cultivation could be carried out without
cemigrants from the Bluegrass who camie to northeast laborious tree clearing or expensive sod breaking. Most
Missouri. As lrooktield (1969:53) has noted, "decision- accounts studied by Jordan (1964:212) state that houses
makers operating iii an ii environient base their decisions were located in the woods on the edge orthe prairie and
on the environment as they- perceive it. not as it is." that crops were grown in the prairie.
Environncntil pcrccptioi is based oin cultural back- McManis (1964:70), who used land purchase records,
ground, on available technology. and on previois experi- as well as narrative sources, studied settlement locations
cncc %ith sinlilar environnienits. in Illinois and concluded that timber sold earlier than

Ihc wood-oricnM'd technology (see Chapter 3) and prairie and that prairie near tim ber sold earlier than
forest cnvlron ictt it settlers froni the upper South prairie center. ()nllv prairie margins had bCC Settled 1y
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the 1830s and prairies were used as an adjunct to timber soils, abound in these regions: and they are nearly as fertile as
settlement. Houses were located in the timber and the the bottoms of the Missouri. or the Mississipp [Flint 1970,

prairie edge was cultivated and used for pasture (McManis 11:61

1964:86). McManis attributes the avoidance of prairies However, Flint was equally enthusiastic about the prai-
to an unwillingness to give up the traditional wood- ries in Missouri which
oriented technology for substitutes such as brick or sod has lands already fit for the plough. sufficient, it is believed.
houses, hedges, coal fuel, and wells. Prairies may have to produce wheat enough for whole nations. Prairies of

hundreds of thousands of acres of first rate wheat lands
been more favorably perceived by northerners than by covered with grass, and perfectly free from shrubs and
southerners, since the first prairie edge settlements ill bushes, invite the plough [Flint 1970. 11:681
Illinois consisted mostly of "Yankees and foreigners"
and early records show that most sod breaking was Lewis Beck, writing in 1823, apparently favored tim-
carried out by northerners (McManis 1964:92, 94). bcred bottomland:

Timber clearing was hard work but could be accom- On the banks of the Mississippi and Salt River. are several
plished by means of family labor. Sod breaking usually extensive and fertile bottoms, which arc frequently covered

with a heavy growth of timber, and afford every inducementrequired cash to hire a sod-breaking specialist who had to the agriculturalist I Beck 1823:243-2441.
the necessary equipment and animals. Breaking teams in
the 1830s consisted of three to six yoke of oxen hitched Referring specifically to Salt River, Beck (1823:315) states
to a pair of cart wheels and a plow with a 14 foot beam thla: "The lands on its borders are generally fertile;
and an iron share weighing 60 to 125 pounds. These occasionally, however, the prairies are very extensive,
teams could plow from one to two acres per day and the particularly near its headwaters." However, a negative
cost was S1.50-S4/acrc, more than the purchase price of factor was that "the banks of Salt River have always
the land (SI.25/acre from the federal government) been considered unhealthy" (Beck 1823:315). Beck and
(McManis 1964:52: Poolcy 1908:544-545). Usually only Flint, writing in the 1820s, discussed timber and prairie
northerners had the necessary capital (McManis 1964:94). zones but did not mention prairie edges. However,
In Missouri the availability ofslave labor may have been James Flint (1904:130), quoting hearsay about Missouri
considered in decisions to clear timber rather than to land sales at St. Louis in 1819, states that: "The most
break prairie sod. advantageous purchases are considered to be those on

Earlier studies tend to confirm Jordan's (1964) opin- the edges of prairies, with a part of the open land, and a
ion about the desirability of prairie edges. Pooley's part of the woods."
study of the settlement of southern Illinois showed that Prairie edge locations were discussed in the 1830s
large prairies were avoided by pioneers from Kentucky with reference to the project area in a gazeteer of
and Tennessee but that prairie edges were favored, the Missouri (Wetmore 1837) and in a letter written by a
usual strategy being to build a cabin at the edge of the settler. The Gazete'er ofthe State oftAlissouri, published in
timber and fence part of the prairie for cultivation 1837, states that the timber to prairie ratio in Monroe
(Poolcy 11 08:324). Thus, small prairies were "subjugated" County was two to one and that "this is more than a
and "cvery man could, figuratively speaking, keep his sufficient quantity of timber for the cultivation of all the
back to the timber and his attention on the prairie" prairie" (Wetmore 1837:120). A letter written in 1831 by
(Poolcy 1908:324). Bidwell and Falconer (1925:267-269) Richard 1). Powers, an emigrant of Grecnup County,
state that oak openings and small prairies in Ohio, Kentucky, who bought land west of Florida in the fall of
Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri were settled in the 1830s 1830, provides rare information about land purchasing
but that open prairies were avoided, since the ideal was strategies. Powers bought an 80-acre tract with a cabin,
to have timber for fuel, a water source, and the prairie a loom house, a stable, cribs, and 18 acres already
edge for tillage and pasture. cleared and fenced, for S300. He also bought an adjacent

)escriptions of environmental preferences for early 80 acres for S250 and entered another 160 acres for S200.
settlement in Missouri are few. Timothy Flint, dcscrib- For a cash outlay of S750, he had a 320 acre tract with
ing Missouri in 1828, mentioned "extensive tracts of improvements already made. Of the 320 acres, 60-80
that fine kind of timbered upland alluvion, which acres were prairie and the rest woodland with oak, black
constitutes the finest central portions of Kentucky" walnut, honey locust, chn, cherry, sugar tree, blue ash,
(1970). 11:65) around Belleville and the Boon's Lick and hackbcrry in large quantities. Powers considered
settlement. Smaller tracts of this kind of land could be this to be high quality land, with very black, loose,
fouid throughout the state: strong soil, of considerable depth. It is remarkable that

all the trees listed by Powers, with the exception of oak
eluv nds bear. Lkc thoe wthey are surmounted with grape and sugar trees, appear in Michaux's list of trees denot-

vinc, and arc frec from underbrush. The graccful pawpaw. ing first class land in Kentucky in 1802 (Michaux
the pcrsimmnii and the wild cherry tree. all denoting rich 1904:229).
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The narrative accounts summarized above have dis- by other settlers. The fact that Powers had $750 in cash
cussed settlement in timber and prairie zones in general to spend on land indicates that he was part of a wealthy
terms. However, the environment of the project area minority. Indeed, in 1840 Powers ranked twenty-fifth in
should not be treated so simplistically. While the prairie wealth out of 647 land entrants (see Chapter 5 for
area tended to be a fairly undifferentiated level upland method of computation). In order to study the land entry
surface, significant variation occurred within the timber decisions of all settlers in the project area in terms of the
zone in terms of slope, topographic features, and tree hypotheses discussed above, a statistical approach that
density. At the edges of the level upland prairie zone quantifies data on entries made by individuals in terms
there was a narrow band of sloping prairie (5-14% of entry date and environmental variables can be
slope), which at a slightly lower elevation became mixed employed. However, before statistical analysis of spatial
timber-prairie slopes (also 5-14%). Density of trees data is carried out, it is useful to have a visual display of
greater than seven inches in diameter averaged 25-50/ha such data in map form.
in this transition zone (Warren 1976, 1982). This means
trees were about 14-20 m apart. Below this zone a
denser forest began, with tree densities of 50-75/ha Map Analysis
(about 11-14 m apart). Topographic features in this
forest zone include moderate slopes (5-14%), steep Two maps of land entries were made: one for 1830
slopes (14-30%), ridgetops, and at lower elevations, and one for 1840. The 1830 map (Figure 10) shows the
high terraces, low terraces, and bottomlands along location of first land entries made by 196 individuals
rivers. Terraces and bottomlands generally have slopes who appear in the 1830 census or in the 1820s poll
of less than 5%. There also were small areas of prairie books, or who died before 1830. Only the first land
terraces and prairie bottonlands that comprised less entry of each individual was mapped, both to simplify
than 3% of the project area. Upland and lowland prairie the map and to show inferred house locations, since it
soils comprised about 39% of the project area in Ralls was assumed that houses would be located on the first
and Monroe counties. land purchase made by residents. Support for this

Knowledge of the environment of the Bluegrass assumption comes from the fact that of 301 locations of
region of Kentucky and the environment of the project houses known to date to the initial period of settlement.
area, combined with knowledge of choices made by 27 are located on first purchases. A distinction must be
settlers from the upper South in similar environments in made between first purchase and first entry. Entry refers
other parts of the Midwest, allows hypotheses to be to land obtained from the federal government, while a
proposed for testing in the project area. It is hypothe- purchase can be made from the federal government (aii
sized that settlers of the project area selected a timber entry) or from another individual. Thus, 4 of the 27
location for their house, and that a significant number of house locations mentioned above were on first purchas-
these houses were located in the timber-prairie transi- cs but not on first entries, since the first purchase the
tion zone, not only for the advantages of cultivation and individual made was from another individual rather
pasture outlined above, but also because tree density in than an entry from the federal government. The 1830
this zone probably was similar to that of the Kentucky map shows first entries rather than first purchases for
Bluegrass region. The few known locations of houses each individual, except in a few cases where title search-
dating to the initial period of settlement in the project cs we're carried out among the county deed records,
area allow a more specific hypothesis to be formulated: allowing identification of first purchases that were not
that houses should be located on timbered ridge tops entries. Time constraints prevented this being done for
and timibered moderate (5-149/, percent) slopes. Of 24 everyone in the 1830 census; thus, it is not known what
known early house sites in Monroe County. 14 (58"o) percentage of first entries are also first purchases. but if
were located in this environmental zone. If it is assumed the sample provided by the known house locations is
that subsequent entries by residents were made for the any indication, it probably was quite high.
purpose of increasing land for cultivation and pasture, it First entries for 1830 residents were plotted on a base
can be hypothesized that later entries by an individual map of the project area that shows streams and the
will expand downward to include level terraces and timber-prairie boundary as mapped by the GLO survey-
upward to include prairie-edge and prairie tracts. ors in 1817 and 1818 (Figure 10). Inspection of the map

Although observations by travelers and authors of shows that only one first entry is located entirely in the
gazeteers are useful in forniulating hypotheses. they do prairie and that there arc 36 first entries that contain both
not provide information about actual settlement loca- timber and prairie. In addition, 34 first entries located
tion decisions made by settlers in the project area. The entirely in timber were close enough to the prairie edge
Powers letter is an exception but it is unique and may such that a subsequent adjacent purchase of 8(0 acres
not be representative of the hundreds of decisions made would have included prairie. Thus 71 (36.20/) of the 190
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Figure 10. Map of the first land entries made by residents of the project area appearing in the 1830
census, in the 1820s Rails County poll books, or who died before 1830.

settlers mapped in 1830 were in a position to make use the 1840 census but who gave Rails or Monroe counties
of the prairie, while 125 (63 .8 %) were located in timber- as their place of residence on a patent (federal deed). A
only areas. total of 840 first entries makes up these two categories,

First entries made by residents before 1840 can be of which 583 (69%) were first entries of persons appear-
divided into two categories: those made by individuals ing in the 1840 census. The other 257 first entries were
appearing in the 1840 census (a further requirement was probably made by persons who moved away before the
that the first entry had to be located in the civil township 1840 census was taken or who were not heads of
of residence of the individual as given in the census), and household in 1840 (the 1840 census only gives names of
those made prior to 1840 by individuals not appearing in household heads). Only first entries made by persons
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Figure 11. Map of the first land entries made by residents of the projcct area listed in the 1840
census.

listed in the 1840 census are shown on the 1840 map it is apparent that both settlement strategies mentioned
(Figure 11). in the narrative accounts, timber-only and timber-

The 1840 pattern of first entries of residents in prairie locations, were being implemented in the project
relation to timber-prairie boundaries is a continuation of area, with timber-only locations being more popular.
thc trend begun in 1830. Of the 583 first entries of There was a slight increase in the popularity of timber-
persons appearing in the 1840 census, only 1 7(2.9%) are prairie locations between 1830 and 1840.
located entirely in prairie. There are 161 (27.6%) first
entries that include both timber and prairie and an
additional 101 (17.3%) within half a mile of prairie, Statistical Analysis
making a total of 262 (44.9%/) settlers who probably had
access to prairie land. This is an increase of 8.7% over In order to study land entry decisions in relation to
the 1830 figure for prairie access. Thus, if first entries environmental variables in more detail, a multiple regres-
made by residents are representative of house locations, sion was carried out, with the number of days a tract of
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land remained unsold as the dependent variable and a Sciences multiple regression program. In a preliminary
series of environmental dimensions as the independent run using all cases it was established that there were
variables. Time was made the dependent variable under statistically significant differences among the popula-
the assumption that tracts having preferred environmen- tions defined above. Since significant differences were
tal dimensions would be sold earlier than others having found, separate multiple regression analyses could be
less preferred environmental dimensions. Four cnviron- carried out for each population. Multiple regression
mental dimensions that vary with soil series and that are produces a coefficient (beta) for significant variables.
thought to have been significant to early nineteenth- Magnitudes of beta are not comparable because of
century pioneer agriculturists were used to create 26 differences in standard error, but the sign of b.tas of
environmental classes by using a paradigmatic classifi- variables found to be significant conveys the necessary
cation to order the soil series in terms of values of the information. In this case, a significant negative beta for
environmental dimensions. The four environmental di- an environmental class indicates earlier entry of tracts
mensions are slope, vegetation, topography, and drainage, with that class and a significant positive beta indicates
Table 13 lists the attributes of each dimension. Combina- later entry for that class. Betas significant at the .05 level
tions of those attributes that occur in the project area for first entries of residents are shown in Table 15, for

subsequent entries by residents in Table 16, and for
nonresidents in Table 17.

TABLE 13. The environmental classes (which represent combina-
tions of attributes of environmental dimensions shown

Attributes of Environmental Dimensions Used in Table 13) that are associated with earlier first land
in the Multiple Regression Analysis entries of residents are EC 1, EC 5, EC 17, EC 18, and

I)imcnsion Attributes EC 25. However, EC 1 (tinmbcr-prairic bottoms) and EC
25 (mined land) each occupy only 0.1% of the project

Slope I 0- 5% (level or gentle slope) area. Thus, although statistically significant, their rarity
2 5-I4)/o (moderate slope) in the project area indicates they contribute little to the
3 l4-30I (sner p riope) overall pattern. Of more interest are EC 5, EC 17, and

Vegetation 1 Timber-prairie EC 18, which are level timbered high terraces, timber-
2 Timber
3 Prairie prairie moderate slopes, and timbered ridge tops andPraire (rmoderate slopes, respectively. Environmental classes

Topography Botto(s associated with later first entries are EC 3. EC 13. EC

2 Low terraces 14, EC 15, and EC 22. EC 3 (timbered bottoms) and EC
3 High terraces 13 (prairie high terraces) are relatively rare, occupying
4 Slopes and ridgctops 0.3% and 0.4%, respectively, of the project area. EC 14,
5 Level uplands EC 15. and EC 22, however, occupy a significant

l)ramage I Moderately well drained; moderately well portion of the project area (Table 14) and represent level
to well drained upland prairie (EC 14 and 15) and steep timbered slopes

2 Somewhat poorly to moderately well (E: 22).
drained: well drained Results of the multiple regression analysis of first

r edrained entries of residents show that (a) moderate slopes and

4 Poorly drained ridge tops in the timber and timber-prairie zone, along
5 Very poorly drained with level timbered high terraces, were preferred loca-tions for settlement and 0'b) level upland prairie and steep

timbered slopes were avoided. This confirms the general
hypothesis proposed above: that house locations (as

were used to group the soil series for Monroe, Shelby represented by first land entries of residents) were
(Watson 1979), and RaIls (unpublished data from the located either in timber or near the timber-prairie
Soil Conservation Service) counties to create the 26 boundarv. The more specific hypothesis that houses
environmental classes used in the multiple regression wcre located on timbered moderate slopes and ridge
(Table 14). Separate multiple regressions were carried tops is supported but not confirmed, since houses could
out for each of three populations of land entrants: Jdso have been located in the timber-prairie zone or on
Eastern speculators, nonresidents, and residents. Entries timbered high terraces.
made by residents were further divided into the first Multiple regression results for subsequent entries (all
entry made by each individual, and subsequent entries. entries made after the first entry by each individual) by

Multiple regression was carried out by R. )uncan residents (Table 16) are not as clear-cut as for first entries
Mitchell using the Statistical Package for the Social (Table 15). Only one environmental class, EC 19. is
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TABLE 14.

Environmental Classes Used in the Multiple Regression Analysis and
Percent of Project Area They Occupy"

Environmental Attributes Soil Series Percent
S V T D

I1 1 1 2 Cedargap 0.1
2 1 2 1 1 Fatima, Kickapoo 2.7
3 1 2 1 3 Belknap 0.3
4 1 2 2 4 Moniteau 0.5
5 1 2 3 4 Auxvasse, Marion 1.8
6 1 2 4 3 Calwoods 1.9
7 1 2 2 5 Piopolis 6.4
8 1 3 1 4 Blackoar, Chequest 0.7
9 1 3 1 5 Wabash 0.1

10 1 3 2 3 Arbela 0.5
11 1 3 3 1 Vigar 0.1
12 1 3 3 3 Gifford 1.2
13 1 3 3 4 Chariton 0.4
14 1 3 5 3 Mexico, Kilwinning 16.3
15 1 3 5 4 Putnam 12.2
16 2 1 4 1 Gara 0.1
17 2 1 4 2 Armstrong 10.2
18 2 2 4 1 Keswick, Gosport, Weller, Winfield 15.1
19 2 2 4 2 Menfro 0.1
20 2 2 4 3 Gorin 4.3
21 2 3 4 3 Leonard, Sampsel 10.8
22 3 2 4 2 Goss, Lindley 13.1
23 3 4 4 3 Rockland 0.7
24 River, lake 0. 1
25 Mine or quarry 0.1
26 No data 0.2

'See Table 13 for definition of attributes.

associated with earlier entries, while seven environmen- those of residents. Timbered ridges and moderate slopes
tal classes are associated with later entries. EC 19 is the (EC 18) and the timber-prairie transition zone (EC 17)
same as EC 18 (timbered moderate slopes and ridge are again associated with earlier entries, while upland
tops) except for a slight difference in drainage charac- prairie (EC 1) and timbered steep slopes (EC 22) are
teristics. It will be recalled that EC 18 was associated again associated with later entries. l)iffercnccs between
with early first entries. However, EC 19 occupies only residents and nonresidents are confined to environmen-
0. 1 % of the project area. Environmental classes associat- tal classes that comprise only a small proportion of the
ed with later subsequent entries arc EC 3. EC 7, EC 9, project area. The only difference between early first
EC 13, EC 14, EC 15, and EC 21. These are timbered entries of residents and entries of nonresidents is in the
bottoms and low terraces, prairie bottoms and high substitution of EC 4 (timbered low terraces) for EC 5
terraces, upland prairie slopes (prairie edge), and level (timbered high terraces). It appears then, that nonresi-
upland prairie. The lack of significant environmental dents had a similar land entry strategy to that of
classes associated with early subsequent entries may residents. This may be because they intended to become
indicate a lack of shared strategies or preferences for residents when they made the land entry or because they
subsequent purchases. However, the fact that certain intended to resell to actual residents. It is probable that at
kinds of bottoms, terraces, and the prairie edge were late least some of these nonresidents lived near the project
subsequent entries leads to rejection of the hypothesis area in Hannibal and Palmyra (where the land office was
that terraces And prairie edges would be preferred for located) and were able to personally evaluate some of the
subsequent entries for cultivation and pasture. land they entered.

Results of the multiple regression analysis for nonresi- I)rainage, which has not been mentioned so far in
dents (Table 17) indicate land entry patterns similar to discussing the environmental classes, does not appear to
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TABLE 15. relatively few land entries. The second period represents
Multiple Regression Coefficients (Beta) for the major period of land cntries and settlement. The

First Land Entries of Residents' short third period was characterized by land speculation
and the fourth period represents disposal of the remaining,

Environmental Standard presumably poorest, land. No formal data for these
class Beta5  error multiple regressions arc presented because of extremely

1 -247 102 low R2 values (to be discussed below). Results arc taken
3 311 101 to be suggestive only of possible trends. The first part of
5 -86 33 the first period is characterized by a preference for

13 98 43 timbered ridge tops and gentle slopes (EC 6), while the
14 57 16 timber-prairie transition zone (EC 17) shows up late in
15 222 17 the first period. At the beginning of the second period,
17 -64 13 timbered moderate slopes and ridge tops (EC 18) and
18 -78 13 the timber-prairie transition zone (EC 17) arc significant.
22 37 17 At the end of the second period (when 56% of all land in
25 -547 174 the category of first entries by residents had been sold)

-"p--.05 upland prairie first appears (EC 14), along with low
"R2 

= .14 terraces (EC 7 and 10) and timbered bottomland (EC 2).

have been a significant environmental dimension, For TABLE 17.
instance, EC 5 is a timbered high terrace with poor Multiple Regression Coefficients (Beta) for
drainagc and EC 13 i a prairie high terrace with poor Land Entries of Nonresidents"
drainage, but EC 5 is associated with earlier first entries
of residents and EC 13 is associated with later first Environmental Standard
entries of residents. EC 4 (timbered low terraces) also class Beta' error
has poor drainage but is associated with early entries of 1 -808 289
nonresidents. Since environmental classes with good 3 307 67
drainage characteristics arc also associated with early 4 -236 106
entries, drainage appears to have had little effect on the 9 768 378
multiple regression results. 11 387 117

In order to study trends through time, separate 15 65 20
multiple regressions for first entries by residents were 17 -220 27
carried out for each of four time periods: 1818-1826, 18 -187 29

1827-1834, 1835-1836, and 1837-1858. The first period 22 99 32
20 160 6 595

represents a time of familiarization with the area and

"'R
2 = .15

TABLE 16.
Multiple Regression Coefficients (Beta) for In the third period, EC 14, EC 17, and EC 18 continue.

Subsequent Land Entries of Residentsa and both timber and prairie high terraces first appear. In

Environ mental Standard period four, timbered moderate slopes are no longer
class Beta" error represented. while timbered high and low terraces and

upland prairie continue to be represented. The analysis
3 38)v 02 of first entries by periods indicates that it may be
7 32 14 possible to place the environmental classes identitfied as
9 387 69 being associated with early entries, by the anah'sis otall

13 2114 13 first entries, together ii a temporal sequence beginning
14 31 13tmoa euec einn
15 230 14 with timbered ridge tops and gentle slopes, followed by

19 -7-o 178 the timber-prairic transition zone. timbered ridge tops

21 71 14 and moderate slopes, and tinallv. timbered high terraces.
A final group of entries requiring discussion is that

15 of Eastern speculators. These entries occurred ol]\"
"R- = 1, during a one-year period during 1835 and 1830. A plot
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of Eastern speculators' entries was made on a base map TABLE 18.
of the project area (not presented here), which showed Multiple Regression Coefficients (Beta) for
that these entries were concentrated in the eastern part of Land Entries of Eastern Speculatorsa
the project area and occurred in both timber and prairie.
Eastern speculators (or their local agents) preferred to Environmental Standard
purchase in large contiguous blocks 2, and there were class Betah error
more of these available in the eastern part of the project 2 -7 2
area in 1835. Most Eastern speculator entries in timber 3 -29 12
were made in T55N, R7W, which had the highest 4 73 6
proportion of timbered steep slopes (EC 22) of any 10 45 21
congressional township in the project area. As noted 12 60 10
above, residents avoided timbered steep slopes. EC 22 13 -58 12
occupied 25.3% of T55N, R7W and only 12.3% of 15 4 1
T54N, RIOW, which had no speculator entries. As can 20 -8 422 -7
be seen in Figures 10 arid 11, the maps of first entries by 24 -77 18

residents, T54N, R IOW, was a locus of dense settlement, 26 -17 6

while first entries by residents in T55N, R7W were

sparse. Thus, the only large tracts of timber still avail- jp<. 05

able for entry in 1835 by Eastern speculators were those "R2 = .16

with a large proportion of steep slopes that had been
avoided by residents.

The Eastern speculator group was the only one that federal public land at S1.25 or less per acre was almost
entered large amounts of central upland prairie. As can gone. Most speculator land sold to residents at this time
be seen in Figure 10, most large expanses of open was upland prairie and sold for S3-4.50/acre. One tract
prairie occurred in the eastern part of the project area. of prairie that was not sold until 1864, went for Sl0/acrc.
Entries by Eastern speculators were composed of large Sales of timbered land held by speculators were compara-
blocks of prairie in the southeastern part of the project tively rare during this period and when sold, land was
area, in the prairie cast of the South Fork, and in the valued at S2.50/acre. Thus, although speculators were
prairie along the northcontral edge of the project area. trying to follow the same strategy as local residents in
Much of the prairie between the North Fork and Indian entering timbered land, they were not able to evaluate
Creek was designated swamp land, which precluded other characteristics of the land, such as slope, and
entry through the federal land office (see previous ended up owning a lot of timbered steep slopes that had
section of this chapter). been avoided by residents and that never became valu-

Multiple regression also was carried out for entries able land. After most of this timbered land had been
of Eastern speculators, even though the maximum time entered, Eastern speculators began to enter large tracts of
between entries was only a year (Table 18). Because of upland prairie that did become more valuable when the
this short time period, few significant results were technology (such as steel plows) to exploit it became
expected. However, it was found that Eastern spccula- available.
tors (or their agents) also preferred timbered land. Steep Although the results of multiple regression analysis
timbered slopes (E(: 22) and timbered bottomland (EC produced combinations of attributes of environmental
2 and EC 3) were associated with early entries, and dimensions that were associated significantly with early
upland prairie (EC 15) and prairie terraces (EC 101 and or late entries for various groups, it is important to note
EC 12) wcrc associated with later entries. Although that the R2 values arc rather low, ranging from .14 to.16.
speculators appear to have preferred timbered land, it The R2 value is a measure of the percent of variance
was the prairie land that in the long run became more explained by the multiple regression, Low R2 values
valuable, as an unsystematic sample of resale values of usually indicate that other variables not included in the
speculators' land shows. Most speculators were not able analysis arc affecting the data. However, before consider-
to sell their land to local residents until the 1850s. when ing other variables, it should be pointed out that the use

ot the amount of time a tract of land remained unsold as
the dependent variable rests on the assumption that land
with preferred environmental characteristics was en-
tered earlier than other land. This, in turn. assumes that
entrants had knowledge of the environmental character-

Mcaiin mlicr (It.i rc entered per pcrson for -iatcrn ,pceulator, istics of the tract bet'ore purchasing it. Obviously, many
k (a, W,: tor rcidc,, itt \\.I,1 4 entrants did have previous knowledge of the environ-
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mental characteristics, but a significant number of them sion analysis. Residents preferred timbered ridge tops
nay have had no more information than the locations of and timbered moderate slopes (high rank-order for EC
streams and timber-prairie boundaries, which were avail- 18) and the timber-prairie transition zone (high rank-
able on plat maps at the land office. Thus, after the order for EC 17) for their first entries and avoided the
decision to make an entry in the timber was made, the upland prairie (low rank-order for EC 14 and EC IS).
decision as to which specific timbered tract to enter may Speculators, who ended up with what the residents did
have approached randomness for some entrants. It can not want, have rank-orders opposite to those of first
be suggested that one reason tor low R2 values is the entries of residents.
unknown nmber of land entry choices made without Another result of the discriminant analysis was that
regard to specific cnviroiiiiiental characteristics, population groups overlapped in land choices :sch that

Another possibility, as ientioned above, is that only 36% of the 8537 4()-acre land units in the analysis

other variables not included in the analysis affected were classified in the correct population group. In other
locational decisions. It is possible that other environmcn- words, the discriniinant analysis could predict which
tal dimensions should have been included, but it is more population group would enter a particular land unit for
likely that ioii-evironnicntal variables aftcted location- onlv 36% of the units. Entries c.,de by nonresidents
al decisions. Possible economic variables are proximity were the least predictable. with only 4% bcing classified
to towns, roads, and grist mills. Possible social variables correctly. Since this is a residual category, it probably
are proxiinity to relatives, to people from the same area includes some unidentitied residents and Eastern specu-

fromi whi ch they cinigrated, or to people of the same lators. It also includes soni residents of Hannibal and
religious affiliation, In other words, land entrants may Palimyra who behaved like Eastern speculators, and
have located on land with less desirable environmental probably many entrants who had intended to become
characteristics in order to be icar a town, road, or kill. residents. When nionresidents wvere excluded from the
Sonic of these variables will be discussed elsewhere in analysis, 40% of the land units were classified correctly.
this motnograph. The discriminant analysis indicates, as did the multiple

As a check on the miiultiple regression results, dis- regression analysis, that all population groups had sim-
crinmnat analysis also was carried out. The discrimi- ilar !and selection strategies. However, residents were
nant analysis identified which cnvironmental classes iiorc successful in carrying out this strategy, probably
were significant in differcntiating the land entry choices because of faimiliarity with the environnl2nt. Some

of groups used in the analysis (first entries of residents, iiomrcsidcnts niay have been handicapped by inability to
subsequent entries of residents, nonresidents, and East- personally evaluate the land, while Eastern speculators
erii speculators). The signiificant environmental classes lacked knowledge of the land and wer: also handicapped
were foind to be EC 14 (upland prairie), EC 15 (upland by not making entries uiitil munch of the preferred land
prairie), [C 17 (tiiii1bcr-prairie transition zone), and EC was already sold.
18 (timbered ridge tops and moderate slopes). The A final test carried out was a correlation of a soil

means for these environmental classes for the entries of t1rtility index developed by the Soil Conservation Ser-
each group cali be used to rank-order the grotps with vice with the number of days unsold. The fertility index
respect to each eiivironmental class (Table 19). These is based on a recent ten-year average ofyields for various
rank-orderings contfiri the results ofthe multiple regres- crops grown in each soil series. The index employs a

standardized scale that ranges from zero (lowest fertility)
to I100 (highest fertility). A fertility index for each
40-acre tract was calculated from the proportion of each

TABLE 19. soil series present in the tract, and this was correlated
Rank-Ordering of Categories of Land Entrants with the nu, mber of (lays the tract remained unsold. If

with Respect to Means of Environmental Classes land with high fertility was entered before land with low
Found to be Significant for Discriminant Analysis fertility, a large negative correlation (approaching -1.0)

17 E: 18 would be expected. since high fertility indices should
correlate with fewer numbers of days unsold. However,

Spec. Spcc Rcs FE Res FE the correlation coefficient (r) was .12 for first entries of
Res SE" NonRcs Ies SE Rcs SE residents and .14 for subsequent entries of residents.
Rcs FE' Res SE NonRcs NomiRes I hiis lack of correlation imndicates the great differences in
NonRes' l  Rcs FE Spcc Spec agricultural practices and technology between the early

"Spot = Eastern spcculators nineteenth-century and the present. The recent crop

Rcs SE = Subsequent entries of residents yields used to calculate the fertility index are based on
'Rcs FE = First citries of rcsidcnts the use of large machinery and the application of
'NoniRes = Nonresidents chemical fertilizer and pesticides, both of which are
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most efficient on the level utland prairie. Wooded area known to have been settled exclusively by members
slopes, areas preferred by nineteenth-century agricul- of one religious denomination. Most of them also were
turists, are not suitable for modern mechanized agricul- from the same county in Kentucky (Scott County);
ture and tend to have low fertility indices, thus, a group of settlers who all shared the same

religion, came from the same part of Kentucky, and
consisted of family groups (father and sons settled near
each other) formed an early settlement cluster that

SPATIAL PATTERNI.NG IN extended for about five miles (in a straight line) along
LAND ENTRIES: the timber-prairie boundary from Section 20 of T55N,

THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT R6W to Section II of T54N, R7W. St. Paul's Catholic
Church was organized about 1840 in the center of this
area in Section 31 of T55N, R6W, (Figure 3).

In this section the effects of social variables such as Another Catholic settlement, begun by John F.
kinship, common origin, and religious affiliation will be Donnelly and Daniel B. Kendrick, was located in Sec-
considered. The maps of first entries made by residents tion 2 ofT56N, R7W. Other Catholic settlers in this area
for 1830 and 1840 (Figures 10 and H) show clusters of were Electius Bell (from Scott County, Kentucky),
settlement that may be the result of closely spaced tracts Robert and James Hagar, Levi Keithicy, and Armistead
with preferred environmental characteristics. However, Wilson. In 1845, this group organizeA St. Peter's Cath-
some of these clusters appear to be a result of social olic Church in Section 30 of T56N, R6W (Figure 3),
variables. Since data on social variables are limited, no and completed the present stone church in 18,2 (Barrows
comprehensive quantitative statements about their ef- and Spalding 1957). This Catholic settlement was not as
fects can be made. However, a few examples of the compact as the one to the south and settlers of other
effects of social variab!es 011 settlement clustering are denominations were interspersed among the Catholics.
presented here. ' Before St. Paul's and St. Peter's parishes were organized.

One of the earliest settlement clusters in the project it is probable that members of both groups of Catholic
area was located at the head of Griffin Hollow in settlers attended a Catholic chapel in Cincinnati, a small
sections 22, 27, and 28 of T55N. R6W (Figure 10). It was town on the Salt River (Wetmore 1837:155).
begun by a kinship group consisting of the Ely brothers A third Catholic settlement was located around
(Joshua, Thomas, and Isaac) and their brother-in-law, Indian Creek, in the northern part of T55N, R8W and
Conrad See, all of whom came from Bath County, the southern part of T56N, R8W (Figure 11). This
Kentucky, in 1819 (Owen 1895). This settlement cluster settlement began in 1830, with the earliest settlers
soon came to be known as the "Ely settlement," being Leonard and Clement Green, Alexander and
mentioned in the Rails County road records (A:5) as Abraham Wimsett, the Yates brothers (Raphael.
early as 1823. Throughout the 1820s, other Elvs settled Thomas, and Vincent), and Richard and Thomas Miles.
north of the Salt River in the northwest part of T55N, In 1835 other settlers arrived, including three Piercc-
R6W. all brothers (Clement, James, and Joseph), Walter

The effects of shared religious affiliation in the Carrico and his sons (Benedict and Ignatious), and
formation of settlement clusters were demonstrated by a Hillary and Edward Hardesty. The Yates and Carrico
large group of Catholic settlers from Scott County, families were both from Washington County, Kentucky.
Kentucky, who in 1828 began settling along the timber- Specific counties of origin of the other members of
prairie boundary southwest of the Ely settlement (Figure this settlement are not known. The focus for this
M0). This group included James Elliott and his sons (John Catholic settlement was St. Stephen's Catholic Church,
and Matthew). Bernard Lynch, Raphael and James organized in 1833. The village of Indian Creek (Eliza-
Leakc (probably brothers), and Casper Hardy and his bethtown) was platted in 1852 with the church at its
sons ((;orgc and Joseph). Further south along the center.
timber-prairie boundary were Daniel and AugustiLiC The early (1820s) settlement cluster south of the
O'Brien, Abraham and William Carter, and Ignatious Middle Fork, in T54N, R9W, was begun by various
Lcake and his sons. This is the only part of the project McGee families (those of John, Sr., John, Jr.. John S.,

and Robert), John McKamey. and members of the
Simpson family (Robert, John, and Walker). The MetcGs
and McKameys were from Mercer County. Kentucky.
and in 1828, founded the Pleasant Hill Presbyterian

'ij or, rhdi. ston irc trom MW 1 1884). ( )n x), Church, (the first church organized in the project area),
Fictg 0I d ). MC11 )L. P, I110 E. 16II mid Moire (nulltv located in Section 16 of T54N, R9W. The Simpsons also
Tmarriage mid probate recrds, 111d piltcis. were Presbyterians but their COun1ltV of origin in Ken-
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tucky is not known. Members of this settlement had later cntrics made by their soils werc located on the
important positions in ca, iv Monroe County government, moderately timbered slopes to the south. Renewed in-
Robert Simpson was president of the county court and tercst in the prairie edge began in the fall of 1830, when
John S. McGee andJohn McKamcy were justices of the Thomas Foage and his brothers-in-law Richard I).
peace, with McGee also having served as county surveyor. Powers and John Stewart arrived from (irecnup County,

The Smith settlement, one of the two oldest settle- Kentucky. Poage bought Joseph Smith's place from
ment clusters (along with the Ely settlement), dates to John Ydtes and Stewart bought James Adams' place.
1819 and was located north of the Middle Fork in T54N, Powers bought Paul Herryford's plate in Section 35,
R9W, and the southernmost row of sections in T55N, and noted in a letter to his father that each man had
R9W (Figure 10). The settlement was named for Joseph purchased improved places with cabins already built and
.Smith. who brought a large family from Bath County, that each farm was partly prairie. More land entries
lentUcky, consisting of his sons Alexander W., Joseph along the timber-prairie boundary were made by them
I., John B., and Samuel H., his daughters Elizabeth, in succeeding years. Thomas Poagc's (probable) brothers,
Ann, and Mary, and his sons-in-law John ,,hiison James anid Robert Poage, arrived a few years later,
(Mary's husband) and James Adams (the husband of settled nearby, and followed the same strategy. This
Elizabeth Smith). Adams entered land next to Joseph strategy of location along the timber-prairie boundary
Smith (who had been as,,igncd land in Section 34 by was followed by many wealthy livestock producers
John 1). Biggs) in 1819. Two possible brothers ofJamcs (which these mcn had become by 1850), as will be
Adams, Otho and Ovid Adams, later entered land demonstrated in the next chapter.
nearby, as did the Smith sons after their fathier died in The formation of sett!cment clustms discussed above
1825 (although Alexander W. Smith had already entered provides examples of the role of social variables (kinship,
land south of the Middle Fork in 1819). Ann Smith common origin and religious affiliation) in determining
married James C. Fox of the Middle Grove settlement settlement location. These examples show that it was a
(the founder of, and merchant in, Paris; see Chapter 2) common practice for family groups consisting of broth-
in 1822, and Alexander W. Smith married Susan Fox in ors and in-laws to immigrate together and to form a
1824. After John Johnson died in 1826, Mary (Smith) settlement cluster, with each male member establishing
Johnson married Otho AdJams in 1827. Ovid Adams, his own household and farm near those of other mem-
Samuel H. Smith, and John B. Smith all married hers of the family group. In some cases, their parents
daughters of John Yates, who arrived in 1828 and also were members. Within a few years other family
bought Joseph Smith's place from his sons. The Adams clusters from the same county or with the same religious
and Yates, at least, appear to have been members of the affiliation (or both) arrived and settled near the original
Church of Christ (now the l)isciples of Christ), since family group, forming a sctt!ecnlt cluster.
Ovid Adams and Nancy Yates were married by a While settlement in family groups probably was
minister of this denomination. A church of the Church ubiquitous throughout the period of settlement in all
of Christ denomination wa., toundcd in the Smith parts of the project area, formationl of larger clusters
settlement, but not until the 1860s. Other members of based on common origin and religious affiliation may
the Smith settlement who arrived in the 1820s were have been more restricted. This is difficult to demonstrate,
Matthew Mappin, Abraham Kirkland, andJohn Woods. since data on origin and religious affiliation of settlers
Little is known about these people, especially Kirkland are limited. It would appear that the effect ofcommonali-
aid Woods. Matthew Mappin and his brother James ty of religious affiliation was most powerful among
were from Bath County, Kentucky (James Mappin Catholics, who formed large settlement clusters, possi-
married John Johnson's sister in Kentucky). James Mappin bly because they may have been subject to a certain
originally settled in the McGee settlement but moved amount of prejudice on the part of Protestants. The
into the Smith settlement around 1834. Matthew Mappin limited data available indicate that Protestants of differ-
married a McGee in 1826, after arrivai in the area. 4  ent denominations settled together, as the proximity of

Although the original entries made by Joseph Smith the Baptist and Methodist churches on Otter Creek and
and James Adams in 1819 were located near the edge of the Baptist and Presbyterian churches on Pigeon Roost
the prairie in Section 34 ofT55N, R9W (see Figure 10), Creek demonstrates (Figure 3). The Pigeon Roost

Creek (also known as Mt. Prairie) settlement cluster
(Figure 12) is an example of a cluster where few social
variables were factors in formation of the cluster. Both
Baptists and Presbyterians were present and counties of
origin included Clark County, Kentucky, Boone County,

'Most of tihe gcnalogicil nfoirmation on the Smth mid Mappin Kentucky, Rockbridge County, Virginia, and Augusta
Is frorn Henning (n.d.). County, Virginia.
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economic expansion occurred. This period culminated
with intense land speculation by local residents, non-
residents, and Eastern speculators during the last half of
1835 and the first half of 1836. )uring this year, for the
first time, the amount of land entered by residents with
earlier entries was greater than the first entries of

arriving residents. By 1838, 90% of the federal public
land in the project area had been entered. Passage of the
military bounty acts and the Graduation Act slightly
accelerated entry of remaining public land during the
1850s.

Spatial patterning of land entries was influenced by
both environmental and social variables. Certain envi-
ronmental zones were preferred by residents: timbered
moderate slopes, the timber-prairie transition zone, and
timbered high terraces. In the next chapter, it will be

- shown that these zones were associated with different
S. agricultural complexes. Nonresidents and Eastern specu,-

C , -lators attempted to follow similar strategies but were less
successful than residents in carrying them out, probably
due to less knowledge about the environment. Eastern
speculators did attempt to enter land on timbered slopes,
similar to that entered by residents, but obtained instead

Mt. Prairie Settlement timbered steep slopes of little value. When all of these
n ..lands were purchased they switched to upland prairie

O ~ 5........ and were the only group to enter the centers of uplando .n.....-.......... ...... At prairie zones before 185.(h Ironically, due to technologi-

cal change (introduction of the steel plow), prairie land
eventually became more valuable than timbered bad,Figure 12. Map ot Mt. Prairie comnmu-

nity showing known and probable loca- especially the steep timbered land entered by Eastern
tions of early nineteenth-century farm- speculators.
steads (from Warren el al. 1981). Environmental zones preferred by residents were

large enough and widespread enough that significant
room for choice of location within them remained
through much of the period of initial settlement. In
other words, even if settlers restricted their land entries

SUMMARY to preferred zones, they still had to decide on a specific
location within the zone or zones. Specific locational
choices may have been made on the basis of aesthetic

In this chapter, temporal and spatial patterning of considerations, economic considerations such as acccssi-
land cutries in the project area was investigated. It was bility (road development will be discussed in the next
found that the timing of land entries was due primarily chapter), or because of such social variables as kinship,
to changing economic conditions, but that changes in religious affiliation, or coninonality of origin. Exam-
the laws governing disposal of public lands also affected pies discussed above suggest kinship was an important
amount of land entered per year. It was found that the variable in development of small settlement clusters.
volume of land entries correlated with economic boom Particularly important were groups of brothers and
periods and the availability of credit, as Cole (1927) has brothers-in-law who all settled near cach t!ier. Coin-
shown for the nation as a whole. The beginning of mon religious affiliation (especially anmg C. itiolics)
settlemient in the project area was the result of the and commonality of origin were respoinsible or proniot-
1818-1819 boon) period, which coincided with the first ing the development of larger Clusters wii some parts of
public land sales. The succeeding period of economic the project area. Social variables probably ,.core most
depression, combined with a change to a cash-only important at the beginning of settlement, when service
policy for land entries, resulted in few entries during the functions were poorly developed and it was ncCCssarv to
early 1820Ns. The major period of land entries and rely on members of the local group for assistance and
settlement was from 1828 through 1836, during which specialized skills. Social ties facilitated this cooperatio;i.
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With the development of towns and the appearance of settlers probably located wherever good land (as they
rural nonagricultural specialists (see Chapter 5), these perceived it) was available, not being too particular
connections were not as important, and as zones with about who their neighbors were.
preferred environmental characteristics began to fill up,
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ECONOMIC DIFFERENTIATION

In this chapter, the development of economic differ- TABLE 20.
entiation is discussed in terms of the differential distribu- Frequency Distribution of Numbers of Acres
tion of wealth among individuals and the development Entered by Residents in the Project Area,
of cconomic specialization. Wealth is measured in terms 1818-1835
of ownership of land and slaves and may be related to
persistence (length of time an individual lived in the Acres' Entrants Percent Cumulative percent
area) and political oiaceholding. Economic specializa- 40 119 17.5 17.5
tion includes development of agricultural specialization 80 205 30.2 37.7
(production for market) and specialization in production 120 57 8.4 56.1
of goods, retail and wholesale commercial functions, 160 98 14.4 70.5
and services. This functional specialization is related to 200 28 4.1 74.6
town formation, which concentrates nonagricultural 240 57 8.4 83.0
functions in central places to serve the dispersed rural 280 11 1.6 84.6
population. The degree to which nonagricultural func- 320 33 4.9 89.5
tions are concentrated in towns can be seen as a measure 360 12 1.8 91.3

of the degree of functional differentiation achieved. This 400 18 2.7 94.0

also is related to ease of access to towns, which is 480 1 1.8 96
480 12 1.8 96.4

dependent on development of transportation networks. 520 1 0. 1 96.5
Thus, road construction also is an indicator of market- 560 5 0.7 97.2
oriented (as opposed to basic subsistence-related) eco- 600 2 0.3 97.5
nomic activity. 640 3 0.4 97.9

680 1 0. 1 98.0
720 5 0.7 98.7
760 1 0. 1 98.8

DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH 800 1 0. 1 98.9
840 1 0.1 99.0
880 1 0.1 99.11040 1 0.1 99.2

In Chapter 3 it was noted that land and slaves were 1280 1 0. 1 99.3

the principal determinants of wealth and status in the 120 1 0.1 99.4

upper South. It was suggested that amassing large 1560 1 0.1 99.5

amounts of land and slaves was the goal of those Total 679
aspiring to be community leaders and members of the
"planter*' class. In this section the attainment of that ". = 169.6

goal is evaluated in the context of a frontier situation
where large quantities of land were available at a rela-
tively low price, entered is between 160 and 200 acres, and about 75% of

all entrants entered 200 acres or less. By far the most
common entries consisted of a quarter-section (160

Land acres) or a half-quarter-section (80 acres). In the period
before 1835 only 6% of residents entered more than 400

Table 20 shows the frequency distribution of the acres, with a maximum of 160 acres. For the entire
number of acres of land entered by residents before July period of land entries, 10% of residents entered more
30, 1835, and Table 21 shows the frequency distribution than 400 acres with a maximum of 2160 acres. Thus,
for residents for the entire period of land entries, judging by land entries, there was a large "middle class"
1818-1858. It will be noted that multiples of 80 acres have of land owners with relatively modest holdings. while a
higher frequencies, due to the 80-acre minimum pur- minority (approximately 10% of entrants) were estab-
chase requirement in force until 1832 (see Chapter 4). lishing larger "estates."
For both time periods, the mean number of acres The pattern of land tenure that emerged by 1850

59
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TABLE 21. only 7% of all farms in 185(0 were less than 80 acres.
Therefore, it appears that residents who entered less

Frequency Distribution of Acreage Sizes Entered than 8O acres tended to sell out to others who were
by Residents in the Project Area, 1818-1859 increasing the size of their farms. Thus, the 40-acre farm

Acres Entrants" Percent Cumnulative percent was rare in the project area in 1850 and mnay not have
been economically viable. It appears that the process of

4) 232 19.9 19.9 competition described by Hudson (1969:367) already
80 3019 26.5 46.4 was in operation, at least for the lower end of the scale of

120 91 7.8 54.2 farm sizes, only 20 years after the period of initial
160 188 16.2 70.4 settlement.
2(0) 40 3.4 73.82M 40 64 7 It has been suggested that frontier residents (as well
281 23 2.0 81.3 as nonresidents) engaged in land speculation, buying

320 52 4.5 85.8 more land than they actually intended to use for agricul-

360 20 1.7 87.5 tural purposes, (Billington 1945:205; Gates 1942:316).

400 31 2.7 90.2 However, this strategy does not appear to have been
440 17 1.5 91.7 common in the project area. A comparison of the
480 19 1.6 93.3 amount of land entered before 1835 by those appearing
520 6 0.5 93.8 in the 1830 census, with the amount of land owned by
560 12 1.0 94.8 the same individuals in 1850 (N = 74), shows that 75%
60M) 5 0.4 95.2 of them increased their holdings and that there was an
041) 15 1.3 96.5
68) 3 0.3 96.8 average net gain of 100 acres per person. This is not

conclusive, since they may not have begun to sell their721) 7 01.6 97.4

760 2 0.2 97.6 excess land until after 1850. However, the increase in

80) 4 0.3 97.9 amount of land owned per person for those who

840 1 (. 1 98.0
88) 3 0.3 98.3
92) 1 .1 98.4
960 3 (.3 98.7 TABLE 22.
I()()() I (), 1 98.8
1(04) 3 40.2 99.0 Frequency Distribution of Number of Acres
1080 1 .1 99.1 of Land pei Farm in the Project Area
112) 2 (). 1 99.2 in the 1850 Agricultural Census
12)0 I 4). 1 99.3
1281) 3 (1.2 99.5 Acres" Farms Percent Cumulative percent
1321) I .1 99.6 I- 99 106 15.6 15.6
1520 1 4. 1 99.7 1()- 199 213 31.3 46.9
156) 1 4. 1 99.8 2))- 299 16) 23.5 7).4
2()0 1 0. 1 99.9 304- 399 91 13.4 83.8
2161) 1 44. 4))0.)0 400(- 499 36 5.3 89.1
"i = 1164 504)- 599 25 3.7 92.8

60)- 699 20 2.9 95.7
700- 799 5 0.7 96.4
8(X)- 899 8 1.2 97.6

(Table 22) was similar to the pattern of entries, with 94))- 999 1 ). 1 97.7
most residents owning or renting (see below for infor- 1 OW 40-1499 3 4.4 98.1
mation on tenancy) 1)44-4() acres. The upper 144% of 110))1199 5 4.7 98.8

land owners owned 5(0)4-2(4)()) acres. Coomparing Table 120)-1299 ) 4).)

21, which shows the amtount of land entered per person, 13)0-1399 1 4. 1 98.9
14)441I499 1 44. 1 99.))

and Table 22, which reflects actual land-use patterns in 140X-I499 4 4.44

185), it will be noted that the mean anount of land per 16(H)-1699 2 4.3 99.3

farnin 185) (Table 22) is larger than the mean amount 17)()-1799 1 4. 1 99.4
entered per person (Table 21), and that the nunber ot 18444)-1899 1 44.1 99.5
entrants is much higher than the nmber ot individual 1900)-2(mX) 2 40.3 99.8
fairms in 1850. This appears to be due to consolidation of Total 681
smaller holdings into larger farms. Although 2)/,, of all 264
entries by residents consisted of single 40-acre tracts,
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TABLE 23.
Value of Land in Dollars for Households Listed in the 1850 Agricultural Census

and for All Rural Households in the Project Area in 1850

Value in Households in All
dollars agricultural census' Percent households' Percent

) 24 3.5 62 7.3
1- 199 21 3.1 37 4.3

2(X)- 399 45 6.6 74 8.7
4(X)- 599 80 11.7 100 11.7
6(X)- 799 65 9.5 80 9.4
8(X)- 999 89 13.1 109 12.8

I(XX)1-199 98 14.4 110 12.9
12(X)-1399 42 6.2 44 5.2
1400-1599 62 9.1 64 7.5
16(X)-1799 14 2.) 14 1.6
180(-1999 6 (.9 6 0.7
2(tx)-2199 46 6.8 56 6.6
22(g)-2399 5 0.7 5 0.6
24(1-2599 15 2.2 16 1.9
26(M)-2799 1 ().1 1 (.1
28(H)-2999 0 ()) 0 0.0
3(Xg)-3199 27 4.) 29 3.4

35(g) 6 (.9 8 0.9
37(0(0 1 (). 1 1 O. 1
4(X)) 13 1.9 14 1.6
4401) 2 (.3 2 0.2
45(m) 1 (). I 1 0.1
51x)O 6 (.9 7 (.8
6(X)) 3 0.4 3 (0.4
700)) 3 (.4 3 0.4
8())) 2 (.3 1 (.2

I().(X ) 2 (.3 2 (.2
15,(X ) (.1 1 0.1
30,(1X ) 1 ).1 I (1.1

= S1323.21
1= 241.15

'Includes the value of a mill.

remained from 183) through 185(0, indicates success in than S10)) worth of agricultural products, the minimum
amassing land. one of the goals mentioned earlier. It amount necessary to be listed (Wright and I-unt It))):
would appear that acquiring land was more important 235). They probably worked primarily as farm day
than making money. Those who were not successful in laborers. In addition, there were 19 rural heads of
acquiring at least 8) acres probably left the area. household with other occupations or no occupation

There also were people who did not own land in the who owned no land.
project area. Of the 681 people listed in the 185( agricul-
tural census (Table 23), 24 (3.5%) had no "value of real
estate owned" reported in the population census, which Slaves
may indicate that they were tenants or renters. Twenty-
three of the 53 rural heads of household who listed their As discussed above and in Chapter 3, slave owner-
occupation as farmer in the population census, and who ship contributed to wcalth and status. Because of the
do not appear in the agricultural census, owned no land absence of plantation agriculture in the Lipper South.
according to the population census. Farmers who do not some historians (Braderman 1939:451; Trcxlcr 1914:19;
appear in the agricultural census may have produced less Viles 192(0:40) consider the prestige value of slaves to
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TABLE 24.

Number and Percent of Slave-Owning Households in Salt River and Jackson Townships
in 1830 for Households of Entrants and for All Households

No. of No. of No. of No. of
slave households slave all rural

Township owners of entrants Percent owners households Percent

Salt River 38 104 36.5 40 128 31.2
Jackson 15 69 21.7 15 79 19.0
Total 53 173 30.6 55 207 26.6

have been more important than their economic value as Slave owners made up 30-40% of all rural heads of
laborers, unless cash crops such as tobacco and hemp household in the project area in all three census years,
were grown. However, in a frontier wooded environ- with a few exceptions. There was an increase in the
ment it is probable that slave labor would have increased percentage of slave owners through time and there was a
both the speed of timber-clearing and the amount of higher percentage of slave ownership among land en-
land that could be cleared in a season. Slaves also would trants than among the population as a whole. It is
have increased greatly the labor force of thmilies with interesting that Jackson Township in 1831 (see Figure 2)
few or no niale members of working age. In order to had less than 20% slave owners. This niay have been due
assess the role of slavery in the project area, the percent- to lower population density, less accessibility (lack of
age of slave owners and the frequency distribution of the roads), and greater distance to towns. In other words,

number of slaves per owner will be examined, the more extrenie frontier conditions in Jackson Town-
Tables 24-26 present information on the number and ship in 1830, as conipared to Salt River Township, may

percent of slave owners for various townships in 1830 have repelled wealthier slave owners who may not have
and 1841, and for the project area as a whole in 1850, a been willing to take as many risks as nonslave owners. It
year for which data are not organized by township in the also is of interest that in 1830, slave owners entered a
census. It should be noted that Salt River and Jackson significantly (p < .1111 level) greater amount of land than
townships in 18311 were approximately coterminous nonslavc owners in Salt River Township, but that there
with the project area except on the eastern edge (see was no significant difference in amount of land entered
Figure 2). The townships for which 1840 slave owner- by the two groups in Jackson Township. This also may
ship data are presented include areas beyond the bound- have been a result of more extremie frontier conditions in
aries of the project area (see Figure 3), accounting for the Jackson Township in 1830. By 1840 significant differ-
larger total number of owners in these townships in 1840 cnces in the amount of land entered by both groups
than in the project area in 1851. existed in all townships.

TABLE 25.

Number and Percent of Slave-Owning Households in Various Townships'
in 1840 for Households of Rural Entrants and for All Rural Households

No. of No. of No. of No. of
slave households slave all rural

Township owners of entrants Percent owners households Percent

Salt River 28 73 38.4 48 140 34.3
Saline 24 58 41.4 41 111 36.9
Jackson 67 132 5().8 148 3017 48.2
Jefferson 37 11) 33.6 49 160 30.6
Washington 30 89 33.7 52 160 32.5
Indian Creek 9 43 20.9 12 72 16.7
South Fork 20 48 41., 36 86 41.9
Total 223 568 39.3 386 1(136 37.3

Including sonic households outside the project area.
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TABLE 26. each census year 75% of owners had five or less slaves.
Number and Percent of Slave-Owning Households As noted in Chapter 3, ownership of six or more slaves
in the Project Area in Rails and Monroe Counties made one a "colonel." The number of slaves owned by

in 1850 for Households of Rural Entrants the upper 10% of owners increased rapidly, with the
and for All Rural Households minina and maxima for this group rising from 8-11 in

1830, to 9-28 in 1840, and to 10-35 in 1850. The increase
No. of No. of No. of No. of in the mean number of slaves per owner between 1830
slave households slave all rural (3.2/owner) and 1850 (4.3/owner) probably is due to

owners of entrants Percent owners households Percent this increase among the 10% of owners who had the

201 441 45.6 339 852 39.8 most slaves.

TABLE 28.
In 1840, Indian Creek Township had only 17% slave Frequency Distribution of Slaves in 1840

owners while Jackson Township had almost 50%. Rea- for Households of Rural Entrants with Slaves
sons for these extremes can only be speculated upon. in the Project Area and for All Households
Indian Creek Township was settled primarily by with Slaves in Salt River, Saline, Jackson,
Catholics, who as a group may have had a disdain for Jefferson, Washington, Indian Creek,
slavery. The high concentration of slave owners in and South Fork Townships
Jackson Township probably is related in sonic way to
the presence of the county seat in the township. Proxim- Entrants" All,
ity to the county seat may have been a factor in the No. of No. of No. of
locational decisions of wealthier individuals who in- slaves households Percent households' Percent
tended to try to influence county affairs and to seek 1 74 33.2 129 33.4
political power. These extremes in slave ownership 2 37 16.6 64 16.6
between townships show there was significant spatial 3 20 9.0 38 9.8
variation within the project area that would be masked if 4 21 9.4 31 8.1
statistics from areas the size of counties were used. 18 8.1 38 9.8
k Infrtunatcly, this is all that is available for 1850. 6 7 3.1 16 4.1

Frequency distributions of number of slaves per 7 15 6.7 21 5.4

owner in 1830, 1841 and 1850 are listed in Tables 27-29. 8 5 2.2 9 2.3

It can be seen that most owners had only a few slaves. In 1- 9 2.3
10 9 4.0 11 2.8
11 2 0.9 5 1.3
12 3 1.3 6 1.6

TABLE 27. 13 1 0.4 2 0.5
Frequency Distribution of Slaves in Salt River and 14 0 (.) 1 0.2
Jackson Townships in 1830 by Entrants' Households 16 1 0.4 1 0.2

with Slaves and by All Households with Slaves 17 2 0.9 2 0.9
19 1 (0.4 1 0.2

Entrants All 21 1 0.4 1 0.2
Slaves Households" Percent Households' Percent 28 1 0.4 1 0.3

1 22 41. 5 22 41,01 ".T = 4.0 slaves/household
2 10 18.9 10 18.2 1"1 223
3 4 7.5 59.14 3 75 3 9 = 3.8 slaves/household
4 3 5.7 3 5.45 3 5.7 3 5.4 n =386

6 2 3.8 2 3.6
7 1 7.5 4 7.3
8 3 5.7 3 5.4
9 1.9 I 1.8 The two men with the most slaves in 1841 provide

1) 1 1.') 1 1.8
11 I1 .1 I 1.8 cxamples of the activities of owners with many slaves.T 538 Edward Shropshire had 28 slaves in 1841 and hadentered 4010 acres (beginning in 1831) near Crooked

'x- = 3. I daves/houschold Creek, in Section 3 of T55N, R 101W, on the west edge of
'-i = 3.2 slaves/household the project area in Washington Township. Based on
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TABLE 29. tarming and was producing somc flax (400 pounds) and

Frequency Distribution of Slaves in 1850 in Rails flax seed (15 bushels), but it is not known how much
and Monroe Counties for Households of labor this would have required. The large number of

Rural Entrants with Slaves and for children among Huston's slaves suggests that Huston
All Rural Households with Slaves was raising slaves for sale. Since slave dealers were social

outcasts in Missouri (Trexler 1914:45-46), this may ac-
Entrants' All' count for the fact that Huston never held any political

No. of No. of No. of office and never was mentioned in the county history.
slaves households6 Percent households" Percent After the Civil War and the resultant loss of his slaves,

I 56 27.9 95 28.0) he was declared insane by the county court.
2 30 14.9 52 15.3 The percentage of slaves in the population of the
3 22 10.9 45 13.3 project area steadily increased from 13.3% in 1830, to
4 15 7.5 34 10. 0 18.4% in 1840, to 21.2%/o in 185)). However, in the state
5 15 7.5 25 7.4 as a whole the percentage of slaves in the population
6 8 4.)) 14 4.1 declined from 17.8% in 1831, to 15.2% in 1840, to
7 14 7.) 18 5.3 12.8% in 1850 (Trexler 1914:10), mostly due to north-
8 8 4.0) 11 3.2 erners immigrating to tipper Missouri (Gray 1958:874).
9 6 3.0 10 2.9 Slavery in Missouri was restricted primarily to the

10 4 2.5 6 1.8 major river valleys that originally had been settled by12 6 3.0) 7 2.1 people from the upper South. By 1850. in the Missouri

13 3 1.5 4 1.2 and Mississippi valleys, slaves comprised up to 30% of
14 2 1.0 2 0.6 the population (Gray 1958:874). In the Boon's Lick area
15 1 0.5 1 0.3 of Cooper County one owner had 72 slaves; the second
17 2 1.) 2 0.6 highest number of slaves was 32. The mean number of
18 3 1.5 4 1.2 slaves per owner there was 4.7 (Trcxler 1914:14) and the
20 1 0.5 1 (.3 mean for the state as a whole was 4.6 per owner (Trexler
21 1 0.5 1 (.3 1914:1)). This compared to 4.3 per owner in the project
35 1 0.5 1 0.3 area. Thus slavery in the project area was similar

X = 4.8 slaves/household quantitatively to slavery in other river valleys of Mis-

h = 201 souri that were settled by people from the ipper South,

X = 4.3 slaves/household even though the region had not been settled for as long a
dn 339 time.

Wealth Differences
amount of land and number of slaves owned, he was the
wealthiest man in the project area in 1840 (see below for lDistribution of wealth among rural residents of the
rank-ordering of wealth). He was elected a county judge project area was studied by combining data on land and
in November, 1834, and resigned in November, 1837 slave ownership, since these were found to have been the
(John M. Clemens of the town of Florida was appointed principal determinants of rural wealth and status in the
to fill the remaining year of his term). Shropshire was in tipper South before the Civil War (see Chapter 3).
his 60s and was unmarried. Since he had no children, his Wealth of town residents probably was measured more
entire labor force consisted of slaves. Nineteen ot his 28 in terms of goods and cash on hand, data for which are
slaves were over the age of 1) and all 19 were listed in the not available. Therefore, town residents have been
1840 census as being engaged in agriculture. According excluded.
to his will, filed in 1843, he was growing tobacco. The distribution of wealth in 1830, 1840, and 185)

The second wealthiest man in 1840 was William was studied by calculating the sum of the value of land
Huston, who owned 21 slaves and 760 acres of land. and slaves owned by each individual and rank-ordering
Most of the land (631 acres) was purchased from these sums. For 183) and 184(0, amount of land owned
Andrew Rogers. one of the first Monroe County court was assumed to be equal to the amount of land entered
judge,. in November, 1835. and was located a few miles before 1835 for the 1830 group, and before 1845 for the
southeast of Florida. Huston was unmarried and was 42 1840 group. This was adjusted for a few individuals who
years old in 184(0. Only eight of his 21 slaves were over had many slaves but who had entered relatively little
1() years old in 1840, and in 1850 only I1 of his 35 slaves land (such as William Huston, discussed above), by
were over 10. In 1850 Huston was engaged in general checking deed records for la:id purchases from other
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individuals. Land in 1830 was assumned to have been collection, coding, and calculation. For 1840 it was
worth $1.25/acre, its price at the land office. In 1840 all assumed that each slave was worth $320, or four times
land was assumed to have been worth S2/acre. This the value of each 40-acre tract of land. For 1850, a value
value was not contradicted by a small unsystematic of $40 0 /slave was used, which is twice the value of an
sample of deed records fron this period. The actual average 40-acre tract.
value of land owned by each individual is available in the It will be noted that values of slaves in terms of land
1850 population census and averages about S5/acre. steadily decreased. The high value of slaves relative to
These values from the census were used for 1850 wealth land in 1830 may have encouraged a strategy of bringing
calculations. slaves from Kentucky, selling them in Missouri, and

For 1830 and 1840, only land entrants' wealth could entering land with the proceeds. This strategy was
be studied due to a lack of other land ownership data. considered in 1836 by a then-recent immigrant to Boone
Thus, wealth in terms of land for these years is only an County who brought 23 slaves with him. However, he
approximation, since it does not take into account land did not sell them because he was "attached to them' and
purchased from other individuals and those individuals rented them out instead (Atherton 1944:303). In this
who did not enter land. In 1830 land entrants comprised case, at least, social values preempted economic ones.
about 84% of the heads of households. Hence, they arc a The changing relative values of land and slaves may have
good sample of the population, although it is biased required periodic reappraisal of one's assets.
against the poor who did not enter land. In 1840, land Once the amount of wealth for each head of house-
entrants comprised 68% of the heads of households in hold had been calculated, the heads of households were
the two townships located entirely within the project rank-ordered by wealth and grouped into percentiles
area (Jefferson aid Indian Creek). For 1850, land data arc such that each group consisted of 104% of the cases
available from the census for all heads of household. (deciles). The ninimum and inaximum for each ranked
However, wealth of land entrants in 1850, was calculated dcecile and the percent of total wealth represented by
separately for comparison with 1830 and 1840 land each dcecile are shown in Table 30 for 1830, Table 31 for
entrants. Land entrants composed 52% of all heads of
household in 1850.

Slave values were estimated from data for Missouri
sumnmarized by Trexler (1914:38-39). For 1830 it was TABLE 31.
assumed that each slave was worth S300, or six times the Distribution of Wealth' Exhibited within
value of each 40-acre tract of land. A more accurate Each Decile of Land Entrants, Ranked in Order
valuation of slaves could have been accomplished by from Wealthiest (1) to Poorest (10), for 1840
assigning different values to various combinations of age
and sex, but this would greatly have complicated data Rank Minimum Maximum Totalh Percent

I $2320 $9760 $258,16) 43.2
2 1360) 2320 115,680 19.4
3 960 1360 74,160 12.4

TABLE 30. 4 64) 960 49,760 8.3

Distribution of Wealth" Exhibited within 5 480 64 34,800 5.8

Each Decile of Land Entrants, Ranked in Order 6 32) 480 23,360 3.9
from Wealthiest (1) to Poorest (10), for 1830 7 240 320 17,840 3.0

8 160 2404 10,480 1.8
Rank Minimum Maximum Total" Percent 9 80 160 8,6404 1.4

104 (4 80 4,4(X) (4.7
I $16504 S46X4 $695() 47.04
2 804) 16(X) 30250 24.5 'Based on land and slave ownership" each 40 acres of land $84.
3 454 80) 16(X))) 14.8 and each slave = $320.
4 3504 450 10(50444 7.1 "Mean for 647 entrants is $923.15.

5 250 350 8(K X) 5.4
6 20( 254 5700 3.9
7 1(9) 2(K) 35MX4 2.4
8 100 1 (A) 27(H) 1.8 1840, Table 32 for 1850 land entrants, and Table 33 for all
9 44 4) 1750 1.2 185) household heads. These ranked dcciles of wealth arc

44) 0. ()4 4 . referred to as wealth ranks. Wealth rank I is composed

"Basedon landandslaveownership: each40 acresofland = S50. of the wealthiest 10% and wealth rank 104 comprises the
arid each slave = $3MX. poorest 10%. The distribution of wealth for 1850 land

'Mean for 271 entrants is $545.76. entrants and for all 1850 rural households is quite similar.
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TABLE 32. that as subsistence farming shifted to comnmercial tai ning,

Distribution of Wealth' Exhibited within Each social stratification increased, as measured by the propor-
Decile of Rural Land Entrants, Ranked in Order tion of taxes paid by the wealthiest 10%. In northern

from Wealthiest (1) to Poorest (10), for 1850 frontier areas the richest 101% had 33% of the wealth,
which increased to 45 or 5 0% with the advent of corn-

Rank Minimum Maximum Total' Percent mercial farming. For southern frontiers Main (1965:276)

I S5800 S340(P' S549,(H0 44.9 predicts the richest 10% should have had 40% of the

2 3600 58(k) 203,400 16.6 wealth, which should have increased to 55% with
3 2600 36) 137,200 11.2 commercial farming.
4 2X H 26MX) 99,742 8.1 Lemon and Nash (1968) have discussed the problems
5 1500 20041 73,795 6.0 associated with using tax lists for studying distribution
6 1)00 1500 56,197 4.6 of wealth. They also disagree with Main's use of the
7 80) 104() 41,260 3.4 stages of frontier, subsistence, and comnmercial agriculture,
8 601) 800 31,928 2.6 noting that farmers in colonial southeast Pennsylvania
9 400 600 20,716 1.7 were producing for export within two years ot settle-

I)) C) 40) 10.555 0.9 ment (Lemon and Nash 1968:17). However. they did

'Based on land and slave ownership; land = S5.24/acre and find that there was a gradual increase in the differentia-
each slave = S41X . tion of wealth, with the richest 10"% increasing their

"Mean for 441 entrants = S2775.04. share from 24% to 3 8 % of the taxable wealth by 18(0)0
'Includes value of a mill: next highest maximun is S22,200. (Lemon 1972:11; Lemon and Nash 1968:13).

A similar increase in concentration of wealth over
time occurred early in the Shenandoah Valley. In the

although the distribution for land entrants tends to lower part of the valley where sonic plantations existed.
slightly overestimate the percent of wealth of the wealthi- the richest 10% owned 48% of the real property and
est 14%. Because of this similarity, the use of entrants 58% of the personal property by 1800 (Mitchell 1977:
only in 18304 and 184)) may provide a fairly accurate 121). In Trcmpeleau County. Wisconsin, established in
picture of the distribution of wealth for tile population 1854, Curti (1959:Table 9) found that the wealthiest
as a whole, especially since entrants constituted higher 10o had 39% of the wealth both in 1860 and 1870. This
percentages of the population in 1830) and 184)) than thcx' was similar to the distribution of wealth in long-
did in 1854. established rural Vermont townships during the same

For colonial America, Main (1965:276, 286) found years (Curti 1959:78).
The data summarized above indicate there was a

slightly greater concentration of wealth in southern
rural areas than in northern ones, probably due to the

TABLE 33. presence of slaves in the South. 1)ata from the project

Distribution of Wealth' Exhibited within Each area do indicate that a slightly greater differentiation of
Decile of Rural Heads of Households, Ranked wealth existed there than in early southeast Pennsvlvania
in Order from Wealthiest (1) to Poorest (10), and in early Trempelcau County, Wisconsin. However,

for 1850 the observation made by Main, Lemon, and Mitchell
that the differentiation of wealth increased over time is

Rank Mininiuni Maxmniini Total" Percent not substantiated by data from the project area. There,

1 S46(A) S340' S654,500 40.5 tile reverse appears to have been the case, with the

2 3()o0 460) 303,5-! 18.8 greatest differentiation being apparent in 183)) (the

3 201)0 290 199,442 12.3 wealthiest 1)4% controlled 47% of the wealth) and the

4 14))0) 20448) 146.725 9.1 least in 1850 (the wealthiest 10% controlled 404% of the
5 1)O 1400 97,768 6.1 wealth). However, this trend may have reversed itself in
0 800)4 (10) 76,480 4.7 subsequent years, Mitchell (1977:132) relates increasing
7 60)) 8)) 61,403 3.8 social stratification to increasing coipetition for land.
8 4)0 6)0 43,996 2.7 and in 1850. in the project area there still was a small

S 20m) 400 25.490 1.6 amount of federal public land (about 5% of tie project
1P 4) 2)0 6,58) .4 area) available. It also should be pointed out that al-

"Basc,t on land and slave ownership; land = 55.12/acre and though there appears to have been greater differentiation

cach davc = S400. in the distribution of wealth in 1834 than in 185), the
"Mean (or 8352 entrants = S1896.17. range in amount of wealth (i.e., the difference between
Includcs value of a mill: next highest maximum is S22,2(9). the richest and poorest). certainly was greater in 1854
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than in 1831). TABLE 35.
The most important conclusion reached from this Persistence of Land Entrants Appearing

study of the distribution of wealth in the project area is in the 1840 Census
that obvious differences in wealth were present from the
beginning of settlement. The greater concentration of Number Percent
wealth among the richest members of the population in Died before 1850 68 10.4
1830 compared to 1850 was due partly to the large Present 1850 409 62.7
proportion (I 1%) of landless families in 1830. Since Absent 1850 175 26.8
everyone in the 1830 wealth ranking was a land entrant,
this means they eventually entered land but had not yet
done so by 1834. By 1840, many of them had entered
land, theyeby increasing the percentage of wealth owned entrants appearing in the 1840 census is presented in
by the poorest 100%. Table 35. The population appears to have been fairly

It appears that both rich and poor migrated to the stable during the first 20 years after the first census was
Salt River region, importing intact the social stratification taken. For the 10-year periods 1830-1840 and 1840-1850,
system of the Lipper South based on land and slaves. well over half the land entrants remained in the project
However, the abundance of relatively cheap land on the area, and after 20 years (1830-1850), over 40% of land
frontier allowed some of the landless to become land entrants remained. It is likely that most entrants who
owners, creating a substantial middle class. Inexpensive died (data from probate records) before the next census
land also allowed the wealthy to become wealthier, as would have remained in the area (if they had not died),
indicated by the increase in the range of wealth differ- since old or sick individuals would not likely have
cnccs by 1850. undertaken a move. If those who died are added to those

Of course, not all scttlers were successful in increas- present in the next census, persistence in the project area
ing their wealth. Some of those who were not successful would have been even greater.
probably left the area. In the discussion above, the Persistence in the project area between the first two
difference between the larger number of rcsident land censuses after the beginning of settlement was much
entrants and the smaller number of resident land owners greater than in Kansas and in Trempeleau County,
in 1850 was noted, along with the increase in 1nan Wisconsin, where only 25-26% of those present in 1860
number of acres per family. It was suggested that many remained until 1871 (Curti 1959:Table 4; Malin 1935:
of those who entered only 40-acrc tracts sold out to 344). Part of this difference is due to the fact that only
others with larger farms, and then probably left the the persistence of land entrants was measured in the
project area. This suggests there is a relationship be- project area, while all households in the census were
twecn persistence (length of time a resident was in the included in the Kansas and Wisconsin studies. Aside
area) and wealth. from this, one might speculate that upper South culture

and the presence of slaves some how increased persis-
tence in the project area, or that the effects of the Civil

Persistence and Wealth War decreased persistence in Kansas and Wisconsin in

the 1860s.
Plcrsistcncc of land entrants appearing in the 1830 In Trcmpelcat County, Wisconsin, Curti (1959:76)

census is presented in Table 34, and persistence of land found that those with less property were slightly more
likely to leave the county. Rice (1977:171), studying
Scandinavian immigrants in Minnesota, found that value
of land owned correlated with length of residence. Both

TABLE 34. studies suggest a relationship between persistence and
wealth. This was tested for the project area in severalPersistence of Land Entrants Appearing vv.Watofln etrtspsnti18)ws

in the 1830 Census ways. Wealth of land entrants presenit in 18501 was
correlated with the number of years since first land

Number Percent entry. This yielded a correlation coefficient (r) of only
.26. It also was found that the mean date of earliest entry

Died before 1840 19 6.9 of the wealthiest 10% of entrants present in 185(0 is
Present 1840 158 57.5 August, 1831. The mean for all first entries made by
Absnt 184) 98 35.6 residents before 1850) is April, 1833. For the wealthiest
IDied bcfore 185() 38 13.8Presetr 185 3818 10% of entrants present in 184), the mean earliest entry
Absent 1850 123 41.5 is Junc, 1831, and for all first entries made by residents

before 184) the mean is August. 1832. Thus, the
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wealthiest 10% did arrive slightly earlier. Finally, the TABLE 38.
persistence of the wealthiest 20% present in 1830 was Frequency Distribution of Monroe County Officials
compared to the persistence of the poorest 200% present (County Clerk, Treasurer, Public Administrator,
iii 1831) (Table 36). First, it should be noted that there is Sheriff, Assessor, and Collector) per Wealth Rank,
an obvious bias in the probate records against recording 1831-1840
deaths of the poor. However, these unrecorded deaths
would affect only the percent absent and not the percent Rank" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
present. When the percent present after 10 and 20 years Number 2 5 2 4 1 1 4) 0 ) 0
is compared for the wealthiest and poorest 20% of land
entrants present in 1830), it is found that the poor "Mean rank = 3.)

actually were slightly more likely to remain than the
wealthy. From the evidence presented above, it can be
concluded that there is little relationship between persis- powerful position in county government, that of county
tence and wealth in the project area. judge, was occupied only by members of the wealthiest

40% (wealth ranks 1-4) and all judges were slave
owners. The one judge in wealth rank four (see Tables

TABLE 36. 30 and 31 for wealth ranks) probably should be ranked

Persistence of Wealthiest 20% (Ranks 1 and 2) and higher, since he had a store and other property of
Poorest 20% (Ranks 9 and 10) of Land Entrants unknown value in the town of Florida. which was not

Present in the 1830 Census included in the data for determining wealth. Mean
wealth ranks for other county officials arc all between

Ranks I & 2 Ranks 9 & 10 2.6 and 3.4 (ranked dcciles of wealth), and two-thirds of
Number Percent Number Percent them were slave owners. The two election judges in the

l)ied before 1840 7 13.0 0 0. 0
Present 1840 36 66.7 40 74.1
Absent 1840) 18 33.3 14 25.9 TABLE 39.
)ied before 1850 10 18.5 0 0. 1) Frequency Distribution ofMonroe County Election

Present 1850 25 46.3 26 48.1 Judges per Wealth Rank, 1831-1840
Absent 1850 19 35.2 28 51.9

Rank" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 144

Number 11 4 6 4 1 ) 0) 2 0 0

Political Offices and Wealth "Mean rank = 2.6

eighth wealth rank and the three justices of the peace in
Mitchell (1978:86) has suggested that in the upper the seventh and eighth wealth ranks may be rare exam-

wenttc to i and inegitptkierve
South leadership positions usually went to wealthier pies of ability and integrity taking precedence over
members of society who owned relatively large amotmts wealth. In general, however, county offices were filled
of land and slaves. This was tested in the project area by by wealthier members of the conimunity. This probably
determining the wealth rank in 183) or 1844 (whichever also was true of state officials. A resident of the project
was higher) of county officials Ill Monroe County from area (Gustavus M. Bower) was elected to the state
1831 (when the county was tormcd) to 1844. The results legislature in 1842 (Holcombe 1884:44). He was in the
are shown in Tables 37-44. The functions of most of first wcalth rank and in 1844 was the sixth wealthiest
these officials were discussed in Chapter 2. The most individual in the project area.

TABLE 37. TABLE 40.
Frequency Distribution of Monroe County Judges Frequency Distribution of Monroe County Justices

per Wealth Rank, 1831-1840 of the Peace per Wealth Rank, 1831-1840

Rank" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Rank" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number 3 2 1 ( 4 44 ( 4 I Number 5 2 4 3 1 44 1 2 4) )

"Mean rank = 1.9 "Mean rank = 3.4
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Summary sured by the degree to which commodities arc produced
for market exchange or sale. Efficiency in production

In summary, data on the distribution of wealth usually is achieved by specialization in production of
indicate many immigrants of the project area were able only a few commodities, while other agricultural prod-
to enhance their social status and wealth by amassing ucts arc obtained through market exchange. In this
land and slaves. Landless households decreased from section, the degree to which these processes operated in
11. 1 % of land entrants in 1830 to 7.3% of all households the project area before 1851, is examined. Unfortunately,
in 1850. The landless figure probably would be higher data on agricultural production before 1850 are limited.
for 1830 it-all households (including those who did not The first fideral agricultural census was taken in 1840,
eventually enter land) were included. Seventy-five per- but only county-wide totals are available; the 1850 agri-
cent of land entrants present in 1830 increased their cultural census was the first to record data by separate
landholdings by 1850, and the percentage of households farms. Therefore, it is necessary to infer earlier agricul-
that had at least one slave increased from 27%, in 18301 to tural trends from the results evident in the 185) agricul-
40% in 1850. The decrease in the concentration of wealth tural census.
froni 1830 to 1850 indicates that the poor were able to Statistics summarizing the 185I agricultural census
improve themselves, no doubt duc to the frontier condi- for farmers in the project area arc presented in Table 41.
tions of relatively inexpensive land and fertility of The agricultural census supposedly includes all farnis
recently cleared land. -lowever, the fact that there is little that produced more than S10 worth of commodities,
relationship between wealth and Iclpgth of residence and only livestock one year or older were enumerated
indicates that wealth brought by settlers from their (Wright and HUMt 1910:235). Crop yields obviously are

points ot origin vas inore significant than wealth creat- estiniates (apparent from the overrepresentation of nuni-
ed by fronticr conditions. The high degree of concentra- bcrs divisible by 10) and apply to the previous (all's
tion of wealth in 1830 (47% of wealth ewi-cd by the harvest (1849), since the ccnsus was taken in June 185.
richest 10%,). at the beginning of settlement (probably Table 41 shows that the wide variety of crops and
75"/o of settlers present in 183(I had been in residence less livestock characteristic of upper South agriculture (see
than three years), shows that the social stratification Chapter 3) was produced in the project area ii 1850.
system of lucgrass Kentucky was reproduced to sonic Alost everyone grew corn and raised swine and cattle,

degree i mediately upon arrival in the project area. the mainstays of tipper South agriculture. The number
As in older parts of the upper South, the wealthy of farms raising sheep and producing wool is somewhat

were expected to provide leadership, and thsy tilled surprising, smnce sheep usually are not mentioned as

iiost county offices. The fact that all county judges being characteristic of tipper South agriculture. Almost
wcc save owners is especially noteworthy. It is proba- all firms had a fw minilk cows for milk and butter and a

ble that the richest 10%/, with 511 or more acres of land fe w horses for agricultural traction. Fodder for livestock,
and eight or more slaves, did constitute a "small planter'" i addition to grass and corn stalks, was supplied by oats
class, as described by Mitchell (1978). These wealthy and hay, which were produced by a inalorit\ of farmers.
inin were present rroii the earliest period ot scttlcnient. H-ousehold consumption often was supplenicntcd by
For exaniple, Joshua S. Ely, the wealthiest individual in potatoes, and almost half of all farms also produced
1830 , probably was one of the first settlers in the eastern significant amounts of fruits and vegetables (orchard

part of the projct area, arriving it 1811) (Owcn 1895). and garden products). It is possible that many fruit trees
As noted in Chapter 3, another indicator of status produced peaches for making bcandy, which sold tor

was the type of house iii which one lived. P.ccording to S l/gallon in Kentucky in 1802 (Michaux 19N(4:241).
Kniffen (190i5:555), replaccncn of a log nisc with a Although hay production, dairy products, and orchards
two-story frame I-house characteristic of thin. tipper were not characteristic of tipper South settlers ill south-
South signiticd the attainment of a certain level of status ern Illinois and Indiana (Power 1953:95, 97), these con-
and vealth. Surviving nineteceth-century houses pro- modities were common in the project area. It nay be
vide examples of this pattern ii the project area. There is that the nonslave-owning poorer taricrs who moved
a rangc ii tvpc of houses fromn one-room log cabins to north practiced a less diversified forn of agriculture.
two-story tramc I-houses. Htouse types found in the The commodities discussed above all played a part in
region ire described in ( )'Bricn ct al. (1980 ). supplying the household wIIi food and fiber (wool),

and if production of thcsc commodities was increased

beyond household needs, they could have been sold or

AGRICULTURAL SPECIALIZATION exclianged. I lowevcr, other commodities produced in
the project area in 18501 were not items of household
consumption. These commodities include mules, tobacco,

Economic development of a rural area can bc inca- and hemp. Flax and flax secd probably also f,, in this
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TABLE 41.

Production Statistics for 681 Projec-t Area Farms in 1850'

Numnber" Percent' Mean'l S.. Maxiinumf

Horses 679 99.7 5.0 2.9 25
Oxen 211 31.0 3.4 1.9 10
Mules & Asses 96 14.1 8.9 15.8 103
Swine 67(0 98.4 30.6 22.0 175
Cattle 610 89.6 13.9 19.6 2(W(
Sheep 595 87.4 26(0 17.7 170
Wool (lbs.) 575 84.4 57.2 39.9 3W(
Milk Cow 674 99.9 4.5 2.9 3(1
Butter (lbs.) 662 97.2 153.5 1(12.1 10001
Cheese (lbs.) 62 9.1 45.5 401.0 2(11
Corn (bu.) 68(0 99.9 832.1 608.1 50(1(
Wheat (bu.) 466 68.4 82.2 85.1 7(0(
Rye (bu.) 3(0 4.4 27.3 14.2 6(0
Oats (bu.) 562 82.5 181.3 202.7 15(m')
Barley (bu.) (10.7 16.6 101.4 301
Buckw.heat (bu.) 311 4.4 24.6 27.5 1501
Hay (tonls) 465 68.3 6.2 6.8 6(0
Clover Seed (bu.) 4 (1.6 1.2 (1.5 2'
G;rass Seed (bu.) 21 3.1 6.01 8.11 35
Pecas and Beans (bu.) 24 3.5 17.2 22.01 901
Irish Potatoes (bu.) 5201 76.4 17.8 14.8 1601
Sweet Potatoes (bu.) 259 38.1) 15.5 14.3 100(
Garden~ Products (S) 323 47.4 13.7 18.5 1501
Orchird Products (S) 315 46.2 25.8 27.8 2501
Maple Sugar (lbs.) 53 7.8 126.2 142.7 8(1(
Molasses (gallons) 41 6.01 1(0.9 3(1.6 2001
Honey (lbs.) 125 18.4 41.6 32.2 2(1()
Tobacco (lbs.) 75 11.0) 2898.7 321(0.6 170M1(
HemIIp (tolls) 14 2.1) 1.2 (1.6 3
Flax (lbs.) 169 24.8 82.6 86.2 500(
Flax Seed (bu.) 118 17.3 3.6 3.3 22
Hlops (lbs.) 10I 1.5 7.O 6.6 201

'I Ata (onipiled from the 185(11 aigricultural census.
"Numnber ot tarnis raising or produIcing the coniiiiodity.
Percenlt of farnis raising or producing the eoniiodjty.

"Meanii unibcr ofunits of the comm1nodity per producing thrin,.
'Sad atin dcvi anionl

'M.axinniioi valoe (or the coiinoditv.

ItL1tee~rX. althiough~l sinill amounts ot flax were usedi to and flax were being growni at this timec. Hlowvevr, since
mnake hiiniiinadic lincii andi liiiscy-woolsey faibric. and flax and hemnp were conisbinecd into one categor In841
fi. \ seCCL \%i,, usedi to iiikC flISMid oil, USed t tnig nt i Upossible to determnine if hemIIp (which was a iIIuchI

.ii I puwnt intl varnish. I leup, was usedi to mnake rope rarer commiodity than flax n15)wsbigro .
Mid~ b,iL4-w in or ti ttin b aling. 'I ohacco. hiip. and flax Talel 42 lists productin amoun11tS for various coin1-
p;i III, tw crc a iir in teIiL' .111( NeanNuualywre assot iiioditics iii 1841 a aounts per tam il v to(r Monroe and
Ited %%iIi li labi1% 1.1(r (I tCS IWO(( ). 1a1lS count ites. Th nuihro ~ Iiii wscluae

I iHC 41 s1IMN uS tt the percent of fairmecrs prodluc- 1w di v'Iiiiig the IIIealln uii hr ot persons, per household
inC'iiiisibsste icitems, diis ssi Ibove ranges fromn in 18411 (i.e.. 6.4. as deteriiined in C hapter 3) Into the

2 li 'ito ) 'tlA\) i11 I811 XI Ki)idiearin. thl.it At least populaition oftli county. Aimounits per firin 1 85(l also
t i iii ers %%tcrc pri uiiiig tor miarket ( (uiprablc are givei, (or comiparison. Iliese figures are not very

(cut'.ir i~t i iibi (o I$4i mi de 140 igitr Lisdti sic it canno I)e dcteriniiied how iiianv houe
ilI L11i0 (it Ni 'ni-te ( iMITIi\ dioes sho10\ that tobIkk Co olds, we\.re producinglj . coninioditv in1 184(0, and Mon-
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TABLE 42.

Comparison of Production of Various Commodities Expressed as Amount Produced Per Family,
for All Families Present in Monroe and Rails Counties in 1840 and in the Project Area in 1850

Commodity Monroe 1840' Rails 18406 Project area 1850'

Tobacco (lbs.) 122.8 139.7 319.2
Flax and hemp (lbs.) 4.7 73.4 69.8
Horses and mules 3.1 3.9 6.2
Cattle 5.8 7.8 12.4
Swine 19.9 24.8 30.1
Corn (bu.) 331.2 345.5 830.9

n = 1485 families
bn = 695 families
In = 681 families

roe and Rails counties contain land outside the project Samuel Curtwright imported "one fine jack, three years
area. However, it is possible to state that market produc- old, 1 1/2 hands high, costing S1500 dollars," according
tion of tobacco had begun by 1840, but that flax and to the Hannibal Aessener (Ashtcn 1924:44). The jack
hemp production was rare, at least in the western came from Kentucky to Hannibal by steamboat.
two-thirds of the project area (Monroe County). Avery Grimes, a Monroe County resident (who

(ommercial production of tobacco, hemp, and mules must have lived outside the project area) who won
in Monroe County is indicated in an 1837 gazeteer. An several prizes at state and county fairs in the 1850s for
"extensive hemp-manufactory" was said to be "nearly shorthorn cattle, was breeding shorthorns in Monroe
completed at Florida" and there were two "tobacco County by 1842 (Ashton 1923b:71). The importance of
manufactories in Monroe, one of which is located at Monroe County as a shorthorn producing area in the
Jonesborough'" (Wetmore 1837:121). It also was noted early 1851)s is attested by a competition at the 1853 Boone
that 2 1-500 mules were sold annually as soon as they County Fair between three shorthorn steers from Boone
were weaned. They would have been more valuable if County and three from Monroe County. Judging was
sold when more mature, but there were no facilities for based on combined weight. Monroe County lost with a
raising them (Wetmore 1837:121). Mules were raised in total weight of 7520 pounds. compared to Boone
the Lipper South for export to the lower South, where County's 7621) pounds (Ashton 1923b:39). The owner
they were preferred over draft horses for field work of one of the Monroe County steers, Pleasant McCann,
because thev were hardier, ate less, did not require as owned land in the project area. The co-owners of the
much shelter, and were able to "stand violent work" winner of the aged bull class at the St. Louis Fair i 1856
(Ashton 1924:8: ( ray 1958:852). Since mules are not able were Grimes, McCann, and Samuel Curtwright (Ashton
to reproduce, replacements from the upper South were 1923b:43).
always in demand. The raising of' mules in Missouri From newspaper accoUnts, it appears that Louisiana.
began in the 1820Is, when Mexican donkeys (asses or on the Mississippi River in Pike Co nty, was an impor-
burros) were imported via the Santa Fc trail and were tant pork packing center by 1828 (Ashton 1923a:44).
bred to Kentucky horses. Stock was improved through Breeds and weights of hogs in the flaniibal area are
the importation of European jacks beginning in 1838 available for 1841 (Ashton 1923a:5(0, but pork packing
(Ashton 1924:18). there undoubtedly began earlier than this. I)cfinitc

Further information on early commercial livestock documentation exists for I lannibal to be classified as an.
production is available froni newspaper accounts and importaint pork packing center in the 18511s (Ashton
county tair records iAshton 1923a, b, 1924). For exaniple, 1923a:55).
Saintiel (urt wright. of Monroe (mntv, was a prize The above discussin indicates Mules, cattle, tobacco,
winner in the jack ,tock category at the Boone Countv and, possibly, swine and hemiip were being produced for
Fair ii the early 1850 s. and Richard I). Powers. another market by 1841. The evidence for grain crops is not
resident of the project area. was a prize winner for.iack clear, however, since there is little intrniation on
o in 1853 at the state timr (Ashton 1924:24). Willis consumption requirements. For colonial southeastern

Saiiuel. also a resident of the pro lect irca., sold a niule cknnsvhlvania, Lemoni i1 7a:08) c,,tilitcs .a r.qtiirciiclit
that took tirst pri/c A thc stte fur. .ad khich nicasured of II -15 bushels of grain (imostly wlicat) pL r person, per
16:3 11m,11d Aid ' wCighed 140 1 pounds. to a St. l.ouis inaii \car. [his prob,,bly is not appliciAle to corn rcquirc-
for S4(11 (no date *zvcn) A~htoi 1924:22). In IXS( mnents in upper South agriculture, \hcrc corn \a.s a
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principal food for both people and livestock. At any TABLE 44.
rate, 330 bushels, the average amount of corn produced Frequency Distribution of Number of
per family in 1840 (Table 42), would have fed 22 people Market Commodities'
at 15 bushels/person. Amounts beyond those required
for human consumption probably were used to fattcn Commodities Farmers Percent
swine and cattle so that surplus corn was marketed as 0 377 55.4
livestock rather than as grain. 1 162 23.8

In order to study producers of market commodities 1 58 8.5
in 1850, it was necessary to set arbitrary minimum yields 3 41 6.0
and minimum numbers of livestock per farm in order to 4 18 2.6
define producers for market. While these amounts may 5 13 1.9
not serve to define farms that actually were market 6 8 1.2
producers, they do provide a sample of large-scale 7 3 0.4

agricultural producers in the project area, most of 8 0 0. 0

whom probably were producing for market exchange or 9 1 _). 1

sale. The 12 commodities employed in the study ind the "As defined in text.
minimum amounts necessary to be considered a market
commodity producer are presented in Table 43. The
minimum was defined as the mean plus one standard ly large amounts of at least one commodity. Twenty-
deviation (see Table 41) for commodities consumable or one percent of all farmers produced more than one
usable on the farm (swine, cattle, sheep, milk cows, market commodity. By examining the frequency distri-
corn, wheat, orchard products, and flax). The mini- bution of commodities produced by farmers producing
mum for mules and asses was set at five, since more than only one market commodity (Table 45), it is evident that
four mules probably would not have been necessary for tobacco was the preferred market commodity if only
agricultural traction. All producers of tobacco and hemp one were produced. For 69% of all farmers producing
were included since these commodities were not usable tobacco, that crop was the only market commodity
on the farm in anything but extremely small amounts. produced, and thus appears to represent agricultural

specialization in the project area in 1850. 1lowever, only
11% of all farmers produced tobacco.

TABLE 43.

Minimum Production Amounts Necessary TABLE 45.
to be Considered a Market Commodity Producer Frequency Distribution of Market Commodities'

for Various Commodities for Farmers Producing Only One

Commodity Unit Minimum Market Commodity

Mules and asses 5 Commodity Farmers Percent
Swine 53
Cattle 33 Mules and asses 6 3.7

Sheep 44 Swine 18 11.1

Milk cows 8 Cattle 10 6.2

Corn Bushels 1441 Sheep 12 7.4

Wheat Bushels 168 Milk cows 7 4.3
Orchard products Dollars 54 Corn 16 9.9

Tobacco Pounds I Wheat 1( 6.2
Hemp Tons I Orchard products 13 8.0
Flax Pounds 169 Tobacco 52 32.1

Flax seed Bushels 7 Hemp 4 2.5
Flax 11 6.8
Flax seed 3 1.8

"As defined in text.
Table 44 shows the number of farmers producing

various commodities as defined above. Farmers produc-
ing one or more market commodities comprise 45% of The 12 market commodities can be grouped into
all farmers in the agricultural census of the proJect area. categories as follows: livestock, grain, orchard products,
Thus, almost half of all farmers were producing relative- and noncomestibles (tobacco, hemp, flax). Table 40
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TABLE 46. commodities. Combinations of three categories not

Number of Farmers Producing Various including both grain and livestock did not occur in the
Combinations of Categories of project area. The other important category is non-

Market Commodities comestibles (primarily tobacco). One can conclude that
there were two major market commodities in the project

Category Number area in 1850: livestock and tobacco. Farmers who pro-

Livestock 7duced tobacco tended to have tobacco as their only

Grain 25 market commodity, while livcstocl producers usually
Orchard products 13 produced several kinds of livestock plus grain. There
Non-comestibles 72 ako were 17 farmers who produced market quantities of
Livestock; grain 66 livestock, grain, and tobacco, and two farniers who
Livestock; non-comestibles 11 produced market quantities of all four categories.
Livestock; orchard products 6 Table 47 shows the relationship between wealth (in
Grain: orchard products 1 terms of the wealth ranks defined in the previous
(;rain; non-comestibles 10 section) and market production of livestock-grain and
Orchard products; non-coniestibles 0 tobacco. The tobacco coluni includes producers of
Livestock; grain; orchard products 6 tobacco whether or not they also produced other market
Livestock: grain; non-comestibles 17
G;rain: orchard products; non-comestibles r commodities, while the tobacco-only column shows

Livestock; orchard products; non-comestibles 0 producers whose only market conmoditv was tobacco.
Livestock; grain, orchard products; The table indicates that livestock-grain producers were

non-coniestibles 2 among the wealthiest members of the project area,
while nroducers of tobacco occur in all wealth ranks,
with the majority being in the middle wealth ranks
Half of the 10 tobacco producers in the wealthiest rank

shows the number of farmers producing these categories also were livestock-grain producers. While 82.6% of
or combinations of categories. This table illustrates the livestock-grain producers were slave owners, only 40%
importance of livestock raising and shows that the of tobacco producers and 36.5% of producers of
combination of livestock and grain was much more tobacco-only were slave owners.
common than grain production alone. This suggests Table 48 presents agricultural activities of farmers in
that high levels of grain production (primarily corn) the richest wealth rank. Livestock-grain production,
were maintained primarily for the purpose of fattening livestock-only, and livestock-grain-noncomestibles make
livestock. The importance of the livestock-grain combi- LIp the bulk (77%) of the market production of the
nation is demonstrated further by farmers who pro- wealthiest farmers. Only 6 (9%) of the 70 wealthiest
duced combinations of three categories of market farmers did not qualify as market producers of livestock.

TABLE 47.
Frequency Distribution within Wealth Decilesa of

Market Livestock-Grain Producers,
Tobacco Producers, and Producers Whose Only

Market Commodity Was Tobacco

Rank Livestock-grain Pcrccnt Tobacco Percent Tobacco only Percent

1 44 47.8 10 13.5 2 3.8
2 201 21.7 2 2.7 1 1.9
3 12 13.0 13 17.3 9 17.3
4 8 8.7 4 5.3 2 3.8
S 7 7.6 14 18.7 10 19.2

6 1 1.1 13 17.3 10 19.2
7 ) 0.) 6 8.0 6 11.5
8 0.1) 5 6.7 5 9.6
9 00.1 4 5.3 4 7.7

101 OI1 4 5.3 3 5.8

"Ranked in order ofv , calthicst (1) to poorest (IMl).
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TABLE 48. to purchase prairie land held by Eastern speculators. As

Number of Farmers in Richest Decile Producing discussed in Chapter 4, this may have been a result of
Various Combinations of Categories of acceptance of the steel plow, allowing cultivation of the

Market Commodities prairie. However, before the mid-1850s the upland
prairie probably was considered to be open range, for

Category Number the use of everyone settled ol its margin. It would be

Livestock 15 interesting to trace the fortunes of wealthy livestock

Grain 2 producers after the prairie became private property. It is
Orchard products 0 possible that some of them were able to purchase prairie
Non-coniestibles 2 to niaintain their pasture area while others were left
Livestock; grain 29 without pasture.
Livestock; non-coniestibles 4 Tobacco producers in 1850 were located primarily
Livestock; orchard products I along streams emptying into the North Fork, especially
Grain; orchard products (1 along Crooked Creek. There also was a smaller group
Grain; non-coniestibles 2 of tobacco producers along the Salt River, a few miles
Orchard products; noni-conestibles east of Florida. Both areas have relatively high terraces,
Livestock; grain; orchard products 3Livestock; grain; oncoardstibdus 3and it is probable that tobacco producers preferred this;rain; orchard products. non-comestiblcs 0 environmental zone. Ifa farmer produced both livestock

Livestock; orchard products, non-comestibles and tobacco, he usually owned both timber-prairie
Livestock; grain; orchard products border and high terrace land. From 1850 census data the
non-coniestibles 2 farmer (James Ragland) who produced the most tobacco

(8.5 tons) was located near Crooked Creek and had a
tobacco curer living with him. This may indicate Ragland
was fire-curing or flue-curing, which required "great

Thus, instead ofa wealthy, slave-owning "small planter" skill" in controlling the temperature, but which pro-
class which, according to Mitchell (1978), was character- duced tobacco suitable for export (Gray 1958:777). The

istic of Blucgrass Kentucky and the upper South in usual method of curing was by the sun, which required
general (see Chapter 3), there was a wealthy, slave- less skill but produced tobacco unsuitable for export. It
ow,,inig class of stockmen in the project area in 185). is possible that some of Ragland's tobacco-producing
Apparently, slave cowboys wcre more common than neighbors also made use of the services of the tobacco
slave tobacco cultivators, curer. The presence of a tobacco-curing specialist indi-

It is now possible to discuss preferred cnvironnental catcs an attempt to produce a better product that would
characteristics in terms of the agricultural activities of be in greater demand on the open market.
land entrants. In Chapter 4 it was determined that The third environmental zone preferred for early
timibercd moderate slopes, the timber-prairie transition settlement was timbered moderate slopes. The strategy
zone, and high terraces were preferred for early settlement. there no doubt consisted of slash-and-burn agriculture
These zones now can be associated with production of for corn and wheat plus raising hogs that foraged in
certain market commodities. Almost all (52 of 54) live- the forest. Corn probably was fed to hogs prior to
stock producers in the richest wealth rank in 185() for slaughtering. It was to the farner's advantage to own as
which a location could be determined, were located in much land as possible, which enabled him to continue
the timber-prairie transition zone. This same pattern shifting cultivation as long as possible, delaying a neces-
probably was present in 184)), when 48 of 53 members sity to adopt crop rotation and manuring. This kind of
of the richest wcalth rank for whom a location could be extensive agriculture still was comnmon in Missouri in
deternined were located in the tiniber-prairie transition 1849 and was described by a Cooper Count\ farmer in a
zone. Since niany of the sanie tlrnicrs wcrc in the richest letter to the Cultiv'ator:
wealth rank in 1840 and 185)0, it is probably satfe to
.SSUIlle that wealthv stockiniien entered land in the F.,rung hcrc is tiductcd on thw rcgulriIkipiimi. vstcn-

takii cv itim . mid rct u wr.g nmith n ng. nd icw as tie
tinibcr-prairic zone ulpon arrival it) the area. Their "tillo[rv is. ilmnbcrs it- ftrniN arc bcgiiminin go ft.cl and show
stritegy probably was to cultivate the lightly timbered ihcccttco it . mostot thc f.r||lr.,nthiscountrv r,oh
transition /one and to pasture their livestock on the open ,,., d t ,Ihl ,'t , .'m d hi, It, 'ti, n1C Icitcd in Ltnncr

194.S:2.1,4. cniphlmcs il irigumllI
priieprairie

Ihc upland prairie zone either was owned by Eastcern The author of the letter describes competition anong
Spctulltor,. (s'cc (ihprcr 4) or renained fcder,al public -arniers in planting nore corn than their neighbors: "'the
land until ,tttcr 185f). After 1851). residents ofthe project cry- is still iiorc land, niore corn" (Lcmmer 1948:234).
arct, began to tnter the rcit.iing prairie public land and I I vstock Vas tcd corn inld aillowed to graze on the
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prairie, but no timothy or clover was sown and manur- (head) tax on all unmarried men between the ages of 20
ing was "looked on as preposterous" (Lemmer 1948: and 50 (Mcgown 1878:10). It is probable that one could
235). elect to work on the roads in lieu of paying the poll tax

In summary, prodaction of agricultural commodi- in cash, and slave owners may have provided the labor
tics for market had begun by 1840, if not earlier, and of their slaves instead of their unmarried sons. Road
was well developed by 1850. Three kinds of agricultural construction probably amounted to little more than
specialization are evident in 1850: grain (primarily corn) cutting down trees. In 1836 the Monroe County court
and grazing livestock (cattle, milk cows, sheep, and ordered road overseers to "cut down all dead or dry
mules) production; tobacco production; and corn and timber that is standing within 4(0 feet of any road"
forest-foraging livestock (swine) production. Grain and (MCCR A:351). In 1837 the court specified that all
grazing livestock production was carried out by wealthy roads were to be cleared 30 feet wide, leaving no stumps
slave owners along the timber-prairie border. Tobacco higher than 8 inches and that "all wet land and small
production was carried out by farmers of moderate watercourses are to be causewayed or bridged" (MCCR
means with few or no slaves (although the few produc- A:510).
crs of large quantities of tobacco did own slaves) on high The road network as it existed in 1830 is shown in
terraces. Some of the wealthy livestock producers also Figure 3. The road system consisted primarily of three
grew tobacco if they owned high terraces. The rest of long-distance routes that connected New London with
the farmers in the project area were engaged in corn and Fayette to the west, with Columbia to the southwest,
hog production on timbered moderate slopes, produc- and connected Palmyra with the New London-Fayette
ing a surplus of these commodities for sale or exchange road. The New London-Fayette road probably was in
whenever they were able to do so. It appears to have existence by 1820, at least as a rough trail, and may have
been the goal of most farmers to produce most food been established by the Pike County court before the
items necessary for their own subsistenc requirements organization of the Rails County court in 1821. A road
and then to produce one or more commodities for from Palmyra that passed through the Smith settlement
market. and joined the New London-Fayette road was estab-

lished in 1825. The New London-Columbia road was
established in 1828 and passed mostly through uninhabit-
ed prairie except where it crossed Lick Creek and the

TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS South Fork of the Salt River. These long distance routes
originally were established for persons traveling be-
tween towns rather than tbr the convenience of rural

T!, ,'tablishnient and maintenance of public roads residents, although the Rails County court did require
was one of the most important functions of county the Palmyra road to pass through the Smith settlement.
government. The procedure for creating roads began The New London-Fayette road was, no doubt, instru-
with a petition filed with the county court by a resident mental in providing access to the area for early settlers.
of the township through which the proposed road was It is no accident that most settlement clusters shown on
to pass (MCCR; RCRR). A petition requested a road the 1830 map (Figure 10), such as the Ely settlement,
between two places (usually towns or existing roads) the Lick Creek settlement, the Pigeon Roost Creek
and suggested a general route. The county court then settlement, the Smith settlement, and the McGee settle-
appointed commissioners who were residents of the area ment were located within a few miles of this early road
through which the road was to pass to mark a route. The (see Chapter 2 for discussion of these early settlements).
coniissioners submitted a report specifying the pro- The only roads established before 1830 that had
posed route, and if there were no objections, the route primarily local functions were located in the eastern part
was declared a public road. If objections were made by of the project area. These roads passed through several
property owners, the court could appoint a new commis- settlement clusters (including the Ely settlement) and
sion to reroute the road. Not all petitions were acted connected Bouvet's Lick in the northeast corner of the
upon apparevitly the court could decline to appoint project area with the New London-Faycttc road (Figurc
commissioners or could re.ct their report. 3). Previously existing roads coniected Bouvet's Lick

Road construction and maintenance was carried out with Hannibal and Palmyra. Thus, by 183( settlers in
under the direction of overseers of road districts. Road the eastern part of the project area had good road
districts and their ovcrsccrs were at first designated by connections to New London and I lannibal. It was about
the countv court. but later this responsibility was dole- 9 miles to New London and 17 miles to I lannibal from
gated to on ottlic ~ulstics ofthe peace in each township. the Ely settlement The westcrn part of the project area
Labor tor road L ontri(to on. \which was directed by the had road connections to Pa ,myra And New London but a
ro.vd wlr scer. probablv w\as orgam/Cd through the pol, longer trip w\as rcquired. From the Junction of the
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Palnivra and Favette roads it was 38 miles to Palmvra the road network. The formal establishment of the New
and 30 miles to New London. This is beyond the London-Fayette road and the Palnyra road is rcflccted in
maximun distance (25 miles one way) for a round trip the mileage for 1825, while the New London-Columbia
in one day for a horse and wagon (Molhie 1971:26). road appears in the 1828 total. The increased road

Rapid immigration to the western part of the project construction activity that followed the organization of
area in 1831) and 1831 allowed formation of Monroe Monroe County' is apparent in the number of new roads
County and two new towns. Florida and Paris (the and amount of mileage for 1832 and 1833.
county seat), in 1831. The new Monroe County court The column in Table 49 listing the number of road
immediately began to receive petitions for roads, and in miles per square mile of area provides a measure of road
1832 it established seven roads with a total length of 44 density. These figures do not include the prc- 1825 New
miles within the project are' , 1833 it established six London-Fayette road. By 184) the density had reached
roads having a combined ic.gth of 43 miles. These 0.75 miles of road/m 2 . This compares with a modern
roads (Figure 3) connected the new county seat (Paris) average for the project area of about 1.4 miles of
with the New London-Fayettc road, with Florida and road/mii2 . Thus, the density of roads was over half the
Hannibal to the cast, with Columbia to the south, with present density within the first 20 years of settlement.
Huntsville i Randolph County to the west, and with The 184) road density meant that the average maximum
Oakdale to the north in Marion County (Shelbv Countv distance of any point from a road was about 1.3 miles.
after 1836). Roads also were established linking Florida Road density was uneven, however, and a few places can
with the New London-Fayette road, with Oakdale. with be found on Figure 3 that were over two miles from a
the Palmyra road, and with Hannibal. After 1836, \vhcn road. The highest road density in 184) was in T54N.
the towns of Clinton-Jonesburg and Santa Fe were RIOW. south of Paris, where the beginning of the later
platted, roads were established to connect them with ubiquitous Midwest grid system of roads is apparent.
already established roads and towns. All this activity in This high road density (about 1. 1 niles of roads/mi 2) is
Monroe C lountV stimnulated road dcvelopmclt in west- related to high population density in the area and the
cr Rails County. Roads wcrc established to connect radiation of roads outward from Paris. Proximity to the
with Monroe County roads and to provide access to county seat probably also was a factor in obtaining
Florida and its mills. approval for roads from the county court.

Table 49 provides statistical data on development of Another factor in the approval anid routing of roads
probably was social position and wealth of the petitioner
and the commissioners. The mean wealth rank, on a
scale of one (richest) to 10 (poorest), of successful road

TABLE 49. petitioners was 2.7 (Pi = 34: s = 1.9). The mean wealth

Number of Roads and Miles of Road Established rank of commissioners, who were responsible for deter-
per Year in Rails and Monroe Counties and mining the routes of new roads, was 3.2 (n = 1I0): s =

Cumulative Road Density' 2. 1). In reading descriptions of the routes of new roads,
it is obvious that roads frequently were routed past the

Year Number MileN 0um. miles Road density houses of rich land owners. Thus, the richer members of

1823 1 1 1 ().00442 the comnlunitV, who controlled county government (as

1824 1 11) 11 4I.23 demonstrated in a previous section of this chapter).
1825 2 48 5') ).123 appointed road commissioners of similar social status
1826 1) ) 59 (. 123 and wealth, assuring that the wealthy would have easy
1827 4) 1 59 1).123 access to roads leading to market towns. The rapidity
1828 2 304 81) ).44185 with which rural areas were connected to new towns
1821) 2 11 im) (1.20)8 and new towns were connected to larger market centers
183o ) 0 1(m) 1).248 outside the project area (crcatii.g a relatively high road
1831 1 ,2 l7) 225 detnsity) indicates the degree to which access to markets
1832 43 171 3444 was sought from the beginning of settlement.
1834 3 23 236 4) 4'),2 Another indication of the degree to which access to

1 835 7 3) 275 (1.573 outside markets vas sought was the attempt by cntrcpre-
1836 1 3 278 ().i79 honurs in Floiida to open the Salt River to steamboat
183- 5 28 3(6 4 4,38 niavigation from Florida to the Mississippi River. These
1838 3 35 341 41 7114 entrepreneurs werc aided in this endeavor by the state
1839 4 10 357 ,) 744 legislature. which passed a law in 1831 prohibiting

'Mile, of road per square m'lc. daimmning the S)alt River below the forks at Florida. and
vdhiih charte-rcd the ')ailt Rivcr NavlgatoCompany in
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1837 for the purpose of making the river navigable by presence of a mill actually may have stimulated in-
dredging, changing its course, or constructing locks and creased grain production for sale or exchange at the mill.
dams (see Chapter 2). The Monroe County court also Most mills in the project area were water-powered and
assisted the entrepreneurs by appropriating $50() in 1834 were both grist and saw mills. The first water-powered
tor clearing the river between Florida and the county mill built in the project area was located on Li-k Creek,
line. A railroad company also was incorporated to build near its junction with the New London-Fayette road
a railroad between Florida and Paris. Neither venture (Figure 3). This mill was in existence by September,
was implemented due to lack of capital, but they do 1828, when it was mentioned in the Rails County Road
provide a measure of the lengths to which residents of Records (A:11) in conjunction with a request for a
the area were prepared to go to secure transportation change in the route of the road around the mill by its
links with external markets. owner, James W. See. The construction date of the mill

is unknown since there is no record of a writ ofad quod
damnmn (see Chapter 1). See died in 1839 and the
property passed to his wife, but the will does not

MILLS AND TOWNS mention a mill.
The beginning of the town of Florida may perhaps

be traced to the construction in 1829 of a mill on the
The rapid devclop.ncnt of towns and milling facili- South Fork, directly south of the future location of

tics indicates that there were present from the beginning Florida, by Peter Sticc (Gregory 1965:5). Stice sold this
of settlement needs that could only be satisfied by mill to Hugh A. Hickman andJohn Saling in November,
participation in a market economy. As noted in the 1830 for S1000. 1 William N. Penn operated a store in the
previous section, the eastern part of the project area was mill (NHC 1884:92), and along with Hickman and
within a day's wagon trip of New London and, in some others, was one of the founders of Florida. Hickman

cases, of the larger river port of Hannibal. However, the bought Saling's interest in 1835 and operated the mill
western two-thirds of the area was beyond a day's travel until 1868. Soon after Hickman took over the mill, he
from New London or from any town during the 182()s. transported a load of flour to the town of Louisiana on
This area remained sparsely settled until improving the Mississippi River by boat and returned with sugar,
economic conditions allowed increased immigration coffee, and other commodities not obtainable locally
and settlement, which began about 1828 and continued (Wetmorc 1837:120). This illustratc the commercial
through 1835. The increase in population was so great functions of early millers. Hickman was the wealthiest
that within only three years (in 1831), the western person in the area in 1850, largely due to his mill that
two-thirds of the area plus territory farther west was undoubtedly made ip a large part of his S30.00(0 worth
organized into a new county (Monroe) and two towns of real estate.
(Paris and Florida) were founded. Thus, it appears that A second mill was built just north of the future site
services provided by towns and a county government of Florida, during the fall of 1830 (Powers 1931) by
(especially road construction) were needed and became Richard Cave, another founder of Florida. Cave sold
available as soon as there was sufficient population to this mill in August, 1835, during a period of land
support them. Smaller rural service centers were found- speculation, to Hugh Meredith (who recently had ar-
cd to the north (Clinton-Joncsburg) and to the south rived from Pennsylvania) for S35(0. Meredith did not
(Santa Fc) in 1836 as population increased in these areas, operate the mill himself but leased it to R.E. Coontz

(according to an 1840 deed of trust). In l)ecember, 1841
Meredith somehow managed to convince Napoleon B.

Mills Tapscott of Marion County (probably Hannibal) to
purchase the mill for the astonishing price of S10,000.

Evans (1974:321)) suggests that mills served as transi- Tapscott soon defaulted on a mortgage and the mill
tional links from a subsistence to a market economy, passed in 1843 to Meredith's sister, Susan, of Marion
The miller served as a buyer of grain, as a middleman, County. Susan Meredith married David J. Garth, a
and as .1 merchant. The appearance of mills probably
signaled the begin-oing of participation, or at least the
potential for participation, in a market economy by
rural residents. Undoubtedly, for many the mill merely
served to turn their grain into flour or mueal for hone
consumption. but for those who produced a surplus. the 'M,,,r dt ,,, m11 11 tiS s 11 ttiiii .irc r -om M( I)DR. I. 1)R.
mill provided .i Lcal market outlet for bulk grain that M( CR. (% rit, ,of d piod ,I.imumi). -ind WV'R (%% rirt ot ad ,Iul
,.is cxpcImi.Ivc to transport mlore thin i few miles. The ,i,,,,,,,,}
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Hannibal lumber magnate, and this couple sold the mill a writ for a mill on the south bank of the South Fork,
in 1851 through an intermediary to Alexander M. opposite the filturc site of Santa Fe. Santa Fe was platted
Hickman and Hugh A. Hickman of Florida for S5000. in October, 1836 by John Bybee. However. betre this
From 1851 to 1868 the Flicknians operated both Florida occurred, Kinote sold the mill site and 2)3 acres in
mills, with Hugh Hickman running the one on the August, 1836 to John Criglcr of Mississippi for S913. At
South Fork and Alexander, his son, running the mill on some point, a mill was constructed there since one
the North Fork. The north mill passed to Alexander's appears on this site in the 1876 atlas of Monroe County
younger brother. Joseph G. Hickman, who ran it until (Edwards Bros. 1876). In August. 1837, Kinote paved

1888. S1000) for another mill. which had been built earlier that
A third mill was built near Florida (about a mile year by William Bybee. The mill, located three miles

upstream on the North Fork) in 1833 by Benjamin north of Santa Fe, was mortgaged by Kinotc to a Paris
Bradlev, a wealthy farmer who lived about 1.5 miles merchant. After Kinote defaulted in early 1840 the mill
north of the mill. Bradley had a horse-drawn corn mill was sold in 1843 to William Lamnie for S1500. The mill
near his house as early as 1827 (NHC 1884:106). Three must have ceased operation before 1848, when the land
iiore mills were proposed in the vicinity of Florida on which it was located was sold for only S175. When it

during the 1830)s. After Cave sold his mill to Meredith in was sold again in 1866, it was worth only S250.
1835, he filed a petition for a writ ofad quod damnum for Several mills were built away from town sites.
a dam and mill to be built downstream below the forks. Joseph Sproul, a wealthy farmer in the Mc(;ee settlement.
When Meredith obljccted, Cave was denied permission filed a petition for a writ of ad imiod damnumn for a dam
to build his dam. Franklin Bowles petitioned to build a and mill on the Elk Fork (Figure 3) in June 1831. The
damn and mill below Hugh Hickman's mill on the South mill was sold in 1844 to Peter Stice for S2 0)$). In 1847 he
Fork in 1838, but Hickman objected and eventually sold it to Sproul's son, Joseph E. Sproul, and James
bought Bowles' land in 1845. John M. Clemens pro- Higginbotham for S2000. In 1838 a mill was built by
posed building a mill just above the forks on the South lPeter Stice in Section 7 of T54N, R8W. on the Middle
Fork in 1838 and, as discussed in Chapter 2, construe- Fork. The mill was operated by Stice until 1843, when
tion may have begun before Clemens left Florida in he sold it to John Stewart for S2000 and bought Sproul's
1839. Howcvcr, there is no indication that a mill ever mill. Stewart sold the mill in 1846 to five men, among
operated there. them David McKamey, for S1000. They rented the mill

Two mills were built on the Middle Fork near Paris to Jacob Rickenbaugh. who actually operated it. The
(Figure 3), soon after the site was chosen as the county mill was sold in 1868 to Anthony C. Smithey for SI 201.
seat in earl.. June, 1831. John Saling, Hugh Hickman's There were few mills in the eastern part of the
partner in the mill at Florida, petitioned for permission project area, duc to the law prohibiting the damming of
to build a mill aid dam about two miles west of Paris oin the Salt River below Florida. In 1838. a mill and dam
June 2. 1831. The mill was in operation by 1833, when were proposed for Section 30 ofT55N, R6W, on the Salt
the (ountv court approved a road connecting it to Paris. River, but the court stipulated that a lock would have to
It was sold to Warner Philips in 1816 for S120). In 1832 be built into the dam, and no dam or mill xxas built. A
another mill was built about a mile cast of Paris on the mill on Clear Creek, in the northeast corner of the
Paris-Florida road. bv William Armstrong. In 1837 he project area, is mentioned in the road records, and in
sold the mill for S200)) to Joseph S. Hoskins, who may 1838 a mill was built on Spencer Creek in the southeast
have operated a distillery Inl conjunction with it (NHC part of the project area. The latter mill passed into the
1884). Hloskins and his partner, Greenville Hutchison, hands of Joshua Ely, a vealthy farmer from the Ely
were not very successful during this period o economic settlement.
depression, judging by the number of mortgages on the A steam null, owned by two wealthy businessmen
mill, finally losing it through default in 1842 to I)avid from Hannibal (John McKee and William Muldrow).
W. MaJor, a wealthy tarmer The mill property re- was in operation by 1837 on the Salt River ii Section 33
maimued in the Major ftmilv until 1870. of F56N, R6W. Half-interest in the steam mill, the toxvn

A mill adjacent to the future site of the town of plat of Bloomfield, and )10)0 acres of land were sold to
Clinton on the North Fork (Figure 3) was proposed in Andrew Woods in 1837 for S711 01. Woods defaulted in
1834 by I)aniel Hendricks of Marion County. lie sold 1840) and the property was purchased at a sheriff's
the mill site in 1835 to George Glenn and Sanuel Brvan auction by Foster Ray of Marion County. xvho sold it
for S15)). They filed a new petition for a writ ofad qitd back to john McKee for one dollar in 1849. A steam saw
damninm In 1835 and platted the town of Clinton ill mill owned by William C osney was in operation in
August, 1830. lhyc also operated a ferry adjacCnt to the Section 15 of T.4N., R9W, sometime between 184) and
mill, both of which were in operation by May. 1830. 1860.l when (;osucv detulted on a loan and l'st his

In I )eccmbcr 1835, loenrv Kinotc tiled a petit ion for property through foreclosure.
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The career of Peter Stice, described in the county towns of Florida, Clinton, and Santa Fe, as discussed
history (NHC 1884) as a Dutch millwright, is of interest above, other functions also may have preceded formal
since he seems to have been an itinerant mill builder and platting of towns at these locations. A "settlement on
operator. He built the south Florida mill in 1829 and the South Fork" was mentioned in aJanuary, 1835, road
immediately sold it. Around 1836, he then built a mill petition (MCCR A:161) and elections for South Fork
near Bethel (to the north of the project area) in Shelby Township were held at a school probably located there
County (NHC 1884:69). Returning to the Florida area, (MCCR A: 111), before the platting of Santa Fe in 1836.
he built the mill on the Middle Fork west of Florida in A school on Deer Creek in the Martin settlement,
1838, operated it for five years, sold it, and bought located about a mile cast of Clinton, was the site for
Sproul's mill on the Elk Fork. He kept this mill only elections in Washington Township (MCCR A:l 11) be-
three years and then departed for Adair County, Missouri. fore the platting of Clinton in 1836. Thus, a combina-
on the upper Chariton River, where he no doubt built tion of a recognized "settlement," a school, a polling
more mills. It is possible that he was hired to build some place, and a mill preceded the formal beginnings of the
of the other mills in the project area owned by farmers towns of Santa Fc and Clinton. These towns became
or merchants who may not have had the knowledge small service centers for the townships of South Fork
necessary to construct them. and Washington, respectively.

Mills in operation in the project area by 1840 were The location of Florida, platted in 1831, was a direct
spaced 6-10 miles apart (Figure 3), so that most result of the presence of two mills (one with a store
residents were within 3-5 miles (in a straight line) of a associated) at the presumed head of navigation of the
mill. An exception to this was the northccntral part of Salt River. Three of the five founders of Florida were the
the project area, where sonic residents were up to 10 two mill owners and the storekeeper. In the eastern part
miles away from a mill. However, all residents were of the projcct area, the ban on Jam construction on the
within a one day round trip of a mill. All mills were Salt River and the consequent lack of mills at Newport
accessible from nearby county roads, although there was and Cincinnati may have inhibited growth of these
no county road to Sproul's mill on the Elk Fork until towns. The proposed town of Bloomfield, which never
1837, when the road from Santa Fc to Paris was materialized, was located adjacent to a steam mill on the
established. It is probable that informal local roads lower Salt River.
existed in this area before establishment ot tile cott The location of Paris, the county scat, was the result

road. of a political decision, rather than independent cconom-
All these ni'lls ground corn for local consumption. ic factors. As described in Chapter 2, the site of the

However, to have wheat ground into flour, it was county seat was chosen by a committee of men who
necessary to go to Hickman's Florida mill (NHC seemed to be under the influence of James C. Fox, a
1884:660). In 1837. two or three mills were employed local entrepreneur on whose land the town was located.
in "merchant work" in Monroe County (Wetmore The area around Paris was undeveloped in 1831; there
1837:119), two of which apparently wcrc located at were no roads, mills, schools, or other economic facili-

Florida where "two flour mills do merchant work" tics in the vicinity. However, because the town was the

(Wetmore 1837:12)). These may have been the only county seat, it was provided with road connections by

mills with the capacity Lo produce flour for export. The the county court, and its administrative functions imc-

probability that some of this flour was exported is diatcly attracted economic functions, as the competitive

suggested by Hickman's trip to Louisiana with flour (see bidding for town lots close to the courthouse site

above) and by the term "merchant work." The presence demonstrates (see Chapter 2).

of two other mills near Florida (Figure 3) suggests the Paris and Florida were almost the same size, in terms

beginning of a milling central place with specialization of population, in 184) (Table 50). By 185), Paris began

in flour production by tie two large Florida mills. The to expand at the expense of Florida, and by 1860, Florida

sniallcr outlying nulls may have ground corn into nical had almost disappeared while Paris had almost doubled

for home consumption. The demand for mill facilities at its 185) population. Chnton-Joncsburg, Santa Fe. Cil-

Florida must have been great since three more mills cinnati, and Newport remained villages with 10) or less

were proposed for the Florida vicinity. This probably people. Newport was tie least successful of these villag-

wvas related to the expectation of steamboat transporta- es (the only merchant went bankrupt in 1838, see

tion to the Mississippi River. (hapter 2), and it is doubtfil that it had any economic

functions after 1841). (linton-Joncsburg was abandoned
when the I lannibal and St. Joseph Railroad was complct-

Towns ed in 1857 and all stores and services moved north to the
new towns of Ihunewell and Shelbina on the rail line

Although mills \ere tactors in the locations of the (NI( 1884).
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TABLE 50. 1.7/mi 2. These figures do not reflect the true nature of

Population of the Towns of Paris, Florida, the area because of the clustered distribution of settle-

Clinton-Jonesburg, Santa Fe, and Cincinnati, ment (Figure 10), especially in Jackson Township. There.

in 1840, 1850, 1860, and 1876 settlement was absent in the northern half and occurred
primarily along the New London-Fayettc road in the

1840" 1850" 1860' 1876' southern part of the township. Two towns (Paris and

Paris 289 572 1000 1400 Florida) were founded in this more densely settled area

Florida 281 316 160 100 one year later (in 1831) after a heavy influx of new

Clinton-Jonesburg 88 99 - - settlers. The population density of the area surrounding

Santa Fe 27 74 120 110 these towns at the time of their founding is unknown.
Cincinnati 60 50
"From manuscript census schedules.
5Froru Sutherland and McEvoy (1860). TABLE 51.

'From Polk (1876). Population and Population Density of Various

Political Townships in 1840'

The population history of these towns (Tahle 50) Township and town Population Area (ni 2) Density"
indicates that Paris and Florida were competing for the
status of primary rural service center for the project area Jackson (rural) 2050

and beyond. The success of Paris call be attributed to the Paris 218 133 17.1

tact that it was the comty seat, combining administra- Jefferson (rural) 1039
- Florida 209 65 19.2tive and economic functions, while the potential of Washington (rural)0

Florida as a river transport center never was realized. By 1035(:linton-Jonesburg 83 104 10.8
1860, if not earlier, Florida was reduced to the status of a South Fork (rural) 587
village serving primarily the residents of the township in Sta Fe 24 83 7.4
which it was located. Other villages served similar Saline (rural) 696

tunctions. The economic ftunctions of these towns and Cincinnati 60 102 7.4
villages will be analyzed in the next section. Salt River 795 131 6.1

The pattern of towns and villages that wa-s to endure Indian Creek 507 60 8.5
for many years (Paris, Flo-ida. and Santa Fe still exist) Totals 7313 678

was formed almost simultaneously with initial settle- loes not include slaves.

menit of the project area. All towns were fictioning by . = 8

1836, only eight years after the begining of the major
influx of settlers in 1828. By 1836 there was a regular
pattern of towns spaced about 12 miles apart, making it

a journey of only , few hours in a wagon to the ncarest Population densitics for 1841 political townships

town from anywhere in the project area. The demise of (Figure 3) indicate a rough correlation between the

Newport would be expected. since it lay bctween population density of a township and the population of

Florida and Ciicimnati. which were about 12 miles apart its town (Table 51). The two townships without towns

in a straight line. Newport was only 5 miles from (Salt River and Indian Creek) were served by towns in

incintiati and 7 miles from Florida. which was too adjacent townships. Much of the population of Indian

close to compete successfully with the already cstab- Creek Township was within eight miles of Florida or

lished latter town. Clinton. Cincinnati was located on the boundary be-

There undoubtcdly was a relationship between popu- twecn Saline and Salt River townships. serving the

lation density and town fo ination, but it is difficult to populations of both. It can only be concluded that if

determine whether some minimum population density there was a minimum population density threshold for

was required before towns could form. Population town formation, it was about 2-7 persons/mit . Since

densities can only be calculated for 1830 and 1840. parts of these townships were uninllabited prairie area,

bcfore and after town formation occurred, since uo these figures should perhaps be higher.
population data arc available for the specific years when In reality, viability of towns probably was dependent

towns were founded. In 183)), when there were no on a certain number of people living within a certain

toNnus in the pro ject area. the population density in Salt distant of the town, who regularly made use of its

River Township in the castern portion of the project area services. Thus, population densities based on the

(Figure 2) was 2.7/i 2 and the densltv of Jackson boundaries of political townships arc not very useful.

IOwtiship il the western part of the area was about Not only the number of people, but the level of demiand
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TABLE 52. powered mill on the North Fork), about two miles
Population and Population Density of the northeast of Florida (NHC 1884:106). Early blacksmith

Project Area by County in 1850' shops that may have been in operation as early as 1828
or 1829 were located oil the New London-Fayette road

County Population Area (ni 2) Density" in Section 17 ofT54N, R8W, and Section 18 of T54N,

Monroe (rural) 3824 R9W, operated by Charles Eales and James H. Snith,Paris 44( ) respectively (NHC 1884:92; MCCR A:18). In 1830
Florida 283 there was a store and wool-carding machine in the house
Clinton-Jonesbtrg 149 of Green Caldwell on the New London-Fayette road
Santa Fe 64 nearJames H. Smith's blacksmith shop (NHC 1884:132).

Total 4760 307 15.5 This location might have developed into a town had not
Rails (rural) 1648 the location of Paris been determined politically.

Cincinnati 50 After establishment of Monroe County in 1831, the
Total 147 11.6 number of licenses that were issued to merchants,
Totals 6462 4grocers, vendors of liquor, and tavern operators mdi-

")oes not include slaves, cates the rapidity in development of commercial activity
bx- = 14.2 (MCCR). The issuance of four liquor licenses between

June, 1831, when the county was organized, and
November, 1831, indicates that at least one market

tor a town must be taken into account. The level of commodity was in great demand. Four merchant's
demand in the project area appears to have been such licenses also were issued during this period. The first
that a town could be supported by about 50(0 people grocer's license was issued in 1833, after the fee was
within a 6-8 mile radius. This is a very tentative estimate lowered from SI0 to S5. The initial lack of demand for
based on a few examples and should be checked with grocer's licenses may have been due to the existence of a
data from other areas. Table 52 shows that the system farmer's market in Paris that was planned when the
experienced moderate growth in overall population town was platted, but the records do not mention
density and size of towns by 1850. whether it actually was constructed and placed into

operation. In any case, the demand for local foodstuffs
initially may have been less than that for imported
manufactured goods and comnmodities (such as sugar

NONAGRICULTURAL SPECIALIZATION and coffee), due to home production and informal
exchange of surpluses between adjacent farms and
among kin. However, after 1833, competition and turn-

The rapd appearance of nonagricultural specialists over among grocers in Florida and Paris was great, with
in the project area indicates the degree to which special- 22 individuals having been granted licenses before 1840.
ized skills and commodities not available on the farm Most of these individuals probably were in business for
were sought by early settlers. With the appearance of the only one or two years. A grocer's license was issued for
first towns in 1831, it became possible for rural residents Jonesburg just before it was platted in 1836, and one for
to participate in a market economy that was connected Clinton was issued in 1837.
to the national economy through Hannibal and Louisiana. Specific information on merchant's licenses is not
the nearest Mississippi River ports. available, but merchants appear to have been less numer-

oils than grocers. Being a merchant may have required
more capital for importation of manufactured goods,

Data from County Records and which is corroborated by the fact that most recorded
Narrative Sources merchant's licenses were issued to partnerships, while

grocer's licenses were issued primarily to individuals.
Although statistical information on nonagricultural The first tavern license for Paris was issued in 1832 and

specialization is not available until the 1840 census, some for Florida in 1833. By 1833 there were three taverns in
information is available for earlier periods. The establish- Paris and at least two in Florida.
nieit of water-powered grist and saw mills was dis- The 1837 gazetcer of Missouri (Wetmore 1837)
cussed in the previous section and it was noted that one provides some information on nonagricultural speciali-
of the earliest nills, located just south of Florida, had a zation for that year. There were seven "mercantile
store in operation by 183). 1 lowevcr, the first mill was houses'" in Paris, four iii Florida, two in the north part of
horse-powered and dates to 1827. It was located on the Monroe CountV (probably at Clinton and Jonesburg).
fari of Benjiamin Bradley (who later built a water- and a "great number of snialk dealers" (Wetmore
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1837:118). There were two stores and a tavern in household. These occupations can be grouped into the
Cincinnati and one store in Newport (Wetniore 1837: 1840 census categories for comparison with the 185'1

155). Inl 1836, a total of S200,0()0 worth of goods was data. However, data for 1840 and 1850 are not directly
imported by Monroe County merchants (Wctmorc comparable, since slaves appear to have been included in
1837:118). the 1840 figures but not in the 1850 ones. This is

Little inforrmation on craft specialization and manu- especially problematic for agricultural workers as excm-
facturing is available for the project area, although the plified by the case of William Huston. He had no
gazeteer does mention "four or five distilleries" and a children but had eight people employed in agriculture in
pottery (Wetmorc 1837:1201). These distilleries were said 184(0, who undoubtedly were his eight slaves. Inl 1850, he
to produce 10,010 gallons of whiskey and 10((0-310110 was listed as a farmer, but there were no occupational
gallons of brandy and gin per year. According to deed data listed for his slaves, who were listed on a separate
records, one was near the mill located a mile east of Paris schedule. This probably is not a problem for the com-
(NHC 1884) and another was located near Benjamin mcrcc and learned persons category, since few slaves
Bradley's mill xvcst of Florida. The pottery was operated engaged in these activities. However, it is possible that
by John Scars, and was located on a clay deposit near there wcrc skilled slaves engaged in manufacturing for
Otter Creek about tivc miles north of Paris: their owners. There also is a possibility that older

children were included in the 1840 census figures but)t ( )r )ter ( rock thtere I', foun ,iii. nd Ilkd clay. s~ tatale for

,totncwj rc. .rd 'a 'ttcr. who hath powcr over twh \, I. , not ill the 1850 ones.
thcrc making onw \cSCI to honour. and ,mother to dis- In1 order to avoid comparability problems, statistical
honolr.' as a tetuper.t1o devotee would insist Wtmore intformation was compiled both for individuals and
1837: 12o1 households, which were treated as units, no matter how

If Wctniorc's 'uote is niore than merely literary al- manv individuals participated in the same activity with-
lusioi, it is possible that Sears was supplying whiskey ini them. If more than one nonagricultural activity was
jugs to the distilleries. The site of Scars' pottery was carried out within a single household, each activity was
located during field rcconnaissancc, and samples froin counted as a separate "'shop." It should be reiterated that
the site match unch, of the crockery found during the area from which the 1840) data were taken extends
excavation of pre-1800) house sites throughout the outside the project area. Therefore, the pcrcentages for
project area. 1841 are more significant than are the actual nunbers

for comparison with the 1850 data.
I )ata on the economic activities of individuals in

Statistical Data 18410 are presented iii Table 53. About 12% of the
working individuals were cngaged in nonagricultural

Statistical intbrniation on nonagricultural spccializa- activities in 18410. In rural areas this figure was 7%. but
tion begins with the 18410 census, whici lists the number in towns, about 80%, ofindividuals pursued nonagricul-
of persons in each hoschold employed n agriculture. tural activities. Table 54 presents similar data for a
coin incrcc, 1Itanutacturing, or who wcrc "learned per- sample of northern frontier counties, northern settled

.'lhc latter category probably includes teachers, counties, southern frontier counties, and southern set-
doctors, lawyers, and nministers. The 18501 census lists a tied countics, compiled by I)avis (1977:Table 19). The
spCcitic occupation for each working nember of the project area was inore similar to the northern frontier

TABLE 53.

Number and Percent of Persons Employed in Agriculture, Commerce, Manufacturing,
and as "Learned Persons" in Rural Areas and Towns in Jackson, Washington, Indian Creek, Jefferson,

South Fork, Salt River, and Saline Townships in 1840'

Rourail Total
Nuniter I'erccit Numbcr Percent Number Pcrccnt

Agri culture 223() 93.3 3') 20.0 22609 88.0)
(:oniicrcc 6 1.3 31 10.4 37 1.4
MN.1rut'acturing 127 i. 3 12 54.1) 229 8.9
Learned 27 I 1 17 9.) 44 1.7
Fotuls 239o I ') 257)

Intcludes pcrsnlit vitg llloutside the proj1cct area.
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TABLE 54. Tables 56 and 57 present data on economic activities
of households, rather than individuals, for 184) and

Percent of Persons Employed in Agriculture, 1850, respectively. At the household level, nonagricul-
Commerce, Manufacturing, and as

"Learned Persons" in a Sample of Northern tural activities assume greater importance, with about

Frontier Counties, Northern Settled Counties, 20% of all households engaged in them during 1840,
Southern Frontier Counties, and and about 25% during 1850. Tables 56 and 57 reveal that

Southern Settled Counties in 1 84 0 ' a significant number of households combined agricul-
tural and nonagricultural activities and that the increase

Northern Northern Southern Southern in nonagricultural economic activities between 1840 and
frontier settled frontier settled 1850 is duc entirely to an increase in the percentage of

Agriculture 85 70 95 85 households that combined both types of activities. This

Commerce 2 3 1 3 is demonstrated by the fact that the percentage of

Manufacturing I1 25 3 11 households pcrforning only nonagricultural activities
Learned 2 2 1 1 remained the same (about 14%) for both 1840 and 1850.
"Data from Davis (1977: Table i9). This trend is apparent in both rural areas and towns.

The more complete inforniation available in the 1851

census schedules indicates that a variety of relationships
characterized households with both agricultural and

th, the southern frontier and approached the level ot nonagricultural activities. III sonic cases the head of the
the solthern settled areas. I)avis attributes the presence household was a tirmer who had a craft specialist with a
ot slaves in the South as the reason for the differences in different last nane living with him and, in other cases,
numbers of the northern and southern nonagricultural the craft specialist was one ot the farner's sons. There
specialists. Slaves on plantations probably performcd also are cases where the craft specialist was the head of
iany of the skilled activities which in the North were the household and one or niorc of his sons was a farmer.

pcrtornicd by imdepenlicnt craft specialists. Davis, how- Tile combination of agricultural and :'onagricultural
evcr, does not discuss the possibility that slaves might economic activities probably was a means of risk reduc-
havc bccn included ii the 184t) occupational nmcra- tion, since losses in one activity in ight have been
tlin, as suggestcd above for the project area. In any case. balanced by gains in the other. I lowever, it is surprising
tile grcatcr simiilarity of the project area to northern that the combinations of activities increased between
frontier countics than to southern frontier counties iay 1840) and 185), since it would be expected that greater
have bccn utie to the lack of a plaitationI system in the economic security would have been attained with the
pro jcct area. It is untortunate that I )avis did not conipile development ot greater econoinic specialization after the
separate statistics fot the upper South, since its cconoii- passing of frontier conditions.
ic systcm sccnis to have been transitional between, and A trend more in agrecment with expectations is the
distinct froni. both the lower South and the North. increasing concentration of nonagricultural activities in

Tablc 55 presents data tb(r tle project area based on towns. The distribtition of individuals and households
the occupations listed for iidividuals in the 185)) ccnsLs. with nonagricultural occupations located iii both towns
By then, 19 of those individuals whose occupations and rural areas during 184) and 185)) is shown in Tables
wcrc listcd in tle thclisus partilpatcd in nonagricultural 58 and 59. In 184). the majority of nonagriculural
activities. Unfotuinatclv, variations in classiication activities was located in rural areas, while iii 1851) the
tcchniqucs between the 1841) and 185)) cesuses make it maJority of nonagricultural activities was located iii
ditficult to dctcrnic whether the increase was real, or towns. While about 81% of all coiiiniercial activity
was an artitact of procedural differences. (nierchants, grocers, etc.) was located in towns both in

TABLE 55.
Number and Percent of Persons with Agricultural and Nonagricultural Occupations in the

Project Area in Rails and Monroe Counties in 1850

RuraIl TOvT. Total
Nunibcr I'crcent Number Percent Nuiber cfrccnt

Agrltrultur,d 1318 91. 43 18.1 13~1 818
Noii!ii tiltural 128 8.' 195 81.9 323 19.2
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TABLE 56.
Number and Percent of Households with Agricultural Activities Only, Agricultural plus

Nonagricultural Activities, and Nonagricultural Activities Only, in Rural Areas and Towns, in 1840

Rural Town Total
Number Perccnt Number Percent Number Percent

Agriculture only 907 86.6 11 10.5 919 79.6
Agriculture and nonagriculture 62 5.9 7 6.7 69 6.0
Nonagriculture only 79 7.5 87 82.8 166 14.4
Totals 1049 105 1154

Includes households outside the project area.

1840 and 1850, the shift in nonagricultural activities to or near relatives engaged in agriculture may have out-
towns in 1850 was largely a result of a change in location weighed the advantages of a central location. Craft
of mant facturing or craft activities. In 1840, 56% of all specialists who were not related to the head of the
households with manufacturing activities, were located household may have participated in some sort of patron-
in rural areas while in 1850 the figure was 45%. client relationship and may have contributed agricultural

Although there was some movement of manufactur- labor to the household, as well as being engaged in their
ing activities into towns between 1840 and 1850, the craft. These individuals would have had to locate wher-
amount of rural manufacturing was quite high for both ever the entry into such relationships was possible. Poor
census years, indicating that towns were serving as transportation also may have promoted a dispersed rural
central places for commercial functions, but that manu- distribution of some services, such as blacksmiths who
facturing and craft functions remained largely de- worked on agricultural implements that were inconve-
centralized. The locations of rural nonagricultural activi- nient or difficult to transport to town. The study of the
ties during 1840 are shown in Figure 3. The distribu- ratio of craftsmen in towns as opposed to those in rural
tion appears to be somewhat random, with little tenden- areas should be extended into later periods to determine
cy to form clusters, although there is a tendency towards when most nonagricultural functions were centralized
locations near roads. The distribution of rural manufac- in towns (as is the case now).
turing in 1850 (not illustrated) is similar to the dispersed The distribution of specific activities (shops) among
1840 pattern with the exception of a few small clusters rural areas and towns is presented in Table 64) for 1850,
near the future locations of the towns of Indian Creek when information on specific occupations is available.
(platted 1852) and Perry (platted 1866). As noted above, most commercial activity was concen-

The large proportion of craft and manufacturing trated in towns, and there probably was even less rural
activities located in rural areas, their dispersed distribution, commercial activity than is indicated in Table 6), since it
and the high proportion of households that carried out is known that several merchants who were listed as rural
both nonagricultural and agricultural activities indicates residents had their stores in a nearby town. Most craft
that the location of craft specialists may have been and manufacturing activities occurred in both towns and
determined partly by social relationships rather than rural areas. A wool carder, a tobacco curer, a potter, a
strictly by economic forces The security of living with gunsmith, and two wheelwrights were located only in

TABLE 57.

Number and Percent of Households with Agricultural Occupations Only, Agricultural plus
Nonagricultural Occupations, and Nonagricultural Occupations Only, in Rural Areas and Towns, in 1850

Rural Town Total
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Agriculture only 743 87.2 21 13.4) 764 75.3
Agriculture and nonagriculture 78 9.2 28 17.3 106 10.5
Nonagriculture only 31 3.6 113 69.7 144 14.2
Totals 852 162 1014
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TABLE 58. The above discussion of the distribution of nonagri-
cultural activities in 1850 suggests that a hierarchy of

Number and Percent of individuals with functions was developing. Paris, at the top of the
Nonagricultural Occupations in Rural Areas hierarchy, had adinnistrative, corn mercial, and service

and Towns in 1840 and 1850 in the

Project Area functions. The service functions that distinguished Paris
from lower order places were those supported indirectly

Rural Town by its administrative functions. Other service functions
Number Percent Number Percent Total unique to Paris provided services to wealthier members

of the comn11uiiity who filled Most county offices and
1840" 16 51.6 150 48.4 310 probably would have wanted to cotnbine trips to town

for administrative and business purposes. Lowcr-order

"Includes individuals living outside the project area. towns or villages provided local commercial and service

rural areas. The wool carder and tobacco curer would be TABLE 60.
expected to be rural since they processed agricultural TAe 60.products. Tetbcocurer live nti lrlo" h Distribution of Types of Shops among Towns and

r .The tobacco lived te iirni of the Rural Areas in 1850
largest tobacco producer. The potter, of course, was
located near a clay Source.

Of miore interest are the activities found only in
towns. With the exception of tailor shops, transporta- Merchant 5 19

tion theilitics (stage and freight depots), and a cigar I)ruggist 0 1"

maker (located in Florida), all activities located only in Peddler I
Mill 10 4

towns were found only in Paris. Paris had most activi-
Blacksmith 12 I )

ties and services found in other towns plus more special- Carpenter 18 10
ized services such as a drug store, a hatter, a brick Cabinet maker 2 7
imason, a silversnith, and a tiner. The hatter and Wagon niaker 4 9
silversmith may have provided items used mostly by Cooper 7 4
wealthier niembers of the surrounding area, while the Saddler 1 8
brick mason probably was constructing brick commcrical Shoe maker 3 3
buildings and residences for the more prosperous resi- Plasterer 2 2
dents of Paris. Paris also was the only town in the Stone mason 2 1
project area with a hotel and a newspaper, both of which Mechanic 1 1

ma. have been supported partly by Paris' adiinistrative Wheelwright 2 0

functions (e.g.. lodging at the hotel for people attending Potisith 1 0

court sessions, and the printing of legal notices by the Wool carder 1 0

newspaper). More directly supported by county adniin- Tobacco curer 1 
istrative functions were a full-tinc county ofticial (the Artist I 0
county clerk) and seven lawyers. The three lawyers who Tailor 0 7
lived in wral areas were located near Paris. Transport 0 3

Brick mason ) 1"
Hatter 1"
Silversmith 0 1"
Tincr 0I

TABLE 59. Printer ) 2"
Number and Percent of Households with Cigar maker 0 1
Nonagricultural Activities in Rural Areas Hotel 0 P,

and Towns in 1840 and 1850 1)octor 10 12
Lawyer 3 7"

Rural Town Teacher 15 5
Number Percent Number Percent Total Minister 9 3

184)" 141 00I.() 94 40.0 235 Engineer 1 1185((; tty ot109cial I 1"

"In Paris only.Inth~C' tic hUSCho0(ldIo(Arcd MIlt'-idc trhC pr0j',-c- area.
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functions, and were distinguished trom Paris by the lack 1840, most farmsteads were no more than 1.3 miles
of certain specialized service functions as well as a more from a county road, which provided access to nearby
restricted number of commercial establishments. These (usually within six miles) grist mills, villages, and tovwns
lower-order places functionally were distinct from rural where specialized services and nonlocal commodities
areas only in terms of commercial functions, since most could be obtained.
craft and service functions located in villages also were It was found that economic specialization was prcva-
found dispersed in rural areas that generally lacked lent in both agricultural and nonagricu, ltural activities.
commercial functions. Although five rural merchants Three agricultural complexes carried out in distinct
are listed in the 1851) census, their stores probably were environmental zones coexisted in the project area: (aj
located in towns, production of grazing animals (cattle, mules, sheep) and

grain on the timber-prairie boundary, (h) production of
forest-foraging animals (swine) and grain (primarily
corn) on timbered modcratc slopes; and (c) production

SUMMARY of tobacco on hig,;h terraces. Although these farmers
engaged in specialized agricultural production, they

were by no means so specialized that they produced only
In this chapter, economic differentiation in the peri- a market commodity. The agricultural census indicates

od of initial settlement (181 -I 85(0) of the project area that all farms produced most agricultural products re-
was investigated by studying the distribution of wealth quired for home consumptioin (subsistence), as well as
aniong individuals and the degree of agricultural and greater quantities of one or more market commodities.
nonagricultural specialization. It was found that major With the exception of tobacco growers, the majority of
differences in the amount of wealth per individual were market commodity producers produced market quanti-
present from the beginning of settlement and that these ties of more than one product, so that diversification
diftfrences probably represent the establishment of a minimized the risks of overspecialization.
status system based on land and slaves similar to that Although nonagricultural specialists were common
found in older parts of the upper South. Amount of in the project area, many of them lived with farmers and
wealth (especially slaves) brought into the region was were dispersed in rural areas-a risk reduction strategy.
more important than length of residence (persistence) in 13y combining nonagricultural and agricultural activities
determining individual prosperity. Wealthy slave own- in the same household, the risks involved in specializing
ers were engaged primarily in livestock and grain farm- only in a craft activity were minimized. By 1854,
ing along the timber-prairie boundary, and probably nonagricultural activities were organized spatially in a
were producing for market. Since they controlled most rudimentary hierarchy of functions. Although most of
local political offices, they were responsible for the the same craft services were found in rural areas and
establishment and routing of roads that soon connected lower-order central places (villages). rural areas usually
the project area with already established towns to the lacked stores. Political administrative functions as well
northeast (New London. Palmyra, and Hannibal) and as more specialized craft services not found in villages,
the southwest (Fayette. Franklin, and Columbia). By were located in the higher-order central place (Paris).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A review of the hypotheses proposed in Chapter 1 Hypothesis 3 stated that clusters of related families
serves as a summary of the data analysis presented in with common religious affiliations or origins would be
previous chapters. This is followed by a discussion of found. It also was suggested that clusters would be
the settlement system of the project area in terms of the found along roads and that settlement density would be
spatial distribution of various functions that resulted higher near towns (Hypothesis 4). Settlement clusters
from perception of the environment by family units were found to be common during the earlier period of
who shared upper South cultural characteristics, settlement, and many are apparent on the 1830 map of

The first set of hypotheses concerns location of land first entries (Figure 10). Small clusters usually were
purchases relative both to environmental zones and to composed of households of brothers and brothers-in-
each other. Hypothesis 1 states that preferred environ- law, while larger clusters were composed of several
mental zones for the first purchase by residents were smaller kinship-based clusters that shared a common
timbered ridgetops, timbered moderate slopes, and the origin or the same religious affiliation. The largest
prairie edge (timber-prairie boundary). This was tested clusters were composed of Catholics, who settled around
for first land entries (in some cases the first entry may a Catholic church. Social ties within these settlement
not have been the first purchase if the first purchase was clusters probably facilitated cooperative labor.
made from another individual rather than from the Most clusters seen on the 1830 map (Figure 10) werc
federal government) by means of a multiple regression located near roads, altiough settlement was not con-
program and was supported by the data. A fourth stricted into a linear pattern by them. Settlement Ioca-
environmental zotie, high terraces, was found to be tion cannot be explained by the location of roads, since
associated with early entries. Hypothesis 2 stated that in many cases settlement preceded them. While the
subsequent entries made by a resident were located in original New London-Fayette road probably provided
prairie and bottomland zones. This hypothesis is not access to the southern part of the project area, promot-
supported. Central prairie and bottomland zones were ing early settlement there, the Ely and Smith settle-
avoided and subsequent entries were concentrated in the ments were located north of this road and later roads
same zones as first entries. In addition, it was found that were routed through them. In the 1830s, roads were
nonresidents and Eastern speculators attempted to fol- routed to pass by existing houses but once established,
low strategies of land selection similar to those of the new road might have promoted further settlement
residents. However, these entrants were less successful, along it. Thus, in some cases, roads facilitated settle-
probably due to lack of knowledge about the environ- ment and in other cases the routes of roads were
ment. Eastern speculators did buy central prairie land, determined by preexisting settlements. Towns do not
but only when other large tracts of land in timber zones seem to have promoted denser settlement around them,
no longer were available. with the possible exception of the area south of Paris

An unexpected result of the analysis was that pre- (Figure 11). However, this area also was settled densely
fcrred environmental zones correlate with certain agricul- in 1830 (Figure 10), before Paris was founded.
tural complexes. It was found that timber-prairie bounda- Several hypotheses were proposed to address ceo-
ry locations were occupied by grazing-livestock and nomic differentiation, as indicated by both agricultural
grain pioducrs and that high terraces were associated and nonagricultural specialization. It was hypothesized
with tobacco production. The timbered moderate slopes that there was specialization in the production of agricul-
probably were occupied by general farmers whose mar- tural market commodities by 1850 (Hypothesis 5). This
ket commodities probably consisted of swine (forest- hypothesis is supported, but specialization was priniari-
foraging livestock) and corn or wheat. Thus, Jordan's ly at the level of agricultural complexes (grain plus
(1964) theory that the timber-prairie boundary was the grazing-livestock and grain plus foraging-livestock) rath-
preferred zone for settlement shkUld Lk iioditfid (whe er than at the level of'spccific commodities, The excep-
applied to the project area) to read that it was the tion to this is tobacco, which in many cases was
preferred zone for grazing-livestock producers. It ap- produced as a single market commodity or as a cash
pears that the kind of agriculture practiced was a major crop. However, only I1 % of all farmers in the project
determinant of the kind of land selected for settlement. area were growing tobacco in 1849. All farmers, wheth-
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er they produced market commodities or not, probably correlation between length of residence (persistence) and
produced enough various farm products to supply the wealth (Hypothesis 11). However, little evidence of this
needs of their family. Thus, most farming households was found, indicating that the most important dctermi-
were self-sufficient in most food products required for nant of wealth was the amount one brought into the
household consumption, and also may have produced area, rather than the amount earned there under frontier
one or more commodities for market exchange or sale. conditions. Hypothesis 12 suggested that local political

Hypotheses concerned with nonagricultural special- offices were occupied by wealthier members of the
ization included several that dealt with towns. It was project area. This was supported. especially for county
hypothesized that craft activities and commercial ftnc- judges (the highest position in count government), all
tions were concentrated in towns (Hypothesis 6). This of whom were members of the four highest (out of 1
was true for commercial functions but not for craft possible) wealth ranks and all of whom owned slaves.
activities, which in 1840 were more numerous in rural
areas than in towns. By 1850. slightly over half of all
craft activities were located in towns. It also was hypothe-
sized that towns were regularly spaced and that the MODELS OF
county seat had more functions than other towns RURAL SETTLEMENT LOCATION
(hypotheses 6 and 7). This was confirmed by the
presence of a hierarchy of functions. Towns were distin-
guished from rural areas by the presence of commercial Results of the analysis used in Chapter 4 allow
functions, and the county scat was distinguished from formularion of a model of rural settlement location for
other towns (villages) by the presence of more special- the period of initial entry. Analysis of settlement loca-
ized craft and service functions, as well as by administra- tion for later periods was not performed, but some
tive functions. predictions of later patterns are presented below. Settle-

It was suggested that towns formed at some mini- ment location was conditioned by the type of agricul-
mum population threshold (Hypothesis 8). Lack of data ture a settler intended to practice and by social variables
from the years when towns were founded makes conclu- such as kinship, common origin, and religious affiliation.
sions tentative. However, it is suggested that a mini- A settler entered land in the timber-prairie boundary
mum of 500 people within a 6-8-mile radius was re- zone if he was a stockman, in the timbered moderate
quired to support a town, given the level of demand for slopes if he raised primarily corn and hogs, or in areas
nonagricultural goods and services present in the area. with large, high terraces if he grew tobacco. Combina-
The failure of the towns of Newport, Bloomfield, and tions of these zones permitted diversification. Specific
Rails Town were due in part to their location within the location within these zones was conditioned by pre-
6-8-mile radius of other established towns. The rapid existiiig social relationships with settlers who had ar-
development of roads within 10 years of the formation rived earlier. However, as the area filled up, social
Of Monroe County. as hypothesized in Chapter 1, does variables probably had less effect, since the remaining
indicate that access to external markets was an early good land might not be located next to someone with
priority (Hypothesis 9). whom a social relationship existed. The amount of land

Three hypotheses concerned with the distribution of entered was determined by a settler's wealth. Wealthier
wealth were proposed. Hypothesis 10 stated that wealth settlers usually were stockmen, who may have brought
differences were present from the beginning of settle- portable wealth in the form of slaves and livestock (in
ment and that they increased through time. It was found the absence of a stable currency) with them. In some
that the concentration of wealth in 1830 greatly exceed- cases, slaves probably were sold in order to enter land
ed the hypothesized 33%, since 47% of the wealth, in with the proceeds.
terms of land and slaves, was possessed by the richest The specific model of rural settlement location for
10%. Instead of an increase in the concentration of the project area, as summarized above, can be compared
wealth, however, there was a decrease by 1850, when the with the general model of rural settlement location
richest 10% experienced a decrease in their share of the proposed by Hudson (1969). Hudson describes chang-
wealth from 47% to 40%. This decrease in the concen- ing spatial patterns of rural settlement in terms of three
tration ot wealth between 1830 and 1850 can be ex- "processes" or phases of development derived from
plained partially by an increise in the proportion of Ccolugy: coloni7ation, spread, and conetetion. Coleni-
landowners between 1830 and 1850. However, there zation is the initial stage of expansion by a population
also was an increase in amount or range of wealth into a new area. Spread is the formation of new settle-
between the richest and poorest resident of the project ments through reproduction, which increases the popu-
area between 1830 and 1850. lation density and fills in empty spaces between original

Previous studies suggest that there should be a settlements (see Bylund 1960). Compctition results when
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the dcnsitv of farms causes farm size to approach could not be entered or purchased, the 40-acre tract was
minimml economically feasibie limits. Competition for sold to an adjacent land owner. Competition may have
land closest to one's farmstead results in less successful coincided with colonization. However, farm size still
farmers being forced out, creating a more uniform (and varied widely (from 80 to 2000 acres) in 1850, so that the
larger) tarm size. spatial pattern probably was random or clustered rather

Hudson associates each phase of rural settlement than regular.
development with a particular spatial pattern in the As noted above, the competition phase is treated
distribution of farmsteads or farmhouse locations. Con- more fully by Hudson and was tested with data from
sideration of farmhouse locations allowed Hudson to Iowa for the period 1870-1960. Hudson proposed ti.-: .as
reduce the problem to describing rural settlement in density increased, farmers would begin to compete for
terms of patterns of points. The colonization phase is land close to their farmstead. Smaller farms would not
characterized by a random distribution of points, the be economically feasible and, as they were bought, the
spread phase produces a tendency toward a clustered remaining farms would increase in size, density would
distribution of points, and competition results in a decrease, and a regular pattern would emerge. Although
regular spacing of points. Hudson was able to test only Hudson proposes this as a general trend for rural
the competition phase of his model. He used farmhouse settlement, it must be asked whether this trend was not
locations as shown on county atlases for areas of eastern a result of a specific technological change peculiar to
Iowa with "little topographic influence'" (Hudson 1969:37) midwestern prairie farming during the tirst half of the
at three points in time between 1870 and 1960 to show twentieth century: the mechanization of agriculture on
that a more regular distribution did form during that level, open prairies. Would a regular pattern emerge in
span of time in some of the study area. an area where mechanization did not occur and where

In order to de:tcrmine the spatial patterning of the different kinds of agriculture were practiced?
Iowa tfrm hotises, Hudson presents several mathemati- Although mapping of settlement in tile project area
cal formulas. In tile mathematical section, Hudson was not carried beyond 1840, and statistical analysis was
(1909:374) associates a clustered spatial pattern with a not extended beyond 1850, some suggestions about later
lack of competition for land (low density of settlement) trends in the project area can be made. Since it was
and a varied biotope. A regular pattern is associated with located in the Lipper South, the presence of slavery
(and probably caused by) competition. The major contri- created more differences in wealth and an unequal
bution of ludson's model is the explanation of the distribution of farm sizes, which competition may not
change from a clustered pattern to a regular pattern, as have regularized entirely, even after the Civil War ended
increasing density promotes competition for land near slavery. This was combined with environmental diversi-
each farmer's existing holding. However, Hudson does ty and three different agricultural complexes that proba-
not develop a comprehensive explanation for forces that bly required different anounts of land, thereby contrib-
produce clustered or random distributions at lower uting to the differences in farm sizes. Thus, greater
densities. The causes of clustered or random patterns in wealth differences, a variety of agricultural complexes.
any region are probably specific to that region, rather and greater environmental diversity in the project area
than general, being related to local cultural and physical than in eastern Iowa may have operated against regular-
cnviroinicntal factors. ization of farm sizes in the Salt River region. This

The specific model developed for the initial settle- hypothesis could be tested by using maps presented here
mcnt of the project area explains the clustering evident for 1830 and 1840, tax records (to reconstruct property
on the 1830 map (Figure IW) in terms of physical environ- ownership for the period 18504-1870 ). and county atlases
mental variables that concentrated settlement in certain that began in the late 1870s.
preferred zones and in terms of social dimensions that While Hudson discusses the patterns produced by
produced clusters of settlers with kinship ties, common colonization in general terms, data from the project
origins, or who shared tihe same religious affiliation, area indicate that the specific patterns produced by
Spread had little effect in the region, since increasing colonization are a result of choices made by individuals,
density and filling in of spaces between clusters was due influenced by their perception of the environment in
primarily to continued rapid immigration (colonization) terms of both physical dimensions (e.g., topographic
rather than to later expansion by descendants of original features, slope, vegetation, etc.) and social dimensions
,;cttlers. Hudson (1969:37)) acknowledges this possibility. (e.g., proximity to kinsmen, persons with common

Evidence for the beginmn- of competition in the origins, or persons with like religious affiliations). Per-
project area may be found in a decrease in number of ception of the environment is culturally conditioned and
4(-acre tnrms and the decrease in number of land is dependent on previous experience: it cannot necessari-
owners by 1854). The 4(-acre farm may not have been ly be predicted with an abstract or general model
considered to be economically feasible and, if more land derived from plant ecology or based strictly upon
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economic torces. Thus, causes of patterning for the never would have attained the wealth of slave owners or
colonization phase are culturally conditioned and tied to been accepted as members of the tipper class. Owners ot
specific environmental characteristics. For the coloniza- many slaves had an advantage on the southern frontier
tion phase, locally specific causes that vary from region because they could sell slaves and buy large quantities of
to region probabiy have more effect than widely applica- relatively inexpensive land with the proceeds. Frontiers
ble general forces. The competition phase may be did provide relatively inexpensive land, but this did not
predictable more generally in terms of strictly economic automatically promote democracy. The social and politi-
forces of competition, but the effects of differing tech- cal organization brought to the frontier by the dominant
nologies and social environments also should be taken immigrating group determined how the frontier would
into account, as was suggested above, develop. "'democratically" or otherwise. The differ-

ences between northern and southern frontier denlocra-
cy already had been pointed out by Elkins and McKitrick
(1954) when Curti (1959) published his study.

DEMOCRACY AND SPECULATORS As mentioncd in Chapter 1, various historians (Bogue
ON THE FRONTIER 1963: Gates 1931, 1941, 1942, Swierenga 1968) have

discussed the role of the land speculator in the develop-

nent of the frontier. Some believe that absentee specula-
At this point, some comments are needed on two tors retarded growth by witholding land that could have

problems with which historians have been concerned been settled by farmers: others emphasize the speculator's
while studying the frontier in the United States. The role in providing credit, which allowed people to btyv
first of these is the role of the frontier in promoting land who did not have the cash to buy it from the federal
denincracv, which is part of the Turner thesis. Curti government. This dispute call never be resolved in
(1959). who was one ot the few historians to use quanti- general terms, since tile impact of absentee speculation
tativc data at the time of his study, tried to demonstrate varied from region to region, depending on local
that the frontier promoted democracy in Trcmpclcau conditions.
(:tllut\. Wisconsin. Curti (1959:1) defined democracy as Results from the project area indicate that one of the

widcprcid parmtpmn in the making otdi,na, dfctng most significant local factors was the timing of periods
th1C &,,lti hti'. th dcvchopL V ci0 lt miti.me ard ,clt- ot land speculation in relation to the beginning of
rcdiiic .(. id Cq ai.1ty tC oIIOiiic ,li.iad cultural pportitmlty settlement. In the project area settlement preceded the

and conchldd that the frontier promoted dcnmocracy ill 1835-1836 period of land speculation, so that by the time
Trcmpclcau County because everyone could participate Eastern speculators began buying land in the area. all the
in township meetings which, among other things, cstab- best land was gone. Speculators could buy only the
lished roads. Each township was represented in the timbered steep slopes and upland prairie areas that
countV council by the chairman of its township board. residents of the area had avoided. Thus, there arc
Curti also tound equality of -economic and cultural actuallh two important variables to consider with re-
opportunity'" in Trempclca County because European spcct to absentee frontier land speculators: the timing of
immigrants werc able to acquire the same amounts of periods of speculation in relation to initial settlement of
land and to participate In cultural and political activities an area, and how well speculators or their agents were
to the same extent as the native-born, able to evaluate characteristics of the land they were

When the situation in Trcnipeleau Cotnty is coim- purchasing. Since most studies of fi-ontier land specula-
pared with opportunities in the project area, it becomes tion have used data tromn northern frontier areas, the
evident that the political and social systems brought to different social and economic conditions characteristic
the fronticr from further cast were more important im of southern frontiers also should be investigated with
dctcrmninim.g the degree of democracy (as defined by respect to absentee land speculation.
Curti) than were frontier conditions. If Curti had per-
tormcd his study in a southern frontier COtllty, he
would have foLLd that there was little opportunity for

participatu in local government because there were no AN UPPER SOUTH
towniiship meetings or boards. Instead, political power PIONEER SETTLEMENT SYSTEM
was concentrated in the hands of three county judges
who did lnt represent the townships. but who were
members of a wealthy slave-owning upper class. This The tipper South cultural background shared by
systell ot local government originated further east in the settlers of the proicct area was a major determinant ot
older southern states. Ifthere were any European imnii- the resulting settlement system. Characteristics of upper
grants in southern frontier cou~ntiCs. they probably South culture that were important to the formation of
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the settlement system in the project area were (a) a establishing access to external markets, since they were
diversified general farming complex; (b) a wood-oriented the major livestock and grain producers. Their wealth
technology; (c) a social stratification system based on probably made them more interested in obtaining ima-
land and slaves; (d) the importance of the family as a ported manufactured goods.
cooperative labor unit; and (c) an oligarchic local politi- The basic units in the settlement system were fani-
cal system directed by the county court. lies that were organized as independent households

The agricultural svstem characteristic of the uipper possessing a farmstead surrounded by the head of the
South was based on corn, which was consumed by household's land. Families tended to be large and complex,
people as well as used to fitten hogs and other livestock, consisting of a nuclear family of parents and children,
This corn and pork diet was supplemented by beef, several of whom might have been unmarried young
potatoes, wheat bread, butter, and various vegetables adults. Married children of the household head with
such as peas, beans, okra, collards, cucumbers, squash. children of their own were present in some cases, as
and turnips (Newton 1974:152). A wide variety of com- were aged parents of the household head. HousCholds
moditics was produced for market, some of which were also contained more distant relatives or tenants on
the comestibles listed above, plus noncon-,'stiblcs such occasion, and many of them had slaves. In 1850 the
as tobacco, hemp, flax, and mules. This diverse, flexible average household size, including slaves, in the project
agricultural system allowed each family to be self- area was 8.2 persons. Large households provided the
sufficient in most food requirements (except for import- labor necessary to establish a farm under frontier
ed staples such as sugar, salt, and coffee) and to produce conditions. Although average household size increased
a market commodity that allowed them to obtain im- between 183) and 1850, the fertility ratio and the per-
ported staples and manuftcturcd goods. centagc of children under 1) years of age declined

Residents of the Bluegrass region of Kentucky in the steadily.
early nineteenth century were by no means isolated. Easterlin (1976) has proposed a model to account tor
Fhe participated in an international trade system that this decline in fertility, which he observed ii dejio-
brought in manufactured goods from England via Phila- graphic studies of northern frontiers. As the availability
delphia and exported agricultural commodities to the of land decreases with continucd in-migration, land
South via the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. It is probable values increase, which slows in-migration and fertility.
that they expected to participate in a similar system in This moderates the increase in land values and the cycle
Missouri as soon as possible. Data from the project area continues "until total population, fertility, net migration,
show that these expectations soon were fulfilled by rapid and farm acreage values stabilize at a level commensu-
development of (,,) roads connecting the project area rate with the area's potential" (Eastcrlin 1976:8(0). This
with Mississippi River ports and (b) towns and villages model rests on the assumption of multigeniture (which
that acted as redistribution points for incoming manufac- probate records indicate was the most common form of
tured goods. The 1840 and 1850 agricultural censuses inheritance in the project area) and the desire to provide
demonstrate that the typical tipper South agricultural land for all of one's children. As land values increase, the
svstem was operating in the project area and that ability to acquire more land for more children decreases,
agricultural commodities were being produced for mar- tending to limit fertility. This model partially accounts
kct at an early date. for the tendency to enter as much land as possible. Even

The upper South wood-oriented technology acted to though an entrant did not intend to cultivate all of it (the
restrict settlement in the project area to timbered areas, percent of land "improved" in 1850 was 34.5), large
and produced a remarkably similar series of log houses amounts of land were entered to pass on to children
and franie I-houses. Available technology and labor who, in a sense, "earned" it by contributing their labor
(large families and slaves) made extensive forest agricul- as part of the household unit. This also accounts for the
ture the preferred technique. Large open prairies proba- high freqtiency of unmarried young adults who re-
blv were not cultivated until the 1850s, when acceptance mained in their parents' household. The independence
of a Northern technological innovation-the steel plow- of family units, each of which owned large amounts of
made prairie tillage feasible. land, produced the dispersed rural settlement pattern

The upper South social stratification system was
based on ownership of large amounts of land and slaves.
[n the project area in 1850, most farmers owned less than
4M8) acres of land and had few or no slaves, but a wealthy
minority owned 5(g) to 2(X0 acres each and had 8-35
slaves. This group controlled county government, since
most county offices were held by wealthier residents of 'Improved land was defined as -cleared and used tor grazie.
the area. This group was the one most interested in grass. or tillage, or which is now tallow" (Wright and Hunt PA X):23).
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seen in Figures 10 and 11. However, some clustering consumption requiremcnts of all family members. Self-
within this dispersed pattern is evident, especially in sufficienmcV made it possible to increase production of
Figure 10. This clustering was the result of kinship ties, one or more commodities to a level where profits could
usually among brothers, each of whom was able to set be realized from sale or exchange. Risk was minimized
up an independent household and farm because of the at this level by producing more than one market
availability of relatively inexpensive land at the begin- commodity. This is especially evident aniong livestock
ning of settlement in the area. Rothstein's (1975:588) producers, who usually produced several kinds of
observation that "the number of acres one owned bore livestock, rather than specializing in only one. l)uring
slight relationship to one's capacity for using them in later periods further west, there were specialized cattle
farm production" is applicable to the project area, where and sheep producers who competed for grazing land.
an upper South status system based on land ownership, This was not the case in the project area, since many
the desire to bequeath land to all of one's children, and stockmen raised both cattle and sheep. Thus. risk was
art extensive form of agriculture, led to a pattern of large minimized by producing several market commodities in
tracts of land surrounding independent dispersed farm- the hope that at least one of them would produce high
steads. Surplus acreage probably was used for grazing, yields and be in demand in the market. If a profit could
and for providing fuel, building materials, game, and not be made on any of the commodities produced for
salable products such as maple sugar (Rothstein 1975: market, the family would not starve becausc of the wide
588). variety of food items produced by the farm for home

The final important upper South characteristic that consumption. For nonagricultural specialists a popular
shaped development of the project area was a system of risk-reduction strategy was to locate in a household that
local government that centered political power in the also contained farmers, so that access to food was
county court at the expense of local representation at the guaranteed, even if there was no demand for the specialist's
township level (Elkins and McKitrick 1954:573). Posi- services.
tions on the county court were tilled by members of a These risk reduction strategies help explain the
wealthy elite of landed slave-owning "gentry," who in degree of agricultural spcialization (at the level of
the project area primarily wcrc stockmen. This system "complexes'" rather than that of individual crops) and
of centralized county government was largely responsi- the dispersed nature of much of the nonagricultural
ble for the system of towns and roads that developed, specialization. Rural nonagricultural activities also may
The dominance of Paris, the CounltV seat, Was partially have been part-time, performed in conjunction with
the result of a lack of administrative functions at the agricultural activities. These strategies may be character-
township level, since there were no township meetings istic of many frontier situations where population dell-
or Other political functions to attract people to other sity is low, transportation is poorly developed, and

txavns. The other towns had to rely only on their major market centers arc distant.
ftunction as commercial redistribution points, since Paris Another example of risk reduction strategies is pro-
controlled most administrative tunctions, while craft vided by the differences between Salt River and Jackson
and manufacturing functions were located il rural areas townships in 1830. The lower percentage of slave own-
as well as in towns. ers in Jackson Township inl tile western part of the

The rapid development of a road system connecting project area may have been due to its relative inacces-
the project area with external market towns and coinect- sibility, where the nearest town was over 25 miles awav
mug smaller towns within the project area is attributable and where few roads existed. Wealthy slave owners may
to tie power of the county court to make and entorce not have been willing to risk settling in an undeveloped
decisions about roads throughout the county, without area far from towns and external markets. The western
having to wait for a consensus to be reached in several part of the project area before 1831 probably was the
township meetings, as was the case in many northern only time and place where self-sufficiency and little
counties (see Curti J19591 for a discussion of road estab- participation ill outside markets existed. The 10-year
lishnient in Trempclcau County, Wisconsin). Since ineire- period of underdevcloplent for the western portion,
bers of the county court were among the wealthiest from 1820-1830, probably would have becn much shorter
individuals in the county, and were producilg livestock had the depression of the early 1820s not intervened.
for market, rapid development of a county road system Increasing immigration in the late 1820s and the creation
connecting the project area to external markets is not of Monroe County in 1831 ended tile isolation of the
surprising. western part of tile project area, and "when the store-

It is apparent that settlers followed several risk- keeper appeared and as transportation improved, self-
reduction strategies in order to cope with new environ- sufficiency melted away" (L.oehr 1952:41).
mental and economic conditions. A primary strategy The settlement system existing in tile pro(lect area in
was to make the farm produce enough to provide for 1840 and 1850 has been described in terms of the spatial
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distribution of functional agricultural and nonagricul- will be made, as Reyes (1977:2) has demonstrat, d for
tural units (farmstcads, craft specialists, mills, and towns). late prehispanic Mexico. Gcneralizations based on opin-
Some ot the processes that produced this system. such as ion and selected narrative sources may produce useful
settlers" adaptation of their tipper South cultural back- hypotheses about frontier settlement, but these hypothc-
ground to the environlmcnit of the region and risk ses must be tested with concrete data from many
reduction strategies, have been discussed above, regions. The present study represents one such attempt.

The rcsults summarized here dcmonstrate how quan- It is hoped that it will serve to stimulate others to
titative written sources (which provide similar data on implement studies of this sort in other areas. Eventually
all meibers of the population) can be used statistically it may be possible to determine what claracteristics of

to study historical settleniett systems. It is only through settlenint arc specific to the project area. arc characteris-
the tedious analysis of detailed quantitative data pertain- tic of all tipper South frontiers, or arc generally touid in
ing to concrete cascs in spcitic areas that progress in all frontier settlements.
understanding the development of settlement systems
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